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ABSTRACT

The paper commences with an historical survey of the Australian-
tunerican alliance from its early beginnings during the Second
World War until the present day. This is folJ.owed by detailed
analysis of important issues and questions incLuding the ANZUS
security "guarantee", the coupling/decoupling of the alliance
from other aspects of national policy, effects of the alliance on
the Australian Defence Force and, importantly, limitations
imposed by the alliance on Australia's freedom of action in time
of conflict,

It is concluded that claimed benefits of the alliance are
insubstantial, that its costs by contrast are real and threaten
Australian national security interests and that the increasing
contradiction between the national emphasis on self-reliance and
independence and alliance Iimitations will eventually bring an
end to the alLiance relationship. It wilL be up to Governments in
Australia and the United States r^rhether the break is friendly or
stressful, but the break will come,

The national security policy of post-al1iance Australia should be
neither "non-aligned" nor "armed neutral" but "independent". This
is the logical extension of self-reLiance and those who clairn
that breaking the American alliance must necessarily isolate
Australia from other liberal dernocracies have failed to
demonstrate why this should be so. Similarly, extravagant
dollar cost estimates of an independent policy all originate
inside a pro-alIiance establishment and should be treated with
extreme caution.
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(i)

FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

So much literature has
American alliance, at least in
of yet another vrork on the
justification.

been generated by the Australian-
this country, that the appearance
subject possibly requires some

My principal reason for writing this paper was a degree
of dissatisfaction with the level and direction of much, though
not all, debate on the alliance over the last ten years or so.
At a time when changes fundarnental to the nature of Australian
national security interests and poLicy have begun to bite,
notably the heavier ernphasis now being placed on self-reliance,
debate on the alliance has tended to lag behind. Argument still
proceeds, all too often in the manner of a ritual dance, on such
matters as the presence in Australia of American facilities
established under the al,Liance banner (as at North West Cape,
Pine Gap and Nurrungar), the probable nuclear targeting of these
facilities by the Soviets, the wisdom or otherwise of allowing
nuclear-powered and/or nuclear-armed warships into our ports and
other issues important in their own right, but many questions
centlal to an evaluation of the alliance in 1988 have, with some

exceptions, substantially been neglected.

Readers wiII find that the US faciLities or warship
visits, though by no means ignored in these pages. are not the
central, considerations. There is much more about the dubious
fashion in which the alliance so firmly established itself in
Australia, about its national security policy implications, its
effects on the Australian Defence Force (ADF) and on the national
freedom of action - especially in tine of conflict - than about
the traditional fare of writers against the alliance.
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To propose termination of the alliance has long been -
again, not without excePtions - almost the private preserve of
the political left in AustraLia. But experience shows quite
plainly that while the left, with its characteristic style of

ideological polemicism, has been spectacularly successful in

convincing itself that the alLiance is a bad thing, it has been

equally unguccessful in persuading many others to a similar view.
And yet, in a liberal denocracy like Australia, the alliance wiLl
stand until such time as its fatal inadequacies are recognised as

such by the people. This renains difficult of achievement,

though, when some advocates of its termination are vulnerable to

charges of ideologically-based anti-Americanism. It is ironic

that equally ideological Pro-Americanism' which has done great
harrn to AustraLian national security policy and practice, should

be unjustly respected while its opposite nurnber is Justly derided

for what it is.

This essay is an attempt to contribute to a process of

rational debate. It proceeds from histolical fact and analysis
and, while the united states can hardly escaPe adverse cornment j,n

a work which seeks termination of its alliance with Australia'

the criticisms made arise not from ideological "pre-positioning"

aa much as from issues and incidents documented in the text. The

principal criticisms are less of the us than of the succession of
Australian Governments which have used the alliance to avoid

tackling basic security issues or for political gain, or which

have tolerated the relationship nainly fqr fear of political

penalty. The argument is in fact based on historical and

security, considerations rather than ideological imperatives'

something I hope will be apparent to readers \"tith staying power

when they reach the conclusions.

The underlying theme of this paper is that Australia is

growingupandthatthetirneisapproachingwhennoamountof
argument from Governmenta desirous of avoiding their basic
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security responsibilities vrill be able to conceal the fact that
Australia's Anerican alliance has outlived whatever usefulness it
may once have had. The developmental trends outlined below show
a steady movement, reluctantly and (usually) belatedly recognised
by Governrnents, av/ay from total compliance with and dependence on
the United States towards an ever-increasing degree of self-
reliance or independence. It is argued that, unless
unforeseeable factors intervene to set the clock back,
Australia's growing sense of national self-confidence and
independence will lead eventually to the breaking of the
alliance. But this need not be, unless one side or the other
forces it, a parting in anger, hostility and mutual
recrimination: it is an equally important theme in this essay
that, aLliance or no alliance, Australia is and ought remain a
western-oriented Liberal democracy and that her post-alliance
security posture should refLect this fact. For too long
advocates of a continued aLLiance with the US have been allowed
to get away with the suggestion that its termination necessarily
implies Australia's alienation from other western nations. Why

this should be so is something which, with considerabLe skill but
Iittle logic, they have hitherto avoided having to explain:
indeed, unless it be asserted that western countries are so blind
to their or'm self-interests as to adopt postures unfriendly to
post-alliance Australia, it is not easy to see how it could
IogicaIIy be explained.

It is a less outrageous thing in Australia's
bicentennial year to propose breaking the American alliance than
it r^ras, say, two decades ago, If rational debate and analysis
are to be guides of policy then it wil-L be less outrageous still
to adopt this position in future. At the end of the day,
Australia will probably leave the alliance either by dint of
experience of a type partly foreshadowed by Britain,s attitude in
l94L-2 or, alternatively, by way of reasoned argument leading to
timely and wider recognition of the true Australian nationaL
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interest. It is fervently to be hoped that reason prevails in
good time because experience, though always instructive, is
frequently costly in the extreme.
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CHAPTER ONE

FEARS, MYTHS AND POLITTCAL PLOTS:

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE ALLIANCE

Throughout its history Australia has always been in some

form of close rnilitary relationship, if not a formal alliance,
with a great western power. This chapter will trace briefly the
process whereby Australia transferred her allegiance from her
first great power patron, the United Kingdom, to her second (and
current) patron, the United States of America. Two centuries is
quite a short time for the development and identification of
broad historical trends, but there is one at least in Australian
history which should be of interest to all concerned with
Australia's alliance policies in the twentieth century. This is
the nationaf tendency to perceive external security threats,

Fears: The Threat From the North Svndrome

Even a cursory examination of Australian history reveaLs
a sensitivity to external threats, and a tendency to overrate
them, quite remarkable when the overall strategic situation of
the country is taken into consideration. While in the first 150

years the enemies of the British Empire were, naturally enough,
perceived to be the enemies of Australia, frequently intentions
or capabilities far beyond any rational- assessment were ascribed
these enemies. The remains of fortifications constructed to
defend some ports against attack by the Tsar's Navy during the
Crimean War are testimony to this phenomenon. Nor is it easy to
see what significant threat was posed to Australia by the
Kaiser's Germany, or even by the Japanese in the years
inmediately following the latter's defeat of Russia in 1905. But
a deep-seated racism, which manifested itself during the
goldfields riots of the mid to Iate nineteenth century and, in
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due course, through the "white Australia" legislation which was

almost the first act of the new Federal Parliament after 1901,

rras long a feature of Australia's social rnake-up'

In more recent years, of course, Australian racisrn has

declined significantly in influence, having been eliminated

entirely from Conunonwealth Government policy, and in its overt

manifestations is now essentially the province of fringe pressure

groups and a few ageing public figures' The desire of the

present Oppositionr during controversy over irunigration policy'

to avoid the "racist" tag shows that overtly racist policj-es are

no longer popular. Despite this change, however, and substantial

changes to the nation's strategic circumstances' Australians

still retain their sense of "threat" '

Recent studies support this view' In the period from

Lg6TtolgS2,atimeofmajorchangeintheglobalandregional
strategic environment, the proportion of Australians which

beliewed that "some count]cies threaten Australia" remained

stubbornly around fifty per centi that maintaining that "no

countries threaten Australia" was generally in the rnid-to-high

thirty per cenc range. The only major exceptions to this

generalisation cane in 19?6, when the "threat" proportion fe1l to

only43tandthe''nothreat',reachedahighpointof4St;andin
1gg0, when the figules were 63t "threat" (following the soviet

invasion of Afghanistan) and 34t "no threat".l While Uoscow's

christmas :-g7g intervention to prop up its faltering puppet

regime in Kabul was not calculated to enhance perceptions of

stability anywhere, it was drawing a long bow indeed to derive

from this action a substantially increased threat to Australian

security. Nonetheless those surveyed were clearly Prepared to do

90.

whiletherehasalwaysbeena"threat"'itssourcehas
been subject to change to suit political or strategic

circumstances. Thus whereas in the fifties and sixties the

principal threat was seen to be "Red" china (acting, presumably,

as Moscow,s surrogate in the "international comrnunist drive" for
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world dominion), the improvement in Sino-American relationa after
1971 eventually resulted in China falling from its position as

the principal threat source of 1968, with 32* naming it as the
most likely threat, to only 13t in 1983. Over the sanne period,
the Soviet Union increased in popularity as a threat eource from
llt (1968) to 37t (1983), and Indonesia from 6t to 15t. Japan,
the bugbear of the inrnediate poatwar period, never rated higher
than 9t (1978) or lower than 5t (1968) with rnost years turning in
a figure of six per cent.2

The remarkable thing about all of the threat sourceE
noted above is that - with a qualified exception in the case of
the Soviet Union3 - none of the nations involved could, on any
rational strategic appreciation, possess the capabilities
required to pose a truly significant threat to Australian vital
national security interests. Alan Renouf's rernark that Australia
is "the frightened country" (this is the title of his book,
published by MacMiIIan in 7979, goes a long rf,ay toerards
explaining why it is that alliances with great powers have been

characteristic of Australian foreign and defence policy. The

"threat from the north", empty though it has been since the
Japanese decision not to attempt an invasion L^ L942, thus became

a vital underpinning of the AustraLian-American alliance.
Without some such alleged or perceived threat, clearly there
would be far less pressure or apparent justification for a

security pact with a superporrer.

The reasons for this remarkable case of national near-
paranoia are, for the most partr beyond the scope of this study.4
But the effects of the phenomenon on Australian security policy
have been profound, fuelling as it has both the sense of threat
and a concomitant desire to have available aid which could
counter the threat. This leads by the shortest route to the
doctrine, articulated by llenzies but behind Australian policy for
many decades before he returned to power in 1949, of the "great
and powerful friend". It was this doctrine which inforned the
Australian commitment to the post-World war I strategy of
Inperial Defence centred on Singapore and, in due course, the
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development of close nilitary links with the united states of
America during and after World war II.

The Genesis of The Alliance

Without any inhibitions of any kind, I make it quite
clear that Australia looks to America, free of any pangs
as to our traditional links or kinship with the United
Ki-ngdom.5

In this, probably his most-cited rernark, wartime Labor Prime

Ittinister John curtin told the Australian people of his

determination to seek all available military aid from the United

states. Though Australia had been attached firmly to the united
Kingdom through the Imperial Defence strategy, the preoccupation

of the British with the rilar against Nazi Germany and the string

of military disasters in east and south-east Asia after Pearl

Harbor made it clear to Australian Ieaders (both Labor and

conservative) that Britain was not to be relied on and that the
only altelnatiwe source of erestern military power was the united
States.6 It was, howewer, only after some hesitation that the
Government in washington decided to conmit forces sufficient to

keep the trans-Pacific sea lines of communication (sloc) to

Australia open and to deny the enemy the approaches to the

continent. At first, as the US Naval history records, "nobody

seened abLe to stop the Japanese and there was even serious talk
of abandoning Australia and New Zealand to the enemy" .7 In the

final analysisr it appeared that AustraLia's value as a base for

future offensive operations against the Japanese swung the

balance in favour of making an effort to secure the continent and

especially the lines of communication to it.

The Central Mvthr Salvation From Invasion

role of
Japanese
nations

There can of course be no dispute about the decisive

the United States in containing and eventually defeating
expansionism in the Pacific theatre. While other allied
rnade significant contributions, it was the preponderance
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of American military and industrial power which eventually beat
down the Japanese and drove them to the unprecedented huniliation
of surrender.

Yet the United States did not win every encounter of the
Pacific War, nor did it directly save every pacific or Asian
nation which Japan failed to conquer. But in Australia the
belief has grown up that the United States, through its role in
the ltlay L942 Coral Sea battle, actually defeated a Japanese task
force bound for the north Queensland coast and so "saved
Australia" from the horrors of a certain Japanese invasion and
probable conquest.

The process whereby this nyth gained currency was, in
the prevailing circumstances, relatively logical. The lrnperial
Defence strategy had come to nothing in a matter of twelve to
sixteen weeks. Southeast Asia and much of the southwest pacific
had been overrun by the enemy and Singapore, this "bastion of the
British Empire and of the white race" had fallen with horrifying
ease.8 Worse still, a whole division of Australian troops, the
Eighth Division, had arrived in Singapore just in time to be
captured in its entirety. The rest of the nation's remaining
trained and equipped forces were fighting Britain's battles in
North Africa and the Middle East and Churchill had strenuously
(though in the end unsuccessfully) resisted their recall to
Australia. Everything Australians had been taught to believe
about their strategic situation, about their role in the fmperial
Defence stlategy and about their innate superiolity over the
"short-sighted" and inferior "asiatic" had been shown to be
false. This psychological blow was in its own way as shattering
as lrere the nilitary defeats suffered by a1lied forces in the
early stages of the Pacific War.

The rapid collapse of aIIied positions in tlalaya,
Singapore and the Dutch East Indies laid bare the approaches to
Australia for the Japanese. The Australian Government, for the
first time faced with a military threat somewhat closer to hone
than the Crimea, reacted (or overreacted) with statements which,
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whatever their intent' had the effect of raising national

apprehensions to a fever pitch. Invasion rhetoric and scares

became the order of the day, stimulated from time to time by

Japanese air raids on remote northern settlements such as Danf,in

and Broome and daring but essentially show-piece and often fatal

exploits by Japanese submariners in Sydney Harbour and off the

eastern seaboard. There \,tas a substantial invasion scare on

Anzac Day (25 April) 1942; a fortnight later, when a Japanese

naval task force lvith landing craft was detected in the Coral

Sea, invasion fears reached a fresh peak'9 Curtin had told the

peopleafterthelossofsingaporeandtheEighthDivisionthat
"the protection of this country is no longer a question of

contributing to a \dorld at war, but of an enemy threatening to

invade our ohrn shore".lQ Now, with the Japanese in the Coral Sea

he announced that "Australia cannot escape the blow" and that

'the invasion menace is capable hourly of becoming an

actuality'.11 when the Japanese pulled back their force after

the Coral Sea battle, the obvious inference in the overheated

context of the timea \'ras that the united states wavy had defeated

an invasion attempt directed against Australia'

Certainly there has been very little on the public

record since 1942 to refute this idea' The Coral Sea battle is

stitl corunemorated annually, with American dignitaries in

attendance.Eveninlgss,theAustralianBroadcasting
Corporation'a nelts aervice - supposedly the acme of impartial'

accurate and objective journalism - waa able to retail as a fact

the clain that

In Lg42, the Japanese attenpted to take the north
Qoeenstana coastline. To stop themr the United States
Jtepped in to help the Australians turn them back'r'

In all probability, the ABC has been repeating this
falsehood annually for many years' though analysis does not

support it. The Japanese had made no prewar plans for the

militaryconquestofAustra].ia.Thecora].seaoperationwas
actually directed at Port ltoresby, not at north Queensland'

tfhile, at the high tide of success in early 1942, influential
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elements in the Japanese Navy (excluding, however, the wiger and
cooler Yanamoto) urged at least the seizure of Darwin, a bitter
debate at fnperial General Headquarters (IGHQ) resulted in the
Navy losing out to the Arny. which was reluctant to corunit iteelf
to extensive land operations because so much of its strength was

tied up in China or with occupying and pacifying recently
acquired territories in Southeast Asia. The Army, in the \rords
of one of the participants in the debate, "absolutely refused to
agree to the operation", though by lray of compromise it
reluctantly undertook to attempt the seizure of Port Moreaby
overland (the CoraL Sea thrust having failed) and to participate
in the ill-fated Midway operation. At no time rras the conquest
of Australia either planned operationally, or attenpted, by IGHQ

- though estimates were prepared which suggested that twelve
divisions, 1.5 nillion tons of shipping plus the entire Combined
Fleet would have been needed were the project ever seriously
undertaken. In short, the United States did not save Australia
frorn a Japanese invasion because no such opelation was planned or
attempte6. l3

However it arose, it is clear that the myth of the
Japanese invasion attempt, and American intervention in the Coral
Sea, had the effect of getting the Australian-Arnerican defence
relationship off to the best possibLe start. The picture which
emerged was one of a smal1 power, under imminent threat of
invasion and conqueet, being rescued by a great nation from the
prospect of alien domination. To this day, as the ABC news item
alluded to demonstrates, the view that the US "saved Australia"
from invasion remains widely current and still serves as a bogus
historical prop for the American alliance.

Frorn Pacific Pact to ANZUS: Political Plots

Australia ernerged, shaken but on the winning side, from
llorld War II with certain of her favourite preconception8
apparently reinforced by wartine experience: in particular. her
predilection for threat perception and her tendency to perceive
threat8 as "asian" and fron the north had, in the overethelming
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tnajority view, been vindicated. Equally, her need for a great

and powerful friend had been conclusively demonstrated - how else
but with massive Anerican nilitary support could the Japanese

invasion have been defeated? It was clear, however, that after

the failure of the British to meet their obligations under

Imperial Defence that Australia's next great friend had best be

more reliable. Given that she had, in widespread belief'
recently saved Australia and was in 1945 the most powerful nation
on the planet, the United States appeared to be in every \tay a

suitable candidate.

Atfirst,howeverrAmericaseemedareluctantbride'Asthe
anti-fascist alliance disintegrated after 1945 and the cold war

intensified, the main focus of great power policies was in Europe

where stalin was consolidating, and even extending, his grip on a

cordon sanitaire of east and central European puppet states

between the western Allies and the soviet union proper. The

Anericans, confronted with a situation in \thich western Europe

wasrnanifestlyincapableofdefendingitselfagainstamajor
Soviet attack, eventualfy agreed to set up the North Atlantic

Treaty organisation (NATO) as a defensive aIliance. The Soviets

responded with the rather fess convincing Warsaw Treaty alliance'

washington, however, was not enthusiastic about accepting similar

obligations elsewhere around the globe, and it took some time'
and a combination of pressures, to change its nind'

In post\tar Australia the Japanese menace still seemed paramount'

Reinforced by accounts of terrible atrocities from returning

prisoners of war, public opinion wanted a peace treaty imposed

which would exact retribution for war crimes and elininate any

possibility, however remoter of a resurgence of the militarisn

which had led Japan down the path of conquest. Though there is

no explicit allusion, Australia wanted a Versailles-type peace

treaty imposed on Japan.

Through the Postwar period the Chifley Labor Government

pursuedtalksaimedatsecuringa"PacificPact"involving
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regional nations under the aegis of the newly-created United
Nations, of which Chifley's Foreign Minister, Dr H.V. Evatt, rf,as

the first President. As Starke records:

tEvattl had become convinced in the light of Australia,s
experiences during the war in the pacific that the
security of Australia and New Zealand could not be based
upon... Iinited local arrangenents, but needed to be
considered in terms of the Pacific as a whole. So we
find references by him in general terms to the pacific,
or to the Western Pacific broadly spgqking, instead of
merely to the South-west Pacific area.r4

Evatt had in nind that such an arrangement would also include
provisions for the Pact partners to have "Joint use" of each
other's bases and facilities in the pacific. This was of
interest to the United States Navy, which was considering
continued use of the naval base at Manus Island in the then
Australian colonial possession of New Guinea.15 In the evenr,
negotiations ended without result in nid-1947 because of a lack
of American interest connected (inter alia) with declining us
Navy enthusiasm for llanus. But though the original "pacific
Pact" concept died at this point, the label nevertheless attached
itself to subsequent talks which led eventually to the ANZUS

Treaty.

These negotiations outlasted the Chiftey Government, fn
mid-1949, US Secretary of State Acheson announced that America
had no interest in furthe! colLective security arrangements Iike
NATO and opined that the Pacific area was still too disturbed to
adnit of such an arrangenent. Evatt was unabLe to persuade the
Americans that both a severe peace treaty with Japan and the
Pacific Pact were desirable, and \rent into Opposition at the end
of 1949 with his objectives unfulfilled. It remained for the
inconing lr{enzies Government, and its first Foreign Minister percy
(later Sir Percy) Spender, to attempt to bring what was still
being called the "Pacific Pact" to reality.

Spender rdas assisted by several developments. The

Chiang Kai Shek Nationalists had been driven from mainland China
by late 1949 and Mao's communists had set up the people,s
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RepublicofChina.ThecoldwarandlroncurtaininEuropewere
facts of life and the era of anti-conmunist hysteria in the

western democracieg waa beginning evidenced, in the United

States, by the ltcCarthyist phenomenon and, in Australia' a little
legs virulently aa }lenzieB' failed attempt to ban the Connunist

Party of Australia and a general upsurqle of anti-co(ulunist
agitation and rhetoric. At the same time' pressure was mounting

to put an end to the expense of the Allied occupation of Japan'

and the Korean war broke out in mid-1950, I'tith Australia Joining

the fight in the first, and less disastrous, of her two resorts

to hostilities in collaboration with the United States '

If there was still an obstacle to progress on the "Pacific

Pact", it was the determination of the United States' supported

by the British' not to impose a punitive peace treaty on Japan'

Though unacceptable to either major party in Australia or to the

populace at large it was obvious that, on any realistic
appreciation, the vie\'ts of the United States and Great Britain
would eventually have to prevail' A Potential foreign policy

disaster rtas thua staring the new Government in the face: to

agree to a soft Japanese Treaty would provide the Labor

Opposition, in those days still close to its stridently racist
white Australia roots' with political capital of the most

valuable sort. To oppose it would achieve little but the

alienation of both London and washington'

By early 1951, however, US opposition to the "Pacific

Pact"waswaning.PresidentTrumanappointedJohnFosterDulles'
Iater Eisenhower's egregious Secretary of State, as an envoy to
tour the Pacific nations and canvass with them the Japanese

treaty issue and also to explore "certain security arranelements

among Pacific rsland Nations"'16 Dulles visited a nunber of

countries, including Japan, the Philippines and Australia'
arriving at Canberra for talks with Spender early in February'

sPenderhadnodoubtrealisedthatAustraliacouldnot
win over both the uK and us on the Japanese peace treaty' But,
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as he bluntly explained to Dulles, this placed his Government in
a very dangerous political situation:

if we [i.e., the ]lenziea Governmentl were to go to
the people and the Parliament, and say that rre must
approve a Japanese peace treaty of the type desired by
the United States, without a corollary security
arrangement for Australia, it would mean political
oblivion for our party.r/

Impressed by this warning and apparently worried by the proapect
of a new Labor Government, Dulles was quick to paas the message
on to appropriate circles in Washington. About three weeks

later, he was telling the Senate Foreign Relations Conmittee:

The Australian Government as now constituted lmeaning
the lIenzies Governmentl is extremely friendly to the
United States. However, the Government is in a weak
position politically and you might have a dissolution of
Parliament any day, and the results of a special
election wouLd be very close. It would be in doubt.

Our old friend Evatt is carrying on a very strong
political campaign which is very anti-American in its
tinge and which is accusing the United States of wanting
to make Japan again a great rnilitary threat to
Australia... He is really following the Russian line
there, and he has affiliated hinself very closely with
the corununists. . . in general he is using in rather a
dernagogic way the comnunist line that vre are going in
for a heavily rearmed Japan which would be a rnenace to
the peace of this area. That i9 the popular line to
take at the moment in Australi.a.18

whatever this remarkable diatribe says about Dulles' ability
accurately to appraise Australian politics and politicians, it
certainly shows his overt partiafity in matters properly the
concern only of the Australian people. The party political
dimension of the Anerican alliance eras there from the beginning.

In Mid-March 1951, Menzies obtained a dissolution of
both Houses of ParLiament because the Labor-controlled Senate
refused to pass certain banking legislation. The election was

scheduled for 28 April. This development had considerable impact
in Washington. Secretary of State Acheson wrote to the Secletary
of Defense (Robert A. Lovett) urging the Pentagon to indicate at
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least in-principle approval of a security treaty for Australia.
Dulles cabled spender on 6 April that "we shall do aII possible
to create a situation which would make it possible to make an

authoritative, high-level, statement of purposes along lines of
canberra talks tthat is, the Dufles/spender talksl by about April
15". On 11 April the US Joint Chiefs and the State Department

met to discuss the Japanese peace treaty and the "Pacific
treaty", with Dulles advancing three reasons for treating the
latter with some urgency:

the tendency of delay to indicate an unreadiness to
go aheadi

possible advantages of this indication to the
Australian Labor Party which opposes Japanese
rearmament, in the coming elections;

considerations of courtesy to the other parties.l9

After a series of drafts' a statement was agreed to and

released on April 18, 1951, some ten days before the double
dissolution election which returned the Menzies Government with a

reduced House majority, but with control of the Senate. Spender

simultaneously released his own statement in Australia calling

the US statement the "green Iight on the road to Pacific
security", thus defusing what would have been an intractable
electoral liability. Subsequent to this development there was a

narrowing of focus of the "Pacific Pact" idea' Iogical in view of
its particufar political importance to the Governrnent in

canberra, from the Pacific Island nations mentioned by Truman in

his brief for DulLes, to a treaty involving the United States,
Australia and Nehr zealand. After further detailed negotiations
between these countries a draft was prepared and initialled.
This draft eventually became the ANZUS Security Treaty signed at

san Francisco in september 1951 and ratified early the foLlowing
year.

Explaining the draft to Parliament in July 1951,

Menzies' second Foreign Minister' Richard (Iater Lord) Casey -
Spender was now Ambassador in washington - vtas at pains to link
it intinately ltith the proposed "soft" Japanese peace treaty,

A.

B.

c.
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devoting half his time to the latter, He told parliament that
the Japanese treaty should be read "carefully in the light of
what f have just been saying about the mutual security agreemenc
between the United States, Australia and Nen Zealand', and said
that among certain

practical safeguards against the growth of a
Japanese military machine that can threaten the
Pacific... is our mutual security Efeaty with the United
States of America and New Zealand.zu

A further practical safeguard, Casey said, was the Amelican
intention to maintain a number of bases and faciLities in Japan
after the peace treaty was signed and the Allied occupation
ended. It might be thought that these arrangements, and the US

atomic bomb, were far more practical checks on any renewal of
Japanese imperial. dreams than the ANZUS pact.

Formalisation of an Australian-American alLiance through
the ANZUS Treaty was, then, the final outcome of a shifting
combination of factors which for some time had appeared unlikely
to produce any treaty at al.I. Chief among these factors were:
the general Australian sensitivity to threats "from the north",
particularly the 'fear of revived Japanese militarism; the
pressing need to conclude a Japanese peace treaty and normalise
the situation in the occupied home islands; US reluctance to
take on extensive NATO-type conmitments around the world; US

fear of communism and, at the last, the American desire to assist
and preserve the Menzies Government in Australia. Realising that
a soft Japanese treaty alone would spell politicaL ruin for its
friends in Australia, and consciousJ-y seeking to provide Menzies
with a political advantage against his Labor opponents, the US

through Dulles eventually overcame its reluctance to engage in
further treaty commitments and agreed to the ANZUS aLliance. (To

be sure, as will be shown in chapter four below, Washington \das

careful to ensure that the actual obligations set out in the
treaty were sufficiently vague to provide escape hatches if need
be). ANZUS yras thus the product of Australian fears, the nyths
surrounding the Japanese "invasion" from which the US "saved
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Au8trallai and, put bluntly, of political plotting designed to
advance the intereata of one political Party in Australl-a at the

e:qtenEe of another. In thj'6 se se at least, the Australl-an-

Anerican allianee began aE it rtas (on occasion) to continus!. aa

a weapo-n ln the donestlc political debate and not as a genuine

national security assett for Australia.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE ALLIANCE rN ACTION: 1952-72

So it was through a remarkabLe combination of fears,
myths and unpubricised invorvement by washington in AustraLian
dornestic politics, that Australia became formarly an arly of the
united states. This chapter will survey briefly the workings of
the ANzus alriance in its Australian-Anerican dimension frorn
latification in 1952 up to the defeat of the McMahon GovernmenE
in 1972. Two periods can readily be distinguished: an early
period of about ten years in which, for the most part, the
alliance did not impinge actively on AustraLiai and a period
from about 7962 to 1972 during which it was more frequently
invoked and many important steps were taken in paral1el by the
partners. ff the earlier period was a ',phoney alliance', (in the
sense of the "phoney war" of 1939-40) then the latter was the
a.I-liance at high tide, its " classical ,' era .

The "Phoney Alliance": 1952-62

There is a sense of anticlimax about this period, It is
almost as if, havinq secured the pact after years of negotiation,
frustration and setbacks, Austraria and the united states wished
to rest on their laurels for a time. A scrutiny of the record
reveaLs relatively little activity under the alliance banner. In
this period ANZUS CounciL meetings were by and large formal and
stylised affairs, where the communique was prepared by the host
nation before the Council met and presented to the two other
participants for their approval at the meeting. For several
years (1959-61), the Council failed to meet at all.l

A principal reason for this inactivity appears to have
been the absorption of the partners with the workings of the
South East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO). In 1956, for
instance, the Defence Committee, the top-level source of defence
advice to the Australian Governmentr 2 cornrnented that ANZUS
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planning had largely been overtaken by SEATo planning "which is

desirablebecauaeofthelatter'swiderscopeandmembership'',
althoughsomeatudies-Indonesia(thenunderSukarno)isgiven
aa an example - wisely deemed inaPpropriate for SE'ATO "are

undertaken in ANZUS".3 As Thomas Durrell-Young wrote:

From the Perspective of the united States' SE'ATo was a
convenient arrangement dedicated to the collective
;;;";iay of wesiern interests (exclusive of - some

colonial iaauear at least for washington) in Southeast
Asia where resionsibility was, in principle' shared'
Therefore,untilthenid-1-g60s,ANZUSplayedasecondary
iof" itt the diplomatic and defence relations between the
three countrias. These arrangements had the advantage
of allowing Australia and New Zealand to concentrate
their resources on national development (Yis-a-viE
a"i."""), wniie- enabling the United states to avoid
expending attention and resources on a seemingly
unireeded-and rePetitive defence arrangement with its two
antipodean allies.t

Certainly Australia did relatively little by way of concentrating

reaources on national development in the defence field during

this period. The following tables illustrate the Point'

'nARr.n 1: DEFENCE OUTLAYS L952-62r

L95L-2
1952-3
1953-4
1954-5
1955-6
1956-7
1957-8
1958-9
1959-60
1960-1
196 1-2
L962-3

outlays
(million
pounds )

159.4
215.3
t77 .7
L?7 .5
190.7
188.5
185.1
189 .3
193.6
L98.2
203. r
2L4.1

as t Govt
outlays

11.9
15.8
L3.2
12.3
L2.5
11.0
10.4
10.6
r0.5
ro.2
11.8
L2.2

ast
GNP

4.2
5.1
3.9
3.7
3.7
3.3
3.2
3.1
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.7
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TABLE 2: REGULAR ADF STRENGTHS 1951-626

19 51
L952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
19 61
L962

ttAN ( Reo )

12 381
14 144
74 273
14 181
13 211
13 096
11 661
10 745
10 699
10 598
ro 722
rl 103

A.R.A.

19 443
27 572
27 L80
24 4L4
23 098
23 059
21 599
20 746
21 973
2L 433
20 459
21 623

RAAF (REq)

L2 884
15 52?
15 557
14 853
ls 359
15 ?34
14 546
14 826
15 455
r5 743
15 596
15 815

TOTAL ADF

44 708
57 243
57 010
53 448
51 668
51 889
47 806
46 3t7
48 127
47 774
46 777
48 541

The expenditure pattern is quite clear, especially when examined
as a proportion of Gross National ProductT and of total
Government outlays. Over the period GNP doubled while the
defence vote increased only by one third. Remaining in the range
of 10-13t of Government outlays, defence expenditure eras

naturally retarded as these fell from 35t of GNp in L9SL-2 to 22*
in 1962-3. Nor was the period free from bouts of inflation which
eroded the real value of modest annual increases. The overall
picture created by these figures is one of stagnation and little
real growth.

This is a picture reinforced by an exarnination of the
ADF manpower statistics presented in Table 2. Except for the
Korean War peak, which took some time to work its way through the
figures, regular ADF strength lyas more or less static over the
period with totals in the mid forty thousands. Thus, in 1959 the
Government was content with an ADF over twenty thousand men below
today's levels: the Regular Army accounted for about ten
thousand of this difference, the RAN for a further five thousand
and the Air Force for the balance (about seven thousand).8 This
Idas, moreover, a period during which the Government was prepared
to shed maJor ADF capabilities, most notably the Navy's
capability to operate fixed-wing aircraft from seagoing
platforms. In late 1959 Defence Minister Townley announced that
HMAS Melbourne wouLd not be replaced when her "useful service
life" cane to an end in 1963.9
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The Government's principal practical defence activity in
this period waa related either to the SEATO Pact or to the

defence of Malaya which, after the world war II experience,

assumed considerable importance in the thinking of Australia's
top nilitary advisors. Thus, in 1955 Menzies announced a

contribution to the "British cornmontealth strategic Reserve" for
the defence of ltalaya consisting of a battalion, two destroyers
or frigates based at singapore and an annual visit from HI4.AS

uelbourne. In 1958, three RAAF squadrons (one of canberra

bonbers, two of Sabre fighters) were deployed to Malaya to Join

the strategic Reserve and in May 1962 a Sabre squadron was moved

to ubon in Thailand under SEATO arrangements. As the next
section wiII show, Auatralia's involvement in vietnam also had

its beginnings late in this period (1961-2). But the commitments

described here were already stretching a not very powerful

Defence Force to its limits.

The Army in particular felt certain disruptive effects
in conaequence of the alliance and "forward defence" orthodoxy,

such as the decision to reorganise Regular Army diwisional
structure, which had hitherto been basically British, along lines

sinilar to the Arnerican "Pentomic" division. Like its us model,

the Australian "Pentropic" divisional structure was designed to
cope with warfare in the tropical conditions of southeast Asia

and was intended to mesh easily with similarly organised American

unitg. It \'as introduced in 1959-60 but, in a move which nust

have irritated the Australian Army, the united states shortly
thereafter abandoned the structure for all ground forces

exclusive of a single division in Hawaii. Australia, left in the

lurch as it \tere, retained the organisation for a few years and

then dropped it in 1964, prior to the move into vietnam' That

thisdisruption-by-reorganisationwasaconsequenceofthe
alliance i8 attested by T.B. llillar, who asserts that it "is safe

to say that had there been no pentomic division, there would have

been no pentropic division".l0
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It is, parenthetically, wolthy of note that this period
saw the emergence of a trait frequently characteristic of
Australian defence management: the disJunction between key
aspects of strategic asseasment and ongoing Defence Force
structure. That is, the national strategic assessment hae tended
to be followed more in the breach than in its spirit, so that
force structure has not always been a derivative of the strategic
assessment to the degree which is desirable.

Examples are not hard to find. The 1956 Strateqic Basis
paper placed less emphasis on the likelihood of global war and
proposed concentration on preparations for limited rivar, albeit in
a cold war context and in close collaboration with allies. Its
1959 successor actually raised the question of the reliability of
the cornmitment of allies to Australia and concluded that

as our forces could be reshaped only over a long
period of years they should be designed prinarily rf,ith
the ability to act independently of allies...

though again the inewitable caveat that the ADF should have "as
far as possible the necessary organisation and techniques to
operate effectively with maJor allies" was included. fn the
event, the caveat seems to have carried more weight than the
substantive proposition. 11

In this period a number of agreements which can be

regarded as consequential to the alliance were concluded between

Australia and the United States. These included measures

regarding the handling of classified infornation (1953) and the
interchange of patent rights and technical data related to
defence (1958); the 1957 agreement on supplies and services for
naval vessels and the 1960 Mutual Weapons Development program

Agreement. The 1957 agreement vras to disappear into obscurity
for almost 25 years and then reappear to trip up Defence ltinister
Scholes in 1984 during controversy about the dry-docking of
vieiting allied warships which night be nuclear armed (see

chapter three, belor,r). Also of significance \das the 1961

agreement on the TRANSfT navigation satellite program. But in
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general there \tas a lors level of activity with resPect to
important alliance-related agreements throughout the period.

There ltas' however, a significant foreign policy
disagreernent between Australia and her ally during this period'
one which was to set a precedent for future inter-allied
differences. when Indoneaia won its independence from the Dutch

after wortd War II, the Dutch half of the island of New Guinea

did not become part of the new republic, remaining under colonial
rule. To be sure, the ethnic conposition of Dutch New Guinea was

radically different from that of most of Indonesia and in any

event, the Australian Government could hardly look with favour on

any expansion of a nation which vtas at the time unstable'
erratic, with a large and powerful communist party active in its

dornestic politics and altogether too close to both Moscow and

Peking for comfort. Thus, when in 1961-2 Sukarno began to
agitate for the "return" of Dutch New Guinea to Indonesia,
Australia was opposed. She was, however, in T.B. ltil-Iar's words:

... in no position at that time... even if it wished, to
fight a war on any scale above a battalion; the
Netherlands was in no position to fight an extended war;
and neither the United States nor Britain was prepared

or Australia, eitherto support the Netherlanqq
rnilitariiy or diplomaticaLly. 12

On this occasionr Australia's great and powerful friends had

proven to have feet of clay or, to put it more fonnally, had

priorities other than those of the Australian Government and were

unwilling, alliances notwithstanding, to vary them in Australia's
favour.

In its first decade, then' the alliance vtith the United

States went through a quiescent phase marked nai-nly by post
Korean war funding limitations. Far fron practising "continuous
and effective setf-help" as the ANzUs treaty itself exhorts the
partnera, the Uenzies Government kept the defence vote on a tight
rein and planned for significant capabiJ.ity cut-backs. Of

course, the long-term sizing and capability of the ADF post world
war II is a very large question, and to attribute to the American
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alliance all responsibility for the stagnation of this period
would be to abuse the evidence, but it does support the view that
Augtralia's decision to tie herself, through the alliance, to (in
coral BelI'E words) "the western alliance sy6tem'13 contributed
Bignificantly to the phenomenon. Thus the 1956 Strateqic Basis
paper envieaged the ADF operating in conJunction with maJor

allies and as part of their overall planning:

Auatralia is a geographically isolated amalI power \rith
linited manpo\rrer and resources. She ia not able to
defend herself unaided against a major poxrer, and ig
dependent on the western po\ders, in particular the
United States, for her ultinate security. She muat
thelefore relate her defence policy and planning to the
global strategy of the western Povrers, and mu6t be
prepared !o contribute to the implernentation of this
itriteqy. r4

This self-deprecating analysis was, in due course, to set the
stage for the next phase of the alliance's history. This would
be the era of the domino theory and the new Chinese threat from
the north, the decade in which Australia's ties with the United
Stateg and her desire to contribute to "the implementation of
this [western globall strategy" vrere to lead her lnto the moraas

of Vietnam, and to pennit establishment
facilities in Australia.

of important US

While the early period was one of near-stagnation, and

even retrenchment, in concrete activity directed toward6 the
Defence Forces, it was nevertheless one of considerable activity
in the development of Australian declaratory policy. This, as

rnight be expected in the light of Australia's historical
background, was firmly grounded on the continuing "threat fron
the north". uenzies' Defence llinister in 1954' Sir Philip
llacBride, told Parliament that it was

a matter of vital importance to tnaintain the gap
between Australia and the present high-water nrark of the
aouthward flow of communisrn. Should thia gap narrowt
the nature and scale of attack on Australia would become
inteneified as distance shortened. Finally, should the
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tide of aggressive comrnunism lap on our shores, we would
face an intolerable defence burden and a scale of attack
which would be beyond our capacity to repel alone.15

In 1955 llenzies, in the course of a lengthy statement on foreign
affairs and defence, said

I am convinced that we, who recollect how a successful
attacker swept down almost to the shores of Australia
and was turned back only by the most powerful of allies
and the closest of nilitary co-operation, will not need
to be told that an insular view of Australian defence
would be the very definition of disaster. It is for
this reason that the Government has quite deliberately
adopted a policy which rnight be a new one for Australia
in time of peace, but which every other modern nation at
risk has loi-rg since regarded as eLementary.l6

In these statements we find nost ingredients of the
dubious intellectual concoction which nourished the alliance and

its associated policy of "forward defence". Australia is a

nation "at risk"; the threat from the north is a "tide" which is
"flowing south" (i.e., downwards on any normal map, Just as the
Japanese "swept down") and must not be allowed to "lap on our
shores"; the myth from World war II, where only "the most

powerful of allies" turned back the Japanese, is invoked. Such a
collection of propositions admits of only one conclusj-on: that a

threatened nation like Australia needs a strong ally and should
seek to keep the aggressor as far from her own territory as

possible.

To what extent Menzies and his Government actually
bel,ieved what they \,rere saying in public is difficult to assess.
what can be said with authority is that they had available
considered professional advice which, though deficient in many

ways, lsas relatively realistic when it came to basic threat
assessment. Thus, the 1955 Strategic Basis paper!

Depending on the overall Sino-Soviet strategy the threat
to Australia could be as follows:



a. isolated attacks
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by submarines (in global war

b. if Malaya falls either in cold war or as a result
of overt Chinese Corununist aggression, sporadic
raids by nedium bombers on targets in North and
North West Australia;

c. after 1960, if bases in Indonesia were made
available to the Chinese Communists. sporadic raids
by medium bonbers on targets anln*here in Australia.

The development of an invasion threat to Australia would
be a lengthy process, even if Malaya fell in the cold
war. The threat_of large scale arnphibious operations
would be remote.17

while with the benefit of hindsight modern analysts may smile at
the notion of a "Sino-Soviet" strategy, or of Chinese forces
actuaLly in'rading Malaya, the fundamentaL conclusion reached by
the 1955 Defence Committee is not entirely dissimilar to more
recent assessments: that the risk of major direct attack on
Australia is remote, but that lower-level contingencies may
arise. True, the low-level contingencies adverted to in the 1956
paper may appear, even allowing for the context of the times, to
Lack credibility but the bottom line of this threat assessment
would cause little heartburn in 1988.

In that his Government scrupulously avoided bringing it
to the attention of the public, it can be assumed that the 1956
threat assessment was politically inconvenient to Menzies. While
later Strateqic Basis papers remain classified (except for those
leaked to the rnedia in recent times and the short summaries cited
in note 11 above), there is no reason to believe that they were
Iess sanguine in their broad threat assessments than the 1956
edition. Yet within six months of the 1956 paper's completion,
the Government rdas again warning of the communist threat from the
northlS and the consequent need for collective security
arrangements:

any recrudescence of Cornmunist aggression in South
Viet Nam, in Laos or Cambodia, in Thailand or Malaya,
would at one [sic] affect the safety and defence of
Australia. It is of imnense importance to us that the
free countries of South-East Asia shouLd not fall one by
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one to Comuniat aggression. Securily in the area muat,
therefore, be a col.lective concept.l9-

Indeed, subaequent atatements up to the end of the period under

revlew referred, as often aE not, the continuing validity of the
strategic aaaessment Presented by uenzies in 1957. Even where

this waa not so, as ih ttre Government's 1962 defence budget

atatement, the message remained essentially the same:

Thia strategic situation requires that Auatralia's Navy,
Arrny and al,r Force must be as efficient as we can make
them. It is equally evident that, in the conditions of
the modern world, no country can ensure its security in
isolation. The pressures of aggressive international
cotmunism, which Lonstitute the rnain threat in the world
today, can only be countered by the enhanced strength
whicir' comes from collective security. For this reasont
Australia purauea a policy of active association with
allies... In thia wdY, lte make a worthwhile
contribution to the security and stability of our more
exposed friends. In turn, we attract the support of
aliies ehould we be threatened. The Government attaches
the highest value to these treaty arrangements with our
great alliesr and to the obligations of mutual
;ssistance in the event of attack' These were
re-affirned at the ANZUS Council meetinq^in Canberra
last l[ay... as the final communigue shows.zu

Thus Australian declaratory policy after the conclusion
of the alliance remained firrnly fixed in a predictable mould of

anti-cormuniat rhetoric, the northern
invasion nythology and a concomitant
security in ythat is nowadays referred
context. And, as the quotation shows, faith
guarantee was unshaken. But as the mid-sixties aPproachedr there

were signs that this declaratory policy was about to translate
itself, or attetnpt to tlanslate itself, into reality' The

'classical era', of the alliance was dawning. This decade would

see the elaborate atructure of "forward defence" fall in ruins,
the preatige of the united states significantly dirninished and

the Auetralian Government left in search of a credible national
security policy.

threat, the World War II
argunent for collective

to asa "forward defence"
in the alliance
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The Classical Era of the Alliance: 196?-7)

In thi.s period much of the lhetoric produced to Justify
the alliance and the forward defence policy came home to rooat.
Already Australia had taken the first steps leading to her
involvement in Vietnam: in 1961 the Government had agreed to
make a token contribution in srnall arms, anmunition and training.
The Defence Forces, very short of manpower, advieed the
Government that any significant effort in vietnam was beyond
their capabilities.2l with the ReguLar Army under 21,000 men,
this advice was undoubtedly well-founded.

Nevertheless, events moved inexorably towards further
Australian involvement in Vietnam. While the US military
authorities in Saigon had told the Australian Ambassador there
that no Australian aid, either in training or arms and
atrununition, was required (December 1951), thi"s was a purely
military judgement based on the nininal effect any Australian
contribution could have. The Anerican Ambassador in Saigon, no
doubt with wider political considerations in mind, said about the
same time that he saw an increased Australian cornmitment as "a
matter of the highest importance". The Australian Ambassador had
reported to Canberra that Pentagon resistance to use of non-Us
nilitary personnel in Vietnarn had been overcome and that the
military had agreed to a State Department proposal to request
Australian counter-insurgency and jungle fighting instructors.22

At the ANZUS CounciL rneeting of Uay 1962, Australia told
the US that it was willing to supply some instructors and Admiral
Harry D. Felt, USN, the then CINCPAC, who had obviously grasped
the difference between meaningful military aid and valuable
political aid, said that vrhile such assistance was not actually
needed, the US regarded our rnilitary presence in South Vietnam
as "most important". In due course (![ay 1962) the Government
announced that it was providing military instructors "at the
request of the Government of South vietnarn".23 The instructors
rrere duly dispatched, but the Australian Government was

disappointed when the US command in Vietnam (in consultation with
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Australian military personnel) determined to distribute them

around pre-existing training establishments staffed prinarily by

Anericans. The Foreign Minister (Bantick) suggested that
additional instructors be provided, presumably to bring numbers

up to a level where a specifically Australian establishment could
be created, but the Army opposed the idea due to its shortage of
manpower.24

The next step into vietnam was the direct result of
Anerican urging. In early 1963 the US had indicated, through its
Saigon Ambassador, that it might seek a RAAF contingent and a

formal request to this effect was received on 2 April. Australia
rejected this request two days Later, ostensibly because of
manpower shortages and the possible conversion of RAAF transport
aircraft from Dakotas to Q,a-Ei.bqgg, but actuaLly because the

Government was uneasy about convincing the public that a change

from "non-combat" training status to an overt combat role was

wise. In lttay 1964, Washington stepped up the pressure with a

Note to Canberra highlighting the Johnson Administration's desire
to have more "free world" countries involved in vietnam. A

little later the US Embassy delivered a fist of iterns

specifically requested from Australia. The Australian Embassy in
waahington recomrnended acceptance, saying that Australia could,
"lrithout disproportionate exPenditure, pick up a lot of credit
with the United States".25 on 9 June, detaits of the increased'
but still lirnited' conmitment were announced. Clearly, so long

as the Defence Forces and the Army in particular continued to
suffer fron the manpower shortages that were the legacy of the
salad days of the 1950s, the military options available to
Government, in vietnam or anlnrrhere else. were restricted' Thus,

failing a full-scaIe recruiting drive rewarded with great

success, the reintroduction of conscription - a balloted
compulsory service scheme of two years for 20 year olds - under
the less offensiwe title of "National Service" was necessary if
any further significant military commitments were to be

undertaken.
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By late 1964, the Anerican pressure for an increased
Australian conunitment to Vietnam reached a new peak, with South
Vietnarn' s Prime l.{inister of the moment ( a General Huong )

requesting more instructors and air assistance and claiming that
Australia's security was dependent on his country's survival.
This request was, in the opinion of the Australian Ambassador in
Saigon, prompted directly by the United States. with
conscription beginning to feed additional men into the Anny by
early 1965, the stage \das set for the commitment of Australian
combat forces to the counter insurgency war in Vietnam.

There is a considerable literature over the way in which
Australia was "requested" by South Vietnam to provide combat
troops. Much ink has been expended by those seeking to prove
that the South Vietnamese request was directly organised by the
United States and that l{enzies sought to deceive Parliament and
people by claiming the contrary. The documents, while
inconclusive, tend overall to support this position.26 However,
even a brief consideration of the realities of the day will show
that, if the United States was desirous of getting further
Austra.Lian f orces into Vietnam ( as i_t r^ras ) , then the South
Vietnamese generals constituting the Saigon Government - whose
survivaL was utterly dependent on Washington - would have issued
any "request" desired of then by the Americans (as they
apparently did). Thus, whatever the documents can be persuaded
to reveal about Menzies' possible mendacities, the actuality is
that the involvement of Australian combat forces in Vietnam came

about because the Government in Canberra was willing to cornmit
forces there so as to buy some "credit" r^rith the United States
without disproportionate expenditure.2T Even though the
formalities erere dealt with under the SEATO umbrella, then,
AustraLia's Vietnam commitment was by any rational test a product
of its alliance with the United States.

This is not the place to go into detail about the
subsequent history of our Vietnam commitment. Suffice it to say
that some 494 Australians lost their lives in a bootfess war and
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that gome S465 million (1972 dollars) were sPent on it, all in
the name of the alliance, "forward defence" and "collective
securitY' .28

The vietnam war and the conscription of twenty year olds
to fight in it or free others to fight in it rnay have been the
moat prominent consequences of the American alliance in the
period under review; they were, however, far from being the only
important consequencea. For the decade from 1962 to 1972 was

also the period during which the united states ltas permitted to
establish in Australia those places now known variously as the
"US Bases" or the "Joint facilities": principally, North west

Cape, Pine Gap and Nurrungar.

Professor Desmond Ball of the Australian National

University's Strategic and Defence Studies Centre has made a

detailed study of the American facilities in Australia.29 while
by no means opposing the presence of all of these installations'
he has shown that the Menzies, Holt and Gorton Governnents which

negotiated the three principal agreements were disingenuous in

their explanations of the purposes and capabilities of the

facilities, most probably because they did not fully comprehend

these matters thenselves; and that some of the agreements

notably the 1963 North west CaPe treaty and the subsequent

exchange of letters known as the Barwick/Battle letters - were

seriously deficient in their protection of Australian
sovereignty. BalI has also shown that' denials in this period

notwithstanding. the three main American facilities are
undoubtedly targeted by the Soviets and would afmost certainly be

subject to nuclear attack in the early stages of many nuclear

exchange scenarios. Nor was Ball the only scholar to point to

the significance of the original North west Cape agreement'

Professor T.B. uillar wrote quite candidly in 1968:

The North west Cape tsicl' Iike so many other military
measures r was a logical extension of the
Australian-American alliance. It enabled Australia to
contribute to the common defence. But it is still a
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foreign installation (not a "base") on Australian soil,
and sole American control is a mark of Australia's
unquestioned subordinate position in the alliance.30

Indeed, the conclusion of the agreements which permitted the
establishment in Australia of these three facilities - not to
mention a number of less significant installations - can be

regarded as the high tide of the American alliance in Australia.
In this period, the Australian Government allowed the United
States to establish facilities which the Government neither
controLled nor fully cornprehended. This was a rernarkable
concession from one sovereign state to another in a relationship
which, in theory, was between equals.

The agreement permitting construction of the Nurrungar
installation was signed in April 1959. On 25 JuLy that year
President Nixon enunciated what is now known as the "Guarn

Doctrine", which laid upon America's allies far greater
responsibility for their own defence. The Guam Doctrine was

substantially, it could be argued even wholly, the product of the
Vietnam War. The disastrous outcome of that war was apparent,
for those with eyes to see, once the dust had settled after the
Tet offensive of early 1968. whereas US and other pro-vietnam
apologists had been arguing that the war was won and only
nopping-up remained, the ability of the insurgents to mount a

co-ordinated offensive across South vietnam showed that they ltere
far from defeat. In these circumstances, the purely military
defeat of Tet after a month or so meant little. The political
consequences were a victory for the NLF and North Vietnamese
which no losses on the battlefield could undo.

Attempts by President Nixon to alter the strategic
situation decisively in Anerica's favour were equally
unsuccessful. His invasion of Cambodia failed to capture the
high-level NLF command infrastructure which was ostensibly the
objective of the operation, but did drag Cambodia down into ruin
and warfare and led eventually to a Khmer Rouge victory and the
horrors of Po1 Pot's genocidal regime. Strategic bombing on an

unprecedented scale hras equally unsuccessful at cutting off
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supply routes to the insurgents in South vietnam. Faced vtith a

lost war, Nixon determined to take steps to disengage the US from
fndochina lrith as rnuch grace as possible and to ensure that the
United States vras in future more \dary about conmitting itself to
the defence of allies. The Guam Doctrine amounted to a

repudiation of President Kennedy's famous promise, made in his
1951 Inaugural Address, to "bear any burden and pay any price",
and was to change dramaticalLy perceptions of the American
alliance in Australia.

The Australian Government' Ied in 1969 by Prime ltinister
Gorton, struggled to come to grips with the new situation. The

vietnam conflict and conscription for it were becoming very
unpopular and the Guam Doctrine confronted Canberra with
difficult policy challenges. weakened by internal divisions and

hampered by its political continuity with the Governments of the
fifties and early sixtiesr the Government's defence and foreign
policy degenerated into a confused and often contradictory
collage of "threat from the north" and anti-communist rhetoric
mixed with hints of a policy change to "continental defence" and

an "Israeli-type" Army which revealed more about the Government's

internal uncertainties than anything else. Washington dealt the
Government's waning credibility a devastating blol^t when in 1971,

inmediately after Opposition Leader Gough Whitlam had visited
Peking on a trip roundly condernned by Government leaders in
traditionaL anti-conmunist style, the US announced that Nixon was

aoon to visit China himself.3l

Thus the "classicaf era" of the Australian-American
alLiance, which had begun with an attempt to turn the rhetoric of
the fifties about "collective security" into a reality and with
Australian attempts to acquire credit with the United States
through participation in the Vietnam conflict, ended in confusion
and embarrassment for Australia (and some other American allies)
over China, defeat and humiliation for the United States and with
the American "security guarantee" to Australia open to question.
The alliance ivas now entering a new and different stage of its
history.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE MODERN

THE ALLIAIiICE

ERA OF

L973-88

Three Australian Governments held power over this
fifteen year period! the whitlan Labor Government bet$teen

December Lg72 and Novenber 1975, the Fraser Liberal/National
Party coalition from December 19?5 untif }larch 1983 and the
present Hawke Labor Government from March 1983 until the time of
writing. During the tenure of these Governments developments of
importance to the alLiance occurred, changing fundamentally its
general character. By the end of the period' perceptions of the
value and nature of the alliance were to be radically different
from those generally accepted at its beginnings: in particular,
this t{as to be a time when some important claims about the
alliance previously taken to be axiomatic were finally abandoned

in official declaratory PoIicY'

The whitlam and Fraser Governments, 1973-83

The well-known "two man" whitlam/Barnard Ministry was

sworn in on 5 December 1972 and moved at once to eliminate three
mainstays of the conservative policy structure inherited from its
predecessors. Putting the seal on Whitlan's 19?1 visit, the

Peoples' Republic of China was recognised as the government of
all- China and the Australian E\nbassy in Taipei was closed. The

last ADF personnel still serving in Vietnam - like the first
Australians, a training team' as the previous Government had

pulled out the combat forces in tandem with the rundown of Us

troops - were speedily withdrawn. And conscription was abolished
by immediate administrative action followed up by legislation.
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washington was apparentLy taken by surprise when the
Labor Party won the 1972 elections. Despite predictions from
most political analysts that the twenty-three year rule of the
conservative parties would come to an end, the United States was

ill-served by its Canberra Embassy which seems not to have
anticipated a change of Government. In any event, the new

situation was brought to notice soon enough when several left-
wing Ministers in the new Government roundly condemned the
resumption late in L972 of Anerican bonbing of North Vietnam.
These }tinisters were out of order in so doing - none of them held
the Defence or Foreign Affairs portfolios - and whitlam promptly
rebuked them, pointing out that international business couLd not
be conducted in such a manner, but the Australian Government's
objections to the bombing rdere made clear to the United States.
Accustomed no doubt to Australian Governments which went "a11 the
way with LBJ" (Prime Minister Holt) or "waltzing Matilda with
America" (Gorton), the Nixon Administration was so enraged by
this criticism that, as whitlam records, "it was some time before
the Government's view on Vietnam could be rationally considered
by the US Administration."l Between 1973 and early 1975, the
South Vietnamese, with dwindling strength and no US ground forces
in support, held off the North vietnamese and NLF forces but in
Aprif 1975 a complete military collapse occurred and by the end

of the month the Thieu regime was extinct and Saigon became Ho

Chi Minh City. All remaining American personneL in the country
were evacuated arnid scenes of great disorder televised, Iike much

of this unhappy war, to an appalled or fascinated world. Having
been forced to abandon the South Vietnamese to their fate under
cover of Nixon's "Vietnamisation" policy, the Americans found
their credibility greatly undermined. It is a blow from which
they have yet to recover fully: US policy in Central America,
for example, is haunted by the ghosts of Indochina to this day.
America remains cautious in her attitude to military operations
against aII but the weakest opponents.

The Whitlarn covernment had a history in Opposition of
trenchant criticisn of the secrecy surrounding the US facilities
in Australia and, in particular, of the inequitable provisions of
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the North West Cape agreement and the Barwick/Battle letters.
One of the first acts of the new Government was to have its
Defence l,linister, tance Barnard, make a Parliamentary statement
on the functions and roles of the Anerican facilities. This
statement, however, turned out to be little more than repetition
of the line followed by the previous Governmentr that to reveal
anything of substance about the installations at Pine Gap and

Nurrungar would compromise fatally their effectiweness.2 As

Desmond Ball commented, the ne\f, Government's attitude to this
question was "hardly distinguishable" from that of its

conservative predecessors.3 Whitlarn Justified this backdown from

his party's pre-election position with the novel explanation that
he had never promised to disclose "other people's secrets".
Clearly the Gowernment was having difficulty securing American
agreement to any meaningfu). disclosures about the facilities-

It did' however, attempt to fulfill its promise to

renegotiate the North West Cape agreement. Barnard visited
washington in 1974 and secured amendments that, formally at
least, converted the station into a "Joint facility" - a term
later extended to Pine Gap and Nurrungar' though no changes were

made to their agreements. The 1963 Barvrick/Battle letters, which

conceded total control of the station to the US, were cancelled.
After these changes, more RAN personnel were posted to North west

Cape so that whereas in 1972 there were 464 Americans, 2?4

Australian civilians and only one RAN mernber there, by 19?6 the
figures were 441 US, 246 Australian civilians and 47 RAN

personnel.4 lloreoverr the senior RAN officer at North west Cape

was designated Deputy Commander under a continuing US Navy

Commander. However, it would be an error to assume that the RAN

Deputy Corunander has all the functions normally expected of a

Deputy. In particular, the Australian Deputy Commander does not
succeed the American Corunander in all his capacities should the
latter be prevented by death or other cause from carrying out his
duties. Command of the station in its Anerican component - the
substantive connand, in other \'tords - devolves in such

circumstances onto the next ranking American. Thus the titLe
"Deputy Conmander" conceded by the US to the ranking RAN officer
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is prinarily a cosmetic change.S This was not, however, an
aspect highlighted at the time by the Government after its
renegotiation of the agreement. It is significant also, albeit
symbolically, that visitors to (and rnernbers of) the mess at North
West Cape, Australian sovereign territory, cannot apend the coin
of the realm there: only US currency is acceptable.6

One reason why the Government attempted to achieve
meaningful changes to the North West Cape agreement rras the
celebrated "Yom Kippur alert" affair of 1973. During a period of
superpoerer confrontation arising out of the October 1973 Arab-
Israeli war, President Nixon (by this stage under heawy domestic
pressure over the Watergate scandal) issued orders to raise the
readiness status of US forces worldwide as a signal to the
Soviets. This signal, as it were, went through North West Cape
with neither the Australian Government's knowledge nor its
consent. Once this became public, it was a political imperative
for the Government to be seen to be doing something to prevent
any recurrences the result was an agreement for consultations
"to ensure that the Australian Government would have fuII and
timely information about strategic and operational developments
relewant to the station and their siqnificance for AustraLian
national interests. " T

There had been some anticipation in Labor circles,
especially on the left, that as the agreements covering the
American facilities expired, the Whitlam Government would order
their removal. The North West Cape agreement, with a non-
terminable period extending to 1988, and that covering Nurrungar
(non-terminable until November 1979) were "out of reach" of a

government whose term was to expire Ln 197718 brrt Pine Gap's non-
terminable period ended in December 1976. Whitlan fuelled
speculation that Pine Gap would be shut down as soon aa its
agreement permitted hrhen he told Parliament in April 1974 that
while the Government honoured existing agreements, there would
"not be extensions or proliferations."9 But in 19?5 he responded
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to an Opposition question specifically directed to the future of
pine Gap with the terse conment that neither the us nor Australia
intended to give notice of termination and that the facility
would continue to operate.l0 The Government's interpretation of

"extension" clearly assumed an agreement extending the
non-terminable period, not a situation in which, though the
agreement was available for termination, it was permitted to
continue. The succeeding Fraser Government i-n 1977 negotiated a

ten-year extension for Pine Gap. Thus those in the Labor Party

who had thought that whitlan's Government would remove the

Anerican facilities as agreements passed their non-terminable
periods were to be disaPPointed.

As this instance demonstratesr the rhetoric of its
political opponents notwithstanding, the conmitment of the

whitlan Government (as distinct from a minority of its caucus and

Ministry) to the American alliance never faltered. Though

pursuing in some areas a policy at variance \^tith that of the
United States - the Government was much more enthusiastic than
Washington about the proposed Indian Ocean zone of peace, for

example - the alliance itself was not seriously called into

question.

This needs to be borne in mind when addressing one of
the more spectacular alliance-related allegationss that the US'

through the Central IntelLigence Agency or othen'{ise, had a hand

in the destabilisation of the Government and its eventual

dismissal by Governor-GeneraI Kerr. A principal piece of
evidence for this allegation is a leaked cable fron the cIA to
the Australian Security InteLLigence Organisation (ASIO) which,
aside frorn its implicit assumption that ASIo should place its cIA
links above its duty to the Australian Government, threatened to

sever those links because of clairned indiscretions by Whitlam.ll

Other allegations include misuse of the Pine Gap facility to
intercept Australian domestic telephone communications for
political ends.
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The fall of the Whitlam Government remains in many

aspects controversial and in some murky in the extreme. But even
a curaory scrutiny of its record in its last year of office -
nith the economy deteriorating rapidly, numerous "scandals" (real
or manufactured), severaL Ministerial sackings and a disastrous
by-election loss in mid-1975 - suggests that the covernment's
difficulties \rere, in too many cases, self-inflicted. It seems

superfluous, then, and a violation of Occam's Razor, to seek for
external explanations when there is more than a sufficiency of
domestic factors to account for the events of November 1975. To

shift responsibility to the alliance might be comforting for
those unwilling to concede the magnitude of the Whitlan
Government's political and economic misJudgements, but there is
little by way of real evidence to support such a view.
Conceivably, documents may come to light in future which
necesaitate a revision of this assessment, but until such time it
is not possible to draw any other conclusion than that the
Whitlam Government i"as the victim of a declining economy and its
own political errors, chief among them a failure to realise the
lengths to which its domestic foes would go to achieve its
premature exit from power.

It is worthy of note, in the light of later
developments, that from 1971 to 1976 Australia did not welcorne

visits to its ports of nucl.ear-powered warships. The ltcllahon
Government in 1971 suspended such visits while a study of safety
and related aspects was undertaken, and this study was said to
have proceeded throughout the Whitlam period. The Fraser
Government in ltlay 1976 lifted the ban, replacing it with a aet of
guidelines purportedly based on the study.l2 During the currency
of the prohibition, however, there is no record of the United
States conplaining that it in any way inhibited the effective
relationship between the US Armed Forces and Australia.
vlashington was to take a different view some years later.

The advent of the Fraser Government (1975-83) of course
relieved all tensions which night have arisen from the plethora
of charges and allegations made by the Australian left against
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the United States in connexion with the sacking of the whitlam
administration. As might be expectedr a conservative Government

in Canberra found littte in US policy or actions generally
requiring objection or adverse cornment. Certain policies of the
former Government rrere, predictably, rewersed. Thus the new

Government did not press the Indian Ocean zone of Peace proposal
and, as noted, lifted the five year prohibition on visits of
nuclear-powered warships. In 197? it moved to protect the Pine

Gap agreement from cancellation by negotiating a ten year
extension, a course which, for reasons which stilI rernain
obscure, was not followed with respect to Nurrungar when its
agreement passed the non-terminable period late in 1979.

But the Fraser Government on at least one occagion found

itself obliged to criticise, in terms quite severe for such an

adminiatration, the conduct of the United States \trith respect to
one of the "Joint" facilities, North vnest Cape. For, despite the
assurance obtained by the whitlan Government that Australia would

have "full and timely information about strategic and operational
developments relevant to the station"rl3 it was revealed in 1978

that the US had set in motion steps to replace an outdated
satellite communications dish at North West Cape without first
informing the Australian Government and obtaining Permission.
The ltinister for Defence (Ur Killen) htent so far as to say that
the United States Government was "presuming" Australia's
agreenent and that this was not "proper courtesy" nor "a very
pleasant way of doing business."14 Thus the essential vacuity of
the changes achieved by the whitlam Government was rewealed for
all to see.

The Fraser Government issued its only defence White

Paper in November 1975. It substantially accepted the strategic
perspectives developed by the former Government and was the first
concrete indication that the effects of the American defeat in
Vietnam, the ne\t position of China and the Guam Doctrine were

being assimilated into conservative national security thinking.
The White Paper said that "strategic pressure or direct military
threat against Australia, its territories, maritime resources
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zone or lines of corununication are at present not estimated as
ptobable."15 Gone was the international cotnmunist menace
coordinated between Moscolr and Peking and sirnilarly absent was

the "threat from the north". Of even greater import was the new
assesament of the value of the Anerican alliance. This rraa no
Ionger a "guarantee" of Australia's security. Australian policy
was not, "nor would it be prudent, to rely on US conbat help in
aII circumstances" although there were "substantial grounds for
confidence that in the event of a fundamental threat to
Australia's security, US military support would be
forthcoming."16 Here then was a significant shift in policy: no
longer was the alliance the inmediate guarantor of Australian
security though it remained in the Government's view the ultinate
guarantor. This is a policy approach substantially in accord
with the Guam Doctrine.

The 1976 White Paper emphasised
requirement...for increased self-reliance."17

a "primary
Here is

recognition of the requirement spelt out in the ANZUS Treaty
itself for "continuous and effective self-help". Nor can there
be any doubt, given the ambitious spending program attached to
the l{hite Paper. that the Government \das genuinely attempting to
program into ADF development a significantly enhanced capability
for independent operations. In the event, economic circumstances
and other priorities seriously retarded implementation of the
defence program set out in the lghite Paper - which involved the
outlay of over S12 billion (1976 dollars) in five years - but it
is most improbable that the Government issued such a program
clmically intending to abandon it at the first opportunity. The
political costs incurred when the program was not net would have
been foreseeable (and were duly paid) and, had it been intended
to drop the program, there was no need to announce it in such
detail in the first place. In any case, the program Bet out in
the 19?6 White Paper, though delayed and rnodified by subsequent
developments, remained at the core of Defence Force development
during the Fraser years.
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A significant extension of Australian-American defence

cooperation in Australia occurred when in 1981 it was announced

that US B-52 bomber aircraft wouLd be permitted to conduct

navigational training flights over northern Australia and transit
through Darwin.18 There was immediate controversy over the
question of whether these aircraft would be nuclear-armed as they
transited Australian territory, with the Labor Opposition (under

Hayden) claiming that there were no guarantees that the aircraft
were not nuclear armed, while the united states retreated behind

a policy which rfrould become central to alliance relations in

ensuing years - the "neither confirm nor deny" (NCND) policy. In
the event, a curious compromise, involving the release of an

unsigned document purporting to state that the B-52s were on

training missions and so not nuclear-armed, was arrived at
betvreen the Fraser Government and Washington.19 But the Americans

viewed the matter seriously enough to intervene briefly in
Australian domestic politics, saying that "we regret that this
rnutually beneficial agreement has become a partisan issue in
Australia. " This attracted a sharp retort from the Deputy

Opposition Leader (now Deputy Prime Minister)r Mr Lionef Bowen,

claiming that the issue was partisan only because of the Fraser

Government's "blatant political tactics in handling the

agreement", and suggesting that the Americans should offer to
amend the agreement "to satisfy Australian public opinion" (on

the nuclear weapons issue). Bowen observed that until the
agreement \,tas altered it would continue to be a source of
controversy between the Fraser Government and the Hayden

opposition and that "if the united states regrets this situation,
it can easily resolve it. It can offer to renegotiate the
agreement".20 On coming to office only tlto years later, however,

the Labor Party made no attempt to carry out this intention. The

reasons for its change of heart lie in the affair of the

"visiting warships" in 1982, during which the Australian Labor

Party was taught a severe lesson by the United States in
collaboration with the Fraser Government. This most recent
American intervention into Australia's domestic politics was,
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conspiracy theories surounding the Whitlan disrnissal
notwithstanding, the most obviously political interference which
has occurred to date. As such, it deserves some notice.

The Labor Party had defeated a conservative State
government at elections in Victoria early in 1982, and the new
Premier, John Cain, wrote to Prime Uinister Fraser on 27 Irlay to
advise that his government would not permit visits to victorian
ports of nucLear-powered or nuclear armed warships. He asked
Fraser

...in each case of a proposed visit to victoria by a
naval vessel of a country controlling tactical nuclear
hreapons. . . ttol obtain from the relevant foreign
governmelt an assurance that no nuclear vreapons are
6arried. 21

Fraser responded in a letter on 3 June, stating that to deny US

nuclear-powered vessels access to Australian ports "would not
accord erith the ANZUS relationship" and, r,rith respect to nuclear
armed ships, that

. . . it is sinply not possible to obtain from the
Governnent of a Nuclear Weapon State an assurance that
no nuclear rreapons are carried in a particular warship.
To do so would identify to potential enemies, over time,
which warships are nuclear armed and which are not-."zz

The Federal Labor Opposition under Mr Hayden initially
supported the position of its Victorian party in government.
Subsequently, Hayden modified this position such that visits of
nuclear powered vessels were acceptable to his party provided
environmental- and safety conditions set by the Fraser Government
in May 1976 were observed.23 With respect to nuclear armed

vessels, however, Hayden maintained the Opposition's support for
the Victorian Government position, pointing out that if the US

could, through whatever mechanism, assure Australia that
transiting B-52 aircraft were not nuclear armed then it should be
able to do the same for visitinq r,sarshios.
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In view of what was to happen to US-New Zealand

relations in 1984 and beyond, the Anerican reaction to this stand

ie instructive. The ANZUS Council met in canberra later in June.

A genior official, Deputy secretary of state walter stoesselt
headed the Anerican delegation. In a series of moves carefully
coordinated bet\,reen stoessel and the Fraser Government, the ANzus

Council meeting and the following press conference \,tere turned
into a severe attack on the Labor Party and' in particular, on

Hayden hinself. The CounciL communique, traditionally a

collection of bland platitudes and self-congratulatory
observations appropriate to such occasions, \^tas converted into an

attack on the Labor Position:

tThe Council membersl ... recognized the importance of
access by United States naval ships to the ports of its
Treaty pirtners as a critical factor in its efforts to
maintain strategic deterrence.... They noted and
accepted that it is not the policy of the United States
Navy to reveal wtlether or not its vessels are armed with
nocie.. weapons.24

In the press conference Stoessel, though careful in his

language, left his audj-tors in no doubt as to American

disapproval of the Opposition:

tit was suggested thatl you were still
concerned aboui ur Hayden's position. Do you think
that is an accurate or an inaccurate version of the
impression you gave him?

I would just reiterate that we do have our position
about port visits. . . . We would be concerned about
any action which would interfere with access of our
ships.... Beyond that, I would not wish to go
further in characterising attitudes concerning l'[r
Hayden's position.

You heard ilr Hayden yesterday outline the Labor
Party's policy as he sees it on the nuclear ships
issue. Just how ... would America be affected by
that policy should it be irnplemented?

I reon't go any further in \dhat I've said. Our
position is clear on the port visits: It's stated
in the communique and I think you will have to draw
your own conclusions as to how that would fit in
with the position outlined by the Labor Party.

Q:

A:

o:

A:
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...can I ask you vrhether in the light of the Labor
Party's attitude towards North West Cape, the B-52
agreement and now nuclear warships you can teII us
whether or not you are confident that ...the United
States could work with a Labor Gowernment?

I would have to say that's very hypothetical and I
would not want to comment further beyond what I've
already said that we are confident of our ability
to work effectively with the government that wishes
to work effectively with us.

Can I ask you whether in the light of your talks
with ltr Hayden you believe a Labor Government in
Australia would be wi-Iling to \rork effectively rtith
you?

f wouldn't conment on that.25

Particularly danning was Stoessel's refusal to say that he was

confident the Us could work with a Hayden Labor Government. As

happened more recently to the British Labour Opposition under
Neil Kinnock, with its policy of dropping Britain's nuclear
capabilities and keeping nucLear weapons out of Britain, the US

intervened to undermine confidence in Hayden and his party. That
this lent aid and comfort to Hayden's (and Kinnock'sl political
opponents rrras inevitable. Hayden was forced in the end to
reverse himself, vrith damage to his credibility which directly
contributed to the loss of support rrhich cost him his leadership
shortly before the 1983 elections,

2. The Hawke Government, 1983-8

Hayden was replaced by Hawke in sensational
circumstances in February 1983. The new Labor and Opposition
Leader was to hold the latter post for only four weeks when the
Fraser Government's early election plans went disastrously awry
and the Labor Party won office on 5 March. In one of those
ironies which characterise Australian politics, Hawke was obliged
to give Hayden the portfolio of his choice: he chose Foreign
Affairs.26 In this portfolio, Hayden became a public advocate of
visita by nuclear powered or nuclear armed US warships and a

defender of the a11iance.27 (He was to be rewarded in 198? for

Q:

A:

Q:

A!

his efforts with a charge of "anti-Americanism" levelled at him
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by Richard Perle, a senior and influential hattkish member of the
Reagan Administration until Just prior to his gratuitous attack
on ttayden.)28 The new Government appointed Gordon Scholes, who

had been spokesperson in Opposition, to be l'[inister for Defence.

He \,ras followed after the 1984 elections by the present
incumbent, Kim Beazley.

The Government moved to overhaul Australian foreign and

defence policy. One of its early initiatives, promised during
the election camPaignr was a review of the ANZUS Treaty and, by

inplication, of the alliance relationship with the United States.
It fe1I to Hayden to report the outcome of this review to
Par.I-iament some six months after the Government came to power-

In one sense, the result of the review hras entirely
predictable: it led the Government to "a firm and unequivocal

reaffirmation of the Alliance as fundarnental to Austrafia's
national security and foreign and defence policies. " Given the
history of the alliance in Australia and especially the recent
lesson taught the ALP by Stoessel, any other conclusion would

have been unthinkable. But the Government nevertheless set about

modernising the declaratory rhetoric surrounding ANZUS and, in
particular, setting the record straight about its vaLue as a

guarantee of Australia's security. Hayden rnade it crystal clear
that American support for Australia under ANZUS was, in the final
analysis, a matter which remained absolutely at the discretion of
the United States: there was no

assistance. 29

automatic guarantee of

The process of poJ,icy modernisation was interrupted'
however, by a further episode in the visiting warships salla, a

saga which was to assume a central position in alliance politics

after a change to Labour government in New Zealand in mid 1984.

In late 1983 the British aircraft carrier, HMS Invincible, was in
Australian \taters when she developed a problem which, though not
critical, could be rectified only in dry dock. An approach to
the Australian Government to dock Invincible in Sydney was met

with a request from Defence Minister Scholes for information as
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to whether she had nuclear \reapons aboard. The captain, after
reference to his Government, responded with the "neither confirm
nor deny" policy. The Minister then refused access to
Invincible, which eventually went to Singapore for her
maintenance.

A memorable storm blew up around this incident, and the
Ilinister emerged from it rdith a severe loss of credibility. yet
hi6 action, however politically unvrise. was in strict accordance
with his party's policy as he understood it. This was made clear
by his explanatory press release:

llr Scholes said the Federal Government had consistently
indicated that it would not all"ow nuclear weapons on
Australian soil.
This included nuclear weapons on board a vessel in dry
dock.,. Mr Scholes said that the British Government was
aware of the Australian Governrnent's policy on these
natters.30

Once news of the incident began to spread, the United States
Government intervened. Assistant Secretary of State Paul
Wolfowitz reportedly asked the Government for an explanation:

Specifically, the Government is under pressure to spell
out what its attitude would be if an allied ship got
into serious difficulty in Australlan \raters and had to
steam to a local port for repairs.3l

The Government, through Hayden, was attempting to hose down the
issue by claining that there hras no forrnal British request to dry
dock Invincible in Sydney and that the whole affair was thus
based on a nisunderstanding.32 This may have been true in the
strictly legalistic sense, but it is equally clear that the
British made an approach, if not a "request", and were rebuffed
as described above. This cover story, then, materially improved
the Government's position vis-a-vis neither the Americans nor the
public. In an indication of how seriously both Governments vrere
taking the matter, Hayden said that he had contacted Secretary of
State Schultz personally to discuss its implications. As has nord

been revealed by documents leaked to Journalist Brian Toohey and
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published in his magazine The Eye in August 1988, the outcome of

these discussions was that schultz wrote the Australian

Government,s nevr policy on warship visits. scholes was obliged
to isaue thie Us-originated policy in February 1984 as though it
represented the outcome of Australian deliberations rather than

"suggestions" from washington. It is not surprising' in view of

its origin, that the new policy represented a backdown frorn the

lliniater,e former position: henceforth, vessels in Invincible'g
situation (or in worse trouble) would lodge requests for dry
docking. Each request would

...have to be considered on its merits taking into
account technical and safety factors, and the strategic
and operationaf circumstances obtaining at the time' As
Ministers have stated' Australia would not in any way
endanger the safety of any al1ied or friendly ;hip or
crew in need of access to Australian facilities'JJ

while the release stated that the us and British Governments were

"aware of Australian concerns with respect to the storage of

nuclear rreapons on Australian territory" (such would appear to

breach Australia's obligations under the Non-Proliferation
Treaty), absent was any statement that such storage would not be

permitted. The new policy was eloquently silent on the central
question: would the government pernit a nuclear-armed vessel to

undergo work involving de-ammunitioning in an Australian port

and, if so, in what rnanner could the nuclear weapons be handled

without breach of the NPT? Presumably, the Government trusts
that the laws of probability will preclude any such happenstance

arising while it is in office. should chance prove unkind,

however, it will be of great interest to establish Just what is

done with such a warship's nuclear ammunition. would the united

states, for instance, be prepared in such circumstances to waive

itsNCNDpolicyandtelltheGovernmentofthepresenceof
nuclear weapons? If so (or if not) \f,hat would the Australian
authorities, reaction be? observers of the alliance relationship

tnust await developments before these questions can be answered,

because the new Government policy says little about them: it

accepts the NCND policy of the us but fails to spell out how this
would be handled in the event of another Invincible situation' or
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something worse (such a nuclear-powered and armed ship with
damage and reactor problems wishing to make port before she

sinks), arising. Given that this policy was drafted in
washington, however, its deficiencies are more readily
explicable.

As this storm blew over, tlvo other issues of inport for
the alliance began to develop. In July 1984, the New Zealand
Labour Party defeated the conservative Nationalist Government of
Sir Robert ltul,doon and l,tr David Lange became Prime lqinister. The

Labour Party came to pohrer !'rith a strong anti-nuclear policy and,
not having been the object of American ire on the matter as had

the ALP, saw no reason to resile frorn it once in office. A major
break in the ANZUS alliance was in the making and over the
following months New zeaLand-Us relations were to deteriorate
markedly. The United States, having satisfied itself that there
was no prospect of a policy change in wellington, cut off much

(though not all) inteLLigence sharing, refused to take part in
ANZUS exercises scheduled with New Zealand elementa and, when in
1987 the anti-nuclear prohibition was passed into lar,t by the New

zealand Parliament. "suspended" its security "guarantee" to New

Zealand. ANZUS was thus effectively converted from a trilateral
alliance to two bilateral arrangementss one, between AustraLia
and the US, operated as previously; the other, between Australia
and New Zealand, is a new bilateral relationship in which
Australia and New Zeal-and cooperate except that New Zealand does

not receive certain intelligence from Australia which is US-

sourced and which the Americans have asked Canberra to cease

sending to New Zealand. The US-NZ link has been downgraded by

Washington from one betvteen allies to one betr.reen "friends".

This paper is not a study of the dispute betlf,een Ner't

Zealand and the United States,34 but it does have a certain
relevance to Austrafian-American alliance relations in the sane

period. fn particular, it forced Australia to make a political
choice between a close friend and near neighborr with whom lde

have had very cordial relations for over a centuryr and our
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traditional major ally. The outcome of this choice was a

significant indicator of the grip which the American alliance had

on Australia.

The second maJor issue was at a I'evel central to the
alliance relationship. Early in 1985 the Government commissioned

!1r Paul Dibb, a former Deputy Director of the Joint Intelligence
Organisation (JIO), to conduct a thoroughgoing rewiew of
Australia's defence capabitities and to make recomrnendations on

threats and the force structure priorities necessary to provide

Australia with a Defence Force capable of meeting the country's
national security requirements. Dibb reported in 1986 and

recomrnended a strategy of "denial" as the most appropriate for
Australia's needs: the intent was deny any aggressor the use of
the airlsea gap between Australia and her neighbors and Dibb

proposed force structure priorities to give effect to this
concept. 35

Early 1985 saw also another well-publicised incident.
The Havrke Government gave secret permission for the Americans to
use Australia as a shore support facility for the monitoring of
tests of the new US lll( (Peacekeeper) Inter Continental Ballistic
l[issile (ICBII{) into the Tasman Sea. Devices to measure the
rnissile's performance t\tere installed on the sea bed, and

Australia (given that New Zeal-and was clearly out of contention)
was the obvious shore support point. However, some investigative
research brought the planned tests and Australia's role in them

to light.35 In the ensuing political uproar, the Government

caught in the fuLL glare of publicity instead of the planned

discrete activity - found it htiser to etithdraw its agreement for
onshore support. The "MX affair", as it became known, was a rare
instance of Government enthusiasm for the alliance being tempered

by public pressure to the contrary. The reasons for this
reaction were twofoLd: the secrecy with which permission was

originally given and strong objections to aspects of the United
States nucl-ear warfare doctrine. By 1985 this had come to be

widely perceived, statements to the contrary from Washington

notwithstanding, as one of limited and controllable nuclear war
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relying heavily on highly accurate delivery systems, such as the
It{X, with a hard target kill capability. This, however, is also a

necessary condition for a first-strike capability and it was this
potential which energised opposition to the MX testing support
proposal. fn the event, the US cancelled the Tasman Sea teats.
But the M:X affair had repercussions weLl outside the traditional
"national security" area when it acted as a trigger - though by
no means as the underlying cause - for the collapse of the
Australian dollar which began in 1985. It is legitimate to ask,
however, whether the MX tests might not originally have been
intended more for New Zeal-and's benefit and if, once their
"cover" was blown anyway by the National Times, their
cancellation was not the result of calmer counsels in Washington.
Lobbing a few (unarmed) MX re-entry vehicles into the Tasman

would certainly have reminded Wellington that it is not easy to
escape "The Bomb", but could easily have been portrayed as
needlessly provocative.

After the Dibb Review reported in nid-1986 the
Government alLowed a substantial period for discussion before
producing a "policy information paper" (which will be referred to
henceforth as the 1987 white Paper) in ttarch 1987.37 In this
interval, a considerable debate developed, though mainly along
predictable lines. Conservative cornmentators attacked the Dibb
Review as being "isolationist" and taking too little account of
Australia's alliance obligations. Their line was essentially one

of "forward defence" combined with the American alLiance. Thus

the comment of ur Michaef O'Connor, a senior officer of the
Australia Defence Association and formerly on the staff of a

Liberal llember of Parliament in the Fraser period:

The most dramatic strategic effect of the Beazley-Dibb
concept wiII be Australia's effective abrogation of the
ANZUS alliance. . . . If Australia refuses to maintain
forces which can be conmitted to the broader security of
the Pacific area, ANZUS will lose any value for the
United States.

...What the Americans want from Australia - as from New
Zealand - is the provision of forces which can make a
contribution to regional security. The need for this is
greater now than it ever was in the history of ANZUS
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because of the development of the Soviet base at Cam
Ranh Bay in Vietnam and its growing penetration into the
South Picific.3S

Readers of chapter one above will recognise immediately

the philosophical continuity of this approach with that of the
hawkish school of the fifties. The threat from the north (from

the Sowiets this time) is again present, as is the "regional
security" idea (the modern term for "collectiwe security" ) and

the requirernent for alliance with a major power. And' as so

often seems to be the case with supporters of the us alliance

when adverting to threats, the need "is greater no\"t than it ever

was". In the national security field at least' some Australian
conservatives have fearnt tittle and forgotten less since the
1950s.

But this wholly predictable conservative reaction at

home was probably of less importance to the Governrnent than the

lray the United States chose to respond. washington began by

showing a degree of flexibility and caution which could serve as

a model for its policy discussions with other allies. (Had it
approached New zealand in sinilar manner, it is possible that

some form of compromise may have been reached. ) Publiclyr the

Americans stood firmly behind the Dibb Review and refuted the
attacks of Australian conservatives explicitly, as shown by the
words of lttr Richard Armitage, Assistant Secretary of Defense, in
June 1986:

Q:

A:

No\d the Dibb Report also suggests a more self-
reliant and local defence posture for Australia.
Are you concerned that that night lead to a foot in
the door for neutrality for Australia?

tlell I think the extent Australia is very self
reliant and able to defend herself, this is a good
thing, it aids us in our forward deployed strategy.
It rnakes the United States more able to do things
for the benefit of Australia and the United States
farther away and not be tied down, so I think
that's good. And f don't fear neutrality' f've
heard voices i-n Australia claim that this Dibb
Report is a fortress Australia rnentality and I
refute that, I can't see that as being the case at
all .39
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In so doing, the Americans inmediately avoided any suggestion
that they night be placing pressure on Australia to vary
substantially the principal proposals of the Dibb Review. But
some reports from pro-alliance sources suggest that the US did
express privateLy views at variance nith those expressed by
Armitage in public. In November 1986 it was reported that

...the Defence [sicl Secretary, Mr Caspar Weinberger,
conveyed the formal US objectiona to the Dibb Report to
the I'linister for Defence, Mr Beazley, in a 95 minute
conversation on August 10 t19861 in San Francisco...
Ihel told Mr Beazley that the Dibb Report's view of the
Australian role in the ANZUS alliance was unacceptable
to the US. The US administration believed the report's
underlying threat assessment lras vrrong,

The US Defence Secretary conveyed the message, according
to US officials, that adoption of the thruat of the Dibb
Report could Jeopardise the future of the alliance with
the US.

In particular, the US coul"d not accept the Dibb
interpretation of the alliance under which Australia
would rnake an adequate contribution by sinply hosting US
warship visits and the joint US [sicl I intel].igence and
communications facilities .

The second main US obJection related to the Soviets.
The US could not accept the view in the Dibb Report that
deterrence of the Soviets was a matter for the US afone.

The US view is that the Soviets...can only be deterred
by the Joint contribution of all US allies, including
Australia.

ltr weinberger asked Mr Beazley to recast any Australian
statement of defence policy so that it was made clear
that deterrence of the Soviets was seen .as a joint
Western responsibility, not an American one.*u

This report, from pro-alliance journalist Peter Samuel, was based

on a "special br.i"efing" for the AustraLian newspaper from "US

officials". Richard Armitage, who had refuted attacks on the
Dibb Report some months before, was said to have been at the San

Francisco meeting.

The extent to which the 1987 White Paper is inconsistent
with the Dibb Review is too large a question for comprehensive
treatment in this essay. But even a cursory scrutiny of the tvto
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documents shows that the threat assessment at least of both is in
all essentials the same: the same, indeed, as all officially
endorsed assessments from 1976. And it has been the position of
successive Australian Governments that our principal contribution
to deterrence of the Soviet Union is that made through North West

Cape and, to some degree, the other US or "Joint" facilities.
There was of course a spirited debate in AustraLia about the
atleged lack of "deterrent" capabilities and concepts in the Dibb
paper, but this was always in the context of Australia's
capability to deter credible regional threats to her security'
and not connected with the rather fancifuL notion of Australia
being able to contribute materially (except through the American
facilities) to deterrence of the USSR. One area of difference
betr,reen Dibb and the White Paper' however, was in the former's
dismissal of the Radford-Collins agreement and the latter's
explicit acceptance of it.41 This, to be sure, was a significant
concession with maJor operational implications should global war
ever break out but of lirnited relevance at more credible
contingency levels.

Indeed, a problem in interpreting US reaction to the
Dibb Review and the subsequent white Paper is that much reporting
of the former docurnent has been by writers apparently determined
to discredit it. Thus the article by Mr O'Connor cited above
(see note 38) and the Journalism of Mr samuel need to be

considered in this political context. SamueL has published
articles in American Journals which clearly aim to calf into
question the Dibb approach.42 Nevertheless it seems, whatever
changes of emphasis and presentation there may have been between

the Dibb and white Papers, that the US r"tas in essence happy with
both, at least after some stylistic or token adjustments to the
Iatter. At least there has been no official cornment from the
Americans to support a contrary view. It is most probably the
case that washington, after its experience r"tith New Zealand, was

content to have Australia on the books as an ally and not to caII
into question the "alliance plus self-reliance" policies of the
Hawke Government for fear that reaction in Australia would
strengthen further the latter at the expense of the former.
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The modern era of the Australian-American alliance,
then, began with the disintegration of the cold war rhetoric,
"forward defence" and "all the way with LBJ" approach which
characterised the preceding period. If that $ras a time in which
in the alliance vras a paramount factor in Australia's defence and
foreign policies, then the succeeding period was one in which an
ever-increasing emphasis was placed by successive Governments on
self-reliance. Thus to label the latter period and policy as one
of "alliance plus self-reliance" is to describe accurately the
dewelopments which took place under the whitlam, Fraser and Hawke

Governments. As Australian policy reacted to the Anerican
debacle in fndochina and the consequent Guam Doctrine, the only
available options were either to abandon altogether the idea of
an alliance with the United States - a course whi.ch would have
amounted to political suicide for an Australian Government - or
to supplement it with Defence Porces capable of credible action
in defence of Australia and her vital interests. But as self-
reliance assumes more and more prominence in Australian policy,
it is necessary to consider the extent to erhich the obvious
potential contradictions between this and a continuing alliance
with a superpoirer can be reconciled acceptably into an effective
security policy. Before turning to this topic, it is appropriate
to Iook at the American alliance as it is in nid 1988 and to
consider some of the principal issues which its continued
existence necessarily raises.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ISSUES IN THE MODERN ALLIANCE

Preceding chapters have traced the Australian-American
alliance more or less chronologically fron its beginnings down to
the present day. Drawing on this historical narrative and
discussion, this chapter and the next wiII address some important
aspects of the modern alliance. The present chapter seeks
answers to the following questions:

does the alliance provide Australia with any real
"security guarantee"?

does it guarantee Australia logistic and other
forms of non-combat support?

what is Australia's requirement for externally-
supplied intelJ-igence? Are rre in fact self-reliant
to an acceptable degree in this field?

how important are cornbined exercises with the
United States Armed Forces to the ADF, and what
impact has the alliance had in some grass-roots
areas of ADF practice?

what is the actual deterrent effect of the alliance
on potential aggressors against Australia? Is it
wholly to our advantage?

The following chapter will discuss further ways in which
the alliance has affected, or might in some circumstance8 affect,
Australian national security interests,

A Securitv Guarantee

The ANZUS Treaty describes itself as a "security
treaty", and for rnuch of its lif e \,ras consistently claimed to
provide a security guarantee by the US to Austral.ia. This was

the case from the very beginning:
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The 'heart' of the treaty is contained in article 4,
under which each party recognizes that 'an armed attack
in the Pacific area on any of the parties would be
dangerous to its own peace and safety'... As in the
case of the North Atlantic Treaty' on which this treaty
is modelled, the precise action to be taken by each
party i8 not specified. Australia is not bound, and the
United States could not accept an obligation' to make an
immediate formal declaration of war, which, under the
United States Constitution' is the prerogative of the
Congress. But, as the United States Secretary of State
has expressed itr 'our fates have been Joined'r and the
intention is that an attack on one shoufd be regarded as
an attack on all, and that all three will resist
together. 1

It is clear frorn these remarks of Foreign Minister Casey

in JuIy 1951 that ANZUS \das represented to the Australian
Parliament and people as a guarantee of support by the United

States should Australia or New Zealand be attacked. Casey's

alLusion to the NATO agreement (which is actually much more

explicit in its reference to the use of armed force than ANZUS)

was intended to create the irnpression that the latter was

essentially the same sort of treaty as the former. While a

cynical critic might assume that this was litt1e more than the

sort of rhetoric frequently used by politicians to persuade the
electorate of the virt-ues of their latest initiative, there is
evidence which demonstrates that, by 1956 at any rate, the
Government'a senior defence advisors had convinced themselves

that ANZUS reaLly contained a solid security guarantee for
Australia. This is to be found in the Strateqic Basis paper of
that year, to which reference has been made in chapter one. This
paper concluded that:

The value of ANZUS as a United States guarantee by
treaty of the security of Australia and New Zealand
remains undirninished. z

That classified advice rendered to Government by the Defence

Comnittee, the highest level source of advice available, could
assert the existence of a US security guarantee to Australia and

New Zealand shows how easily mere declaratory rhetoric like
Casey's 1951 speech came to be accepted as fact by the Government

and its rnilitary advisors. This dangerous misinterpretation'
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moreover, persisted intact for at least twenty years. The 1972
Defence White Paper, tabled by the Liberal-Country party
Government of Mr ( later sir william) Itlcl,[ahon, stated
unequivocally that "Article IV of the Treaty is generally
accepted to be the assured foundation of Australia's ultimate
security".3 Generally accepted it was; an assured foundation for
Australian security it was not, and - as will be shown below - is
noc.

The next Defence White Paper, released by the Fraser
Liberal-National Party Government in November 1976, was notably
less effusive about ANZUS, stating that it is not Australian
policy, "nor would it be prudent, to rely on US combat help in
a1I cilcumstances" though it still maintained that ANZUS gave
"substantial grounds for confidence that in the event of a

fundamental threat to Australia's security, US nilitary support
would be forthcorning".4 This represented reluctant and qualified
recognition of the situation following the American defeat in
Indochina.

But the true nature of the alliance "guarantee" was

spelt out in who1ly unequivocal terms firstLy, by Foreign
Minister Hayden in the course of his report to Parliament on the
1983 review of ANZUS and, secondly, by the Dibb Review. Hayden

told Parliament that:

the obligation to respond and to assist would not
automatically involve the provision of military forces
in support of the country subjected to threat or
attacks... A range of responses might be available, and
it would be up to the other partners to judge which
response would be appropriate in a given situation. It
may be in certain circumstances that diplomatic action,
or political or economic sanctions against the
adversary, or the supply of equipment or military
logistical support for the ally would be Judged a more
appropriate response... In other circumstances direct
rnilitary support may be appropriate.)

In short, Australia's remaining ANZUS partner, the United States,
is obliged under the Treaty to give consideration to action in
support of Australia if she were attacked. Action could range
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all the way from empty diplomatic protests to full-scale military
intervention. The Treaty gives no guarantees at all as to the
forn of action a partner should take, not even the mention of
resort to armed force which is to be found in Article 5 of the
NATO Treaty. And, as Hayden made clear, it would be up to the
requested partner to determine the nature of action taken in
support of its aIly. Even blunter was the Dibb Review, which
stripped away the remnants of the "guarantee" interpretation of
ANZUS in a few sentences:

The ANZUS Treaty provides for consultation in the first
instance. There are no guarantees inherent in it. It
is realistic to assume that the parties wiII continue to
approach each situation in - accordance with their
r6ipective national interests.6

In an interesting sidelight on how inportant documents

are prepared within the Defence Department' the 1987 White Paper

had this to say about ANZUS:

The defence relationship with the United States gives
confidence that in the event of a fundarnental threat to
Australia's security, US nilitary support would be
forthcoming. Short of this major, and less likely
situation, we could face a range of other threats that
we should expect to handle independently.?

It will be apparent that the first sentence reproduces almost
precisely the wording of the 1976 white Paper' quoted abover on

the same subJect; except that the 1976 "substantial grounds for
confidence" became, in 1987, only "confidence". The substance,
apparently, had evaporated in the interval, though the desire to
qualify the actual absence of a guarantee had not.

Thus, "official" claims about the ANZUS guarantee have

retreated from a "US guarantee by treaty of the security of
Australia and New Zealand" (the Defence Committee in 1955) or
"the assured foundation of Australia's uLtinate security" (the
Lg72 white Paper) to the co1d1y realistic assessment of the Dibb

Review in 1986 that "no guarantees" are inherent in it. The 1987

white Paper's regurgitation of the 1976 formula, however, shows
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that the Governnent is still prepared to Iean at least a little
on ANZUS as an assurance of US nilitary support in the event of a

"fundanental" threat arising. But the Dibb Review. having
dismissed the notion of any inherent ANZUS guarantee, could argue
onl.y that ANZUS has a deterrent effect against high-Ievel threats
to Australia because "a potential aggressor must take into
account possible United States involvement in the defence of
Australia".S This will be examined further in the fifth section
of this chaptef.

What then does the formerly vaunted ANZUS "guarantee"
Australia's security actually amount to? The following suns

the situation as represented by supporters of the alliance:

in the event of a "fundarnental" threat to Australia
arisirrg - something adnitted to be a highly remote
contingency most probabJ.y associated with the
outbreak of global \rar - Australia can have
"confidence" (no longer "substantial" ) that the
Unitecl States would corne to our rescuei and

for lower-level contingencies, the likelihood of
direct US combat support for Australia is
significantly less. The Guam doctrine suggests
that combat self-reliance, not alliance, is likely
to bring deliverance in conditions associated with
lower level threats.

In short, the alliance "guarantee" is most likely to operate (so

advocates suggest) against the least credibLe level of threat;
conversely, the more probable threat contingencies are those we

will have to handle ourselves. This is somewhat reminiscent of
the person who has insurance against being struck by lightning
but no cover for road accidents.

Given the widely adnitted improbability of threats to
Australia at the highest 1eveJ.s, it is perhaps superfluous to
embark on an extensive discussion of the worth of the American
"guarantee" in such circumstances. Suffice it to say that at
these levels, and quite possibly in a context of actual or
iruninent global war, Australia's call for help to the United
States will need to be assessed by Washington in tandem with

of
up

a.

lr
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demands from NATO Europe, Japan, the Middle East and the northern
Pacific. Any realistic assessment must admit the higher priority
which the US would need to accord to these areas over Australia.
As will be seen in the following section, this priority is
apparent even in peacetime.

Loqistic and Other Non-Combat Support Under the Alliance

Of course, as Hayden explained to Parl-iament in 1983,

actual Anerican combat support for Australia is but one of a wide

ranEe of options open to the United States shouLd it receive
demands for assistance under ANZUS from Australia. Of equal or
greater value to Australia in many scenarios would be non-combat
support in the form of military materiel and logistic assistance
to the ADF conducting operations against an aggressor. This has,

indeed, been a principal feature of the alliance relationship for
many years. As Durrell-Young r^trites:

Despite Australian unease over the reliabiLity of
Arnerican support in time of conflict, a rewiew of
Australian and New ZeaLand government policies aince the
1950s demonstrates that neither had the political
mandate t "political wiII" would have been a more
accurate expressionl to create greater independent
logistic support capabilities. A study of the
historical restraints placed on defence outlays in these
countries must be seen as negating any serious attempt
by either to develop their own respective independent or
combined logistic support capabilities. v

To cover this voluntary deficiency in national capabilities
Australia has entered into a series of logistic agreements with
the United States under the aegis of the alliance relationship.
As early as 1951, the Americans formally declared Australia
eligible for aid under the Mutual Defense Assistance program'

though littte activity took place untj.l the Iater sixties when

the ADI'began to acquire US rather than British equipments in
sone quantity.lo But in 1965, by which time Australia had placed

orders with the United States for three Charles F. Adams class
DDGS and for twenty four F-111 long range strike aircraft, the



two countries signed a nernorandum on co-operative logistic
support. This rtras succeeded in 1980 by a fresh Memorandum of
Understanding (UoU) and in 1985 by a renegotiated version.ll

The 1980 UoU negotiated by the Fraser Government liats,
at its paragraph eight, types of defence items and aervicea which
the US makes available to Australia in peacetime, These include:
weapona systems and equipmentsi spare parts; munitions,
anmunitions, explosives; modification kits; test equipment;
specialist servicesi training; repair services and so on.12
The agreement then provides (paragraph 10) that

SubJect to its laws and regulati.ons and the exigencies
of war, the United States will continue to provide
Logistic support materiel and services of the kind
described in paragraph 8 to Austral-ia during periods of
internationaL tension or in circumstances of armed
conflict involving either or both parties. Such United
States . support would include the following elements if
needed : r J

(Here follorf,s a liat, which includes weapons ayatem 6upport, 1066
replacement, high tech munition supply and other iterns high].y
desirable should the ADf' find itself in anned conflict. )

The MoU has assurned a place prominent in ANZUS

hagiography and vitally important in the long-term national
security planning process. The 1987 lfhite Paper announced that

Our agreements with the United States also provide for
the supply of munitions and equipment in an emergency,
alleviatino the need for larqe-scale stockpilino bv the
ADF.T4--

And, in tabling the Paper, Defence Minister Beazley spoke
confidently of AustraLis's "guaranteed access to ready resupply
of essential warstocks".15

with ADF stockholding policy and planning so closely
linked to the !IoU, the cornmitments allegedly entered into by the
United States in that document will need to be met should the ADF

find itself engaged in active operations against any nation
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except the very weakest. This is so because the advent and rapid
proliferation of weapons vtith high single-shot kiII probabifities
such as Exocet, Rapier, TOW and so on (PGU, or Precision Guided

Iilunitions) irnplies quite high attrition rates in conflicts of
relatively short duration. l6 Australia could thus require
resupply of weapons and/or platforms from the US at short notice
should conflict break out with a power itself equipped \f,ith PGM.

while the nunber of, for example, Harpoon missiles or uk48

torpedoes held by the ADF is very properly classified, it is
readily apparent from an examination of the Defence Department's
budget estimates papers (released annually) that holdings are not
large. If \re are not to find ourselves in a position similar to
Argentina's during the Falklands conflict, unable to follow up

early successes because of a weapons shortage, we may well-

require prompt US compliance with the irnplicit promise of the

MoU. To quote Durrell-Young's study once more:

Since both countries [Austrafia and New Zealand] have
traditionally maintained modest (if not meagre) war
stock reserves,
tates
li

And he goes on to record complaints from Australia during the
Carter Administration about delays in equipment supply (and this
was equipment ordered and paid for under peacetine conditions)'
as against the rapid service afforded the NATO countries.lT

Like the ANZUS Treaty itself, the l{ou drawn up under its
aegis commits the United States to nothing which it may not want

to do at the time. This is nade pJ-ain by a reading of the
qualifier found in paragraph 10 of the document, "subject to its
Iaws and regulations and the exigencies of war' the United States
wi1l..."18 Moreover, the llou rtas varied in a small but highly
significant manner when renegotiated by the Ha\,rke Government in
1985. While numerous alterations and additions were made at this
time, one of the most important was the alteration of "would" to
"couLd" in the same paragraph, paragraph ten. Thus, whereas the

l-980 agreement said that US support under the MoU wouLd include

self-reliance.
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those items and services mentioned, the 1985 version states only
that it could include them.19 Despite its irnpJ.ications for the
national interest, this variation has been neither publicised nor
explained by the Government.

At the end of the day, then, the alLiance' s I'{oU

structure does not guarantee Australia US supply. When aI1 is
said and done, it will remain at the absolute discretion of the
US Administration (assuming it can secure Congressional
acquiescence) hrhether or not Austra.I-ia receives supply, and under
vrhat terms and conditions supply might be granted. This, no

doubt, is why the Dibb Review, despite its general support for
the alliance, was able to muster only nuted enthusiasm for the
MoU on logistic support, stating that it gave "sorne assurance" of
continued US supply and support in time of conflict.20 If
Australian national security policy and ADF stockholding practice
are to be dependent on our trusting the r"rord of a foreign power

with global demands on its waning economic capacity, nilitary
resources and political goodwil1, it behoves those who maintain
this position to say so explicitly rather than raise a

snokescreen of claims supported neither by the Treaty nor its
subsidiary agreements. It is significant also that Dibb's
judgement of the MoU arrangements hras contradicted by Beazley
when he tabled the 1987 White Paper and spoke of "guaranteed
access". He did not, however, produce any evidence or authority
to support so sanguine an assessment of what Durrell-Young
appropriately caIls the "central tenet" of Australian defence
policy.2l

There are also disadvantages associated with excessive
reliance on the US as a source of materiel. Even a cursory
scrutiny of the inventory reveals a preponderance of US-sourced
items. This guarantees our dependence on the weak reeds of ANZUS

and the MoU for equipment resupply. Source diversification,
while not without disadvantages, does at least nitigate this
problem. The alliance climate, however, apparently rnakes it more

difficult to source major equipments outside the US unless, as

with conventional submarines, there are no American suppliers.
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Since the 1974 order of tanks from Germany, and excluding the
submarine project, nearly alI najor equipments - P3Cs' F./A-188,

Harpoons - have been US sourced. Thus we are at washington's
mercy in aome vital operational areas: should the US, for
whatever reasons, decide not to support these equipments in an

operational aituation the ADF could find itself in serioua
difficulties. This matter is further addregsed in chapters 5 and

6, below.

Intelliqence Support and Co-operation

The United States gains information important to its
global maritime intelligence system from Australian
surveillance and intefLigence gathering activities in an
area extending from the eastern Indian Ocean to the
South-West Pacific. At the same time Australia has
access to the extensive US intelligence resources. This
information i8 not confined to global superpower
competitioni it also complements Australia's
information on-political and military developments in
our own regron.22

Fundamental to the effective development of a self-
reliant defence force is comprehensive intelligence
cover of our area of prinary strategic interest. Whilst
we posaess significant indigenous capabilities in this
field, it i6 access to complementary US intelligence,
and particularly access to US satellite information,
which we could not afford to duplicate, that assures ua
of a comprehensive knowledge of regional developmenta
relevant to our security,z:

These quotations (respectively, fron the 1987 White Paper and a

Perth speech of the Minister for Defence in uay 1987) encapsulate
the long-standing Australian Government line on the intelligence
benefits of the alliance. According to these authorities,
Australia and the United States have developed mutually
beneficial arrangenents for intelligence sharing. In easence, we

supply the US with regional intelligence collected from our own

goorces24 and, in return, receive intelligence both on global
superpower issues and complementary intelligence bearing on our
own region. This intelLigence is, according to the Dibb Review'

not readily replaceable from Australian sources.25
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It is very difficult to write with certaj.nty about
intelligence-sharing arrangements. Most inquiries run up against
the "neither confir:n nor deny" wa]l erected by the intelligence
community to protect both legitimate secrets and ernbarrassing
information. In one sense, alL that can be said about
AustraLian-Us intelligence sharing is that there is no way for an

unbriefed external observer to assess whether or not the US

provides us with information of the value claimed, or whether the
Americans benefit in the lrays suggested from Australian-sourced
intelligence. As Dr Ross Babbage has observed:

Hence reliance upon foreign intelligence services for
significant components of the country's priority
requirements is highly undesirabLe. Institutionalized
dependence... may render Australia vulnerable to a large
number of potentially darnaging influences. To
illustrate the point, there is considerable scope in
this type of reLationship for the dispensing country to
regulate or modify the flo\tr of information in its own
interests. Disinformation might be supplied either
unintentionally or otherwise... in some types of
situations, foreign sources of information night be
suspended arbitrariJ.y or made the subJect of barSainl3s
pressures that would not be in Australia's interests.

The potential for disinformation (the intelligence
conmunity'a euphemism for lies) reaching far enough into national
security decisiorunaking to have an impact was welL illustrated
(as a potential, not necessarily as a fact) during the Us-Libyan
confrontation of 1986. In March that year it was revealed that
the US CIA and Defense Department \,vere running a disinformation
program on certain r^reapons, platforms and technology programs, so

establishing that disinformation at least for some purposes was

within US practice.2T Subsequently (though not consequently)
Bernard Kalb, a senior State Department spokesperson, resigned
his post in protest at an alleged US disinformation program

designed by then National Security Advisor Poindexter (later of
"Contragate" fame) to assist US Libyan policy by feeding false
information about Libyan-inspired terrorism to Journalists
(October 1986). "You may have felt at times that f was offering
you more calories than vitamins" KaIb said, "but I'd not throw in
any artificial additives".28 rn the light of this disclosure,
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the Australian Government's reaction to the US air attack on

Libya, Iaunched in retaliation for alleged Libyan complicity in a

Berlin night-club bomb outrage, is of interest. Addressing
Parliament on 15 April 1985, the Prime Minister refrained from

expressing direct support for the US attacks, but mentioned that
both he and Hayden had "been privy to apparentfv compelling
evidence of a direct line of command between Libya and the Berlin
night-club bombing".29 Questioned by a Government backbench ltP

(John Scott' UP for Hindrnarsh in Adelaide), about his use of the
qualifier "apparently" in the light of Kalb's resignation and

other disinformation revelations, Hawke said only that there was

no reason known to the Government for doubting the evidence and

that the Government therefore accepted it as genuine- A specific
query about reasons for use of the term "apparently" rtas

carefully evaded.30 In short, the evidence vindicates Babbage's

conclusion that there is a potential for US-sponsored

disinformation to influence the policy of aIlies who cannot

verify independently what they are told by Washington. As with
the security "guarantee" contained in the ANZUS Treaty and the
"assured resupply" offered by the MoU, it appears that the bottom

line in the Australian-Us inteJ.ligence relationship is that
Australia has had to accept the word of the united states without
hard evidence to back it up.

Babbage's warning about the dangers of dependence on

foreign intelligence sources for significant components of the

nation's priority requirements is afso important. The risk of
disinformation aside, there remain the problems of assuring
intelligence feed to support operations should Australia find
herself in active conflict and of obtaining it \'tithout conditions
constraining the Government's freedom of action. However,

notririthstanding his assertions at the Just Defence conference in
ltay 1987 (see note 23), the Minister for Defence has on at least
one occasion clained that, so far as regional intelligence is
concerned, Australia is for all practical purPoses already
self-reliant:

we are thoroughly aware of the activities of the Soviet
Union in the Pacific, in south East Asia and at Cam Ranh
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Bay. we are a\dare of this... because that area is the
object of our own independent intelligence gathering
activity, which is very substantial. . . I take this
opportunity to remind the House of some of those
independent intelligence gathering capabilities. . . I
stress aqain that we do not relv on anv advice that \de

reqion. we hawe our own intelfigence ga
capaUifity and it is very effective.3l

ering

Assuning that the Minister did not misLead the Parliament in this
answer, it effectively gives the lie to claims made elsewhere
that Australia is incapable of satisfying her essential regional
intelligence requirements from her own resources.

If there were in fact any deficiencies of substance in
Australia's intell-igence collection capabilities around the
region at the time Beazley made the statement just cited, then
the announcement in March 1987 of the Australian Defence
Satellite Communications Station (ADSCS) to be built near
Geraldton in Western Australia ought go a long way towards
rectifying them. fncluded in the White Paper,32 the ADSCS will
have a capability to intercept co[ununications passing through
geostationary satel-Iites visible from Geraldton. Those seeking
more detaiLed information on this instaLLation could with profit
study Professor D.J. BalI's chapter on it in his book entitled
Australia's Secret Space Proqrams (Canberra Paper on Strategy and

Defence, No.43). But for the purposes of the present work, it is
sufficient to state that the Geraldton project will substantially
enhance Australia's independent intelligence collection
capabilities and, indeed, add some rnuch-needed weight to the
Australian end of the alliance intelligence relationship. It
will be of great j-nterest to see whether the White Paper

undertaking, that the station will be "totally Australian owned

and wil-l be manned and operated by the [Australian] Defence
Signals Directorate", wiII be observed once it is in full
operation. 33

It is true, of course, that much if not all the
equipment needed to set up the Geraldton station will come from
the United States. This fact night tempt some to argue that'
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without the alliance, it would have been impossible to build the
station. As is usually the case in intelligence matters' it is
not easy to make categorical statements and support them with
hard evidence, but there is in this instance evidence which at
Ieast calls into question so sinplistic a view. A station
similar to that at Geraldton' though on a smaller scaLe, is being
constructed by the Neht zealand Government at waihoPai on the
South Ialand. Like Australia, Ne\t zealand would hawe required
acceas to classified US equipments to undertake such a project.
While the details are still obscure, it seems that in one ltay or

another the United States has agreed to the supply of equipnent

to Ne\r zealand notwithstanding the breakdown of their alliance
relationship. Presumably, New zealand wilI in return supply some

proportion of waihopai's output to the US National Security
Agency. This would aPpear to be an entirel'y rational and

nutually beneficial arrangement between two nations, formerly

allies, but still friends.

It would appear, then, from the inevitably limited
material awailable on intelligence co-operation vtith the United
States34 that whereas the material Australia receives from the

united states is no doubt useful, it cannot be characterised as

indispensable. Thus to elevate intelligence factors to a degree

of importance where they become a determinant of the policy
decision, alliance or no alliance, is to overstate the matter
unacceptably. A continuing alliance with the united states is
thus not a necessary condition of satisfactory intelligence

collection and assessment capabilities for Australia. one

wonders, in fact, how much the intelligence link would be

stressed if those who do so had to produce real evidence, rather
than being sheltered from critical scrutiny by the necessary, but
also convenient, secrecy which surrounds this topic.

Combined Exercises

There is an extensive (and expensive) program of ADF

exercises with the united states. supporters of the American

alliance frequently point to combined exercises as one of the
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principal practical day-to-day benefits of the relationship with
the US. Exercising wlth a superpower, it is argued, allows
Australia to hone her military skills againat the very best in
technology and on a scale inpossible for most nations of our
size. ltoreover, many unspectacular and low-key contacts between
the two Defence Forces give the ADF easy access to American
military experience.

Between I JuIy 1985 and late 1988, the ADF engaged in
some 125 exercises, each involving more than 100 Arny personnel;
or more than 2 RAAF combat, transport or surveillance aircrafti
or more than one RAN maJor surface combatant, or rnore than 200

RAN personnel. Of these, 111 were "conbined exercises" - that
is, exercises with elenents of foreign defence forces - which in
total cost the taxpayer not less than S342.2 million. Costings
for the 15 ADF-alone exercises are, unfortunately, unavailable.
The table below sumrnarises the available infornation.

ADF EXERCISES: JULY 85-LATE 8835

ADF US

AI,ONE

NZ IITALAYSTA/ FIVE- PNG OTHER TOTAL

SINGAPORE POWER

Nurnbers:

Cost
(sm):

333515 o

4.3

T7

28.O

14 L26

7 .5 19.3 342.2n.a. 189.7 93.4

The 198? White Paper defined Australia's "area of direct
military interest" as Australia, its territories and proximate
ocean areas, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, New Zealand and other
nearby countries of the south-west pacific.35 Of the 111 combine
exercises, thirty six of which involved the United States, over
half (54t), including the largest, were conducted outside thig
area. lloreover, forty per cent (S138.4m) of the total spent on
combined exercises in this period was consuned by activities
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beyond the area, Equatly significant is the consumption of well

over half (s189.7rn or 55.4t) of the entire combined exercise
expenditure over this period by exercises with the United States,
as against 27.3N (S93.4m) with Ne\t Zealand, 8.2t (S28m) under the
Five Porder Arrangements, 2.2\ (S7.5n) with Papua New Guinea, 1'3t
(S4.3rn) with ualaysia or Singapore and 5.6t (S19'3m) on

miscellaneous activities (notably RAAF participation in RED FLAG

85, exercising F-111s with NATO elements in the US and RAU 88' a

tactical air reconnaissance competition also held in the US) '

Clearly alliance demands are imposing distortions on the
prioritisation of ADF exercising and significantly curtailing the

ADF's abiLity to exercise more extensive)-y inside the area of
directly military interest. To make the point another way, it

would appear highly desirable for the ADF to be able to exercise

with greater frequency and resources inside the area - this does

not exclude the possibility of conbined exercises with friendly
powers - rather than conmitting so great a proportion of its
Iimited budget to elaborate J.arge-scaIe productions, such as the
1988 RII|PAC exercises held in the vicinity of southern california

and the Hawaiian islands, conducted in distant (albeit

salubrious ) environs.

An alliance-imposed distortion is apparent also in the
choice of capabilities exercised with the US. For exarnple, in
the year under discussion no Iess than three exercises (the

SILENT PEML series) held in Hawaiian waters involved anti-

submarine warfare (Asw) against an ssN, a nuclear-powered attack
subrnarine. An evaluation of the relative merits of air ASw

against SSNS and conventional (non-nuclear) boats, found in joint

observations by Air vice-Marshal E.A. Radford and Rear Admiral

I.W. I(nox in JuIy 1986, concluded that:

ASw sensors and equipment
state-of-the-art technologY and
counter to the rnodern nucfear
limited in respect of the modern

in RAAF P3Cs are
repreaent an effective

submarine, but are more
conventional boat.3?
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The SSN threat to AustraLian interests is relatively lor,r. As the
Dibb Review (pages 68-9) indicated, it is the conventionally-
powered boat which is the more probable threat and the more

difficult target, especially because of its quietness relative to
SSNS. The ADF, therefore, would be better exercised against
conventional boats (of which the US has none) rather than chasing
nuclear attack submarines off Hawaii. Such exercises can, of
course, be organised using ADF assets alone - the Oberon class
boats (and, in the ful"lness of time, the Kockums boats), the
frigates, destroyers, P3Cs and their ASw fits. No US

participation is required; the SILENT PEARL exerciseg are
superfluous to ADF requirements and represent an exarnple of
exercise planning dictated not by national defence priorities but
by the availability of the US as a partner and the need to be

seen to be exercisinq frequently with that country to prove once

more our enthusiasm for the alliance. It is some$that ironic that
having fitted out the Orions with British and Australian ASW

systems - the original US systems being operationally
inappropriate for our needs - Australia then exercises them in
environments and against targets of marginal reLevance to those
needs. This is probably inevitable in the alliance environmentt
however, when senior ADF and Defence Department officials are
prepared to admit that the ADF, in planning its exercise programt

will attempt to maximise contact with the United States.38

Nor does close and frequent contact ltith the United
States Forces always confer benefits on the contacter. There is
an assumption implicit in much literature in support of the
alliance that almost any kind of contact, co-operation or
standardisation is ipso facto a good thing. Yet, as noted in
chapter twor39 the Australian Army adopted a version of the US

"pentomic" divisional structure - the "pentropic" dj-vision - only
to find itself left high-and-dry with that organisation when the
US abandoned it about twelve months later.

It is not only at the level of divisional organisation
that alliance contacts can have adverse effects. Even with
respect to so elementary - and yet obviously important - a matter
as the physical training test (PTT) used by the Australian Army,
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it is now becoming clear that an entirely inappropriate and

invalid test was foisted on the Army through alliance
connections. In the !,rords of Major Stephen Rudzki of the Royal

Australian Arny ltedical Corps, a regular writer on aspects of
physical fitness:

It would appear that when first introduced, the PTT was
adopted directly from the tUSl lrlarine corps test, with
no apparent consideration being given to its relevance
in the Australian situation... The Americans, whose
test we slavishly and uncritically adopted have already
expressed concern about the appropriateness of their
teats... We need to reject an imposed American rnodel
and adoDt tests which meet our needs and our
requiremeirts . 4 o

When even standards and testing procedures for physical fitness
and conbat readiness of Australian Army personnel are distorted
into inappropriate modes through our alliance with the United
States, it is surely time to take stock and query the orthodoxy
which implies that close relations between the ADF and our ally's
forces are necessarily good for the former.

The Deterrent Effect of the Alliance

Both the Government's 1985-86 pClC.ngC----8e!o4. and the
Dibb Review concluded that there are no guarantees inherent in
our alliance relationship with the United States, a position
backed up by the Government's 1983 review of the ANZUS Treaty.4l
But Paul Dibb, making a virtue out of a deficiency, areJued that
the alliance has nevertheless a deterrent effect on potential
aggressors because such must "take into account possible United
states involvement in the defence of Australia".42 This hitherto
unrequired interpretation was picked up in the 1987 White Paper

and by Beazley who, tabling the docunent in Parlianent, asserted

that 3

The Anerican alliance of course also provides a
substantial deterrent. whilst it would be irresponsible
to depend on direct American combat support for our
security, the possibitity that this would be forthcoming
would greatly complicate the offensive strategy of a
potential aggressor. tr
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The essence of this argument seems to be that any nation
contemprating aggression must include in its planning the
contingency that the united states would intervene effectivery
(whether with combat forces or support for the ADF) to aaaist
Australia. This, it is argued, at least adds to the aggreasor,s
range of uncertainty and thus complicates his pranning, thereby
making any aggression so much less probable. In the best case,
the agllressor wourd abandon the resort to force before it began,
thus being deterred.

The ADF defines deterrence as:

The prevention of action by fear of the consequences.
Deterrence is a state of mind brought about by theexistence of a credible threat of unicceptable c6unteractron . t t

If the Anerican alliance is to have any deterrent effect on a
potential allgressor, then the prospect of us intervention it
poses must be credibre. The aggressor must berieve either, that
the us would itserf intervene against the aggressor to inflict
unacceptable damage or, that the us would in some way enhance the
ADF that the latter could inflict such damage.

If the preceding assessments of the alliance security
"guarantee" and of the obligations allegedly taken on by
washington with respect to logistic and other support are at arr
accurate, then the credibility to an aggressor of the prospect of
Anerican intervention must be at least questionable. credibility
questionable to some in Australia is rikery to be questioned far
more overseas, especially in an aggressor capital, where the
Australian domestic forces which support faith in the alliance
are absent. But even questionabre credibirity, it night be
argued, is better than no credibility at arr and so the alriance
has at least some deterrent effect. This may welL be true as far
as it goes! the prospect of superpower support for one,s
intended victim is certainLy something to consider and evaluate.
so critics of the aLliance can agree that its existence will, if
onry to a limited degree, give a potential enemy of Australia
reason to consider carefulry the risks involved in aggressive
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activity.Buttheargumentisnotcompleteatthispoint.
AcceptingthepossibilitythattheUsnightintervenein
Australia,s interest and that this uncertain chance canr to the

degree to which it is credible, act as a deterrent is all very

well'butitremainsonJ-yonesideofthecoin.Theothershows
a very different Picture.

For any potential aggressor against Australia' the
decision to resort to force will be the outcome of many

considerations'amongwhich(notionallyrankedaccordingtoits
credibilityatthetine)willbethepossibleattitudeofthe
United States. In Australia, on the other hand, the attitude of

the united states will perforce receive a very high ranking

indeed. The options oPen to the Government and the Defence Force

will widen or narrow in a manner alnost proportionate to the

extenttowhichwashingtonispreparedtocommititself,because
- alrnost certainly, unlike the aggressor - Australia has placed

herself in a situation of considerabfe dependence on the US'

l{oreover, the aggressor may also have cards - political'

economic, strategic - to Play in washington' A threat to deny

the US Navy passage through important chokepoints under the

aggressor's controlr for example, would not be without impact in

some scenarios.

rn as much as it addresses only one side of the

logically required case, the "deterrence" argument is not so much

vrrong as misleadingly incomplete' An examination of the other

side makes it clear that whereas to the alJgressor the us position

willbeonefactor,toAustraliaitwillinallprobabilitybe
the factor. The aggressor may indeed be concerned fest the US

intervene,eventhoughcompetentplannerswiflhavereckonedsuch
a contingency into their calculations, but Australia will be

vitally interested. Put another way, US support for Australia

might, if it is forthcoming, persuade an aggressor to revise its

war airns and objectives downwards in accordance with what ought

to be a preplanned contingency arrangement, but US failure to

support Australia would be disastrous for our nat.ional interests

because it would seriously weaken the ADF'
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lilhat will determine the US position? In short, it will
be neither more nor less than washington's assessment of its own
interest. Washington would need to weigh up the loss of
credibility involved in failing to support Australia against the
damage which intervention would cause to its relationship erith
the allllressor, and to consider other relevant factors.
Calculations of this sort must have gone on, for example, when
the US had to choose between support of the UK, of the Argentine
or a strict neutral position during the 1992 Falklands war. In
that case even a cursory examination of the interests inwolved
showed that support for the UK if a negotiated settlement was
impossible was the course nost likely to assist US interests.
Even sor it is noteworthy that Washington,s support was aa
mininal as possible and equally so that the Argentines were not
deterred from their actions by the knowledge that the US and UK
were close allies.

To sum up the position, it seens that if potential
aggressors against Australia must take into account uncertainties
about the way the United States might react to such action, so
must Australia. But whereas Australia has deliberately made the
US alliance a keystone of its national security policy and
allowed it to influence ADF stockholding policy, exercise
planning and programming and equipment capabilities, and whereas
(on the Minister's word) Australia would expect resupply fron
America during hostilities, none of Australia,s regional
neighbours have placed themselves in a position of such great
dependence on a single ally. To a potential aggressor, then, US

intervention on Australia,s behalf is something which miqht
happen and which needs to be weighed-up in planning operations
against Australia; to Australia, however, US intervention (at
least via resupply) is something which must happen because our
stockholdings are likely to be insufficient for operations over
any period or at enhanced levels of intensity.

The "deterrence-through-uncertainty,, argument thua cuts
both r,rays, cutting more into Australia's interests in some ways
than into those of potential enemies. Any uncertainties about
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American intentions witl indeed complicate an aggressor's
planning, but at the same time such uncertainty could have

diaastrous consequences for the Government in Canberra and the
ADF in the fieLd in the lead-up to operations and in operations
once commenced. Will the United States resupply us? When? With

what? With how nuch? On what terms? These questions are of
interest to potential aggressors; to Australia they are vital.
The demonatrated uncertainties about the ANZUS guarantee and

resupply under the UoU could easily become Eerious bugbears for
Australian planners in a crisis, bugbears far more weighty in

Canberra than in the capital of the aggressor nation. V{hen

tested against the harsh criterion of credibility to the
allllressor, the claim that the al,Iiance contributes materially to
deterrence is shovm to be at best only partially true and to be

wholly neglectful of the contingency in which the US declines to
take any effective action. This argunent amounts to little more

than a fall-back position for those who, now bereft of the
apparently solid and reassuring "guarantee" position, persist
nevertheless in seeking rationalisations to Justify continued
support for the alliance. In fact, as will be shown in the
foltowing chapter, the uncertainties surrounding US resupply of

the ADF in time of conflict may work directly to Australia's
disadvantage, challenging our national freedom of action in
fundamental areas.

In Summary

This chapter opened \"tith several questions.
to those questions are, in the broad, as follows.

The answers

The American alliance does not give a credible guarantee

by the United States of Australia's security. The cornmitments

entered into by the united states amount to a promise to consider
what action it might take' in accordance with its notoriously
cumbersome constitutional processes, should Australia find
herself in difficulties. The Americans have bound themsefwes to
do no more than think about options. Australia has no certainty
of support in any circunstances.
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Sinilar conments apply to the Mernorandum of
Understanding on logistic support. As with the ANZUS Treaty
itself, a scrutiny of the fine print shows that in time of
conflict it will remain at the discretion of the United States
whether Australia gets support, and if so, what kind of support
and on what terms. The question of the terms on which the US

might provide, deny or withdraw support will be adverted to again
in the following chapter. Furthermore, the most recent
incarnation of the MoU (the 1985 version) shows a lessening of
the US commitment in that it states that US supply could include
certain things, whereas the earlier (1980) version at least said
it would include those things.

Australia is, on the explicit word of Defence Minister
Beazley speaking in the parliament, reliant on no-one for
regional intelligence information. Our capacity in this field
wilr be enhanced further once the Geraldton saterrite intercept
station comes on line early in the next decade. US supplied
intelligence may be of interest, but for the purposes of
defending our vital national security interests it is not
indispensable.

Exercises by the ADF with the American Armed Forces have
actual.ly reduced Australia's ability to cultivate relations with
important regional neighbours. The capabilities tested are often
of marginal relevance to Australia and the venues aIl too
frequently well beyond our area of primary defence interest as
defined in the 1987 White paper. Additionally, contact with
American Forces' organisation and practice has 1ed us, on one
occasion, to adopt and then abandon an unsuitable Army divisional
organisation and, on another, to uncritically and slavishly take
over inappropriate tests for so important a matter as the
physical and combat readiness of Army personnel.

The claim that the alliance helps deter potential
enemies by creating uncertaintj-es for their planners is not
wholIy without merit. But those making this point usually
neglect to add the far weightier cororlary that the uncertainties
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inherent in an alliance which offers no solid guarantees impact

far rnore adversely on the aIIy (Australia) than on the potential

aggressor. This is so because the alliance is central to

Australian national security policy but nerely one of many

factors informing the thinking of a would-be aggressor' This

"deterrence" claim is really a fall-back position necessary only

because the central "guarantee" can no longer be said to be

credible for relevant contingencies '
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE ALLIAIiICE TODAY:

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

NothingremainsstaticandtheAustralian-American
alliance is no exception to this rule. since its beginnings, it

has gone through several stages of developrnent and this process

continues today. The most important aspect of this process in

the last two decades has been the growing \teight placed on

"self-reliance" by the United States, with respect to its

alfiance partners around the world, and by Australia. After the

vietnam war was clearly lost and the Guam Doctrine spelt out by

President Nixon, Canberra, not without a characteristic delay'

began to emphasise with increasing sincerity the need for

Australia to practise real self-reliance and not to expect

automatic American aid for any contingency, great or small, which

might arise from time to tine. The present stage of this

development finds Australia firmly attached to a two-legged

poJ.icy of "alfiance plus self-reliance" ' This approach is

presumed to confer upon Australia the benefits of alliance with a

superpower ( as represented by alliance suPporters ) while

a1legedly sti11 permitting developrnent of credible national

defence capabilities and an Australian security and foreign

policy.

For alf that serious doubts exist about the true value

of the us "security guarantee" and Australia's "guaranteed

access" to American resupplyrl the alliance remains a central

feature of Australian policy today. Yet there are tensions (or'

as the Marxists rniqht say, contradictions) necessarily inherent

in a pol-icy which incorporates both an alliance with a superpower

and a posture of independence and national self-reliance. These
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tensions have rong been fatent in the alriance rerationshi-p -
surfacing, for example, when the l{enzies and Kennedy
administrations differed rnarkedly over the future of west New
Guinea (now rrian Jaya) in the earry sixties - but in more recent
times they have appeared rnore frequently and over a wider range
of issues. The more Australia chooses to foltow a serf-reliant
or independent policy, the more often tensions between the two
legs of current policy are likely to assume prominence. This
trend has been accelerated by the fact that it is now not only
Australia which finds more causes of disagreement with the united
States, but the US which often sees its otyn interests as
differing from those of Australia, both on nationar security
issues and in the wider policy arena. continuation of the trend
has obvious implications for the future viability of the
al.liance.

The Influence of a Small AIIv

Proponents of the alliance frequently suggest that its
existence confers on Australia a degree of influence on the
united states disproportionate to that which we might othenrise
have. There are, it is argued, positive benefits to be had in
terms of achieving favourable us policy outcones by our remaining
in the alliance. If this is so, then the growing number of
occasions on lrhich Australia and the united states have differed
should provide some evidence of the facc.

Reference has already been made to Australia's failure
to shift either US or British policy over the Irian Jaya issue.
For Canberra the outcome of this affair was arguably the worst
possible in the conditions of the day: an unstable. aggressively
inclined and distinctly leftist rndonesia was abLe to secure
control of substantial territory not populated by any of its
principal ethnies. Even at a quarter century,s distance, with
Indonesia less erratic, more stable, and by no means leftist, the
outcome still cannot be characterised as desirable. rn esaence,
the population of Irian Jaya exchanged one set of colonial
masters, the Dutch, for another; while Indonesia and papua Ne$,
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Guinea gained a conmon border with all the attendant difficulties
of a anti-Indonesian insurgency operating acroaa it. And

Indonesia learned that in suitable circumstances territorial
acquisitions around its periphery were not impossible. This was

doubtless remembered in Jakarta when in late 1975 it was decided
to seize the former Portuguese colonial territories on the island
of Timor, and reinforced by the eventuaL success of that
enterprise.

Some disputes between Australia and the United States in
the national security field have, however, been marginal to the
alliance relationship itself. Thus, in recent times, the Hawke

Government has been able to eschew any endorsement of President
Reagan's highly controversial Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI'

or "star \rars") and to decline to participate in it without doing
any real harm to bilateral relations. Nor has any danage been

done by the Government's marked lack of enthusiasm for the Contra
rebels in Nicaragua - a group characterised by the President as

"freedom fighters" but viewed more as bandits or remnants of the
Somoza repressive apparatus by Australia. fn fact' such

instances could even be cited by proponents of the alliance
wishing to refute charges that it unduly restricts Australian
foreign and defence policy. But they could not then cite the
same cases as evidence of our influence in washington, because

the Reagan Administration's conmitment both to SDI and the
Contras remains intact. If these policies are modified or
reversed by washington. it will not be because of anything
Australia has done but because there will be a new President in
the White House early in 1989.

One dispute between the two allies' however, reveals a

great deal about the nature of their relationship. The South
Pacific Nuclear Free zone (SPNFZ) was promoted and eventually
soLd to most South Pacific nations, and later to the Soviets and

Chinese, by the Australian Government. lghen the South Pacific
Forum's 1985 meeting at Raratonga endorsed the concePt of a

nuclear-free zone, US State Department spokesperson Bernard
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Karb's reaction was not a considered comment on a significant
regional development, or even a "no comment',, but open humour:

The US State Department treated Australia,s success inwinning endorsement of a nuclear-free-zone for thePacific as a big joke at its daily briefing forreporters in washington yesterday. Amid banter andIaughter about getting the ,'message in a bottle,' fromthe Cook fslands. . . KaIb indicated ihe relief with which
the US viewed the proposed treaty...

"The zone concept reportedl,y leaves port access toindividual States and doesn,t interfere with transit andoverflight rights of ships and aircraft under customary
international Iaw, " Mr Kalb said.

"Io. having said that, I will keep in mind your request
that when the bottle arrives, then I come up with somesort of tofficiall reaction, which I will puriue.',

Mr Kalb's comnents to a bemused and laughing Arnericanpress corps \rere seen as an indication that the US couldnot care less about^ a treaty which, to them, isbasically meaningless. z

This display of jollity nay have been a welcome
diversion for jaded members of the American press corps, but so
derisive a reaction on the part of an American officiar to a
serious Australian initiative speaks voLumes about the us view of
this country's wider foreign policy objectives. Nor was the
official American reaction to spNFz, when the bottLe finally
arrived at the State Department, nearly so relaxed as Ka1b,s
off-the-cuff levity suggested. On the contrary, despite
Australian urging and notwithstanding that the port access,
transit and overflight provisions of the Raratonga Treaty to
which Kalb referred were incruded because of Australian concern
to protect the US position, the US has refused to sign the
appropriate protocols. The united Kingdom, though restraining
any nirth it may have felt at the treaty, has also declined to
sign. France, needless to say, was never considered likely to
sign and therein ries at least one reason for the negative us
attitude. This incident demonstrates that lrashington would, if
forced to choose, cultivate its rerations with France rather than
vrith Australia, not a surprising conclusion given the rerative
importance of the two countries to the us. rn fact it is crear
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that Washington's relations with France are more important than
her relations with the entire group of south Pacific nations.
despite the vast unpopularity of French actions in the region -
which include nuclear testing, the criminality of the Rainbow

warrior bombing and repressive colonialism in New cafedonia - and

the damage caused by the French to the Western position there'
For not$rithstanding these and other negatively perceived French
activit.ies, the United States has remained silent and, in the
case of French nuclear testing, actiwely approving despite
requests for contrary action from Australia and, no doubt, other

regional gove!runents. 3

Claims that the alliance relationship \tith the United
States give Australia some special influence appear ewen rnore

suspect when the American attitude to the fishing of south

Pacific waters, especially for tuna, is examined. For many years

prior to 1987 American fishing interests plundered south Pacific

fisheries in the face of protests from regional nations ' So

serious rtras the ultimate damage to the US position in the region
that the Soviet Union, which by contrast behaved with careful
decorurn and correctness in its fishing activities, was able to

sign a fishing agreement with Kiribati. only when the damage was

so obvious as this did Washington react and negotiate an

agreement with the south Pacific nations to keep its tuna

fishermen in line and pay for what was taken. This sluggish
American reaction shows that neither Australia nor any other
regional nation had enough clout in washington effectively to

alert the US to what was going on, notwithstanding any alleged

special influence. In fact it would appear that until quite

recently the us Tuna Boat Association wielded more influence in
washington than the combined strength of Australia and other
south Pacific nations.

Finally, if the mirth of Kalb and the prinacy of

American fishing interests over Australia and its regional
neighbours for so long is not sufficient, there remain to
illustrate some American attitudes to Australia two other pieces

of interesting evidence. The first is a survey carried out by
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the Chicago Council of Foreign Relations in 1986. This survey
canvassed both the general public and "opinion leaders', to
develop a list of about twenty countries in which those
questioned saw the US as having a "vital interest',. Australia
failed to make the 1ist, either anong the public or the opinion
Ieaders, though nations such India, poland and Syria did.4 The
second, and even more revealing, piece of evidence is the
gratuitous insult levelled at Foreign Minister Hayden by one
Richard Perle, until mid 1987 US Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Defense and the man credited with turning his government against
SPNFZ, who in Congressional hearings shortly after relinquishing
his post volunteered that Hayden is ,,anti-American" and that
"kicking America gives him tHaydenl great pleasure."5 This
outburst rdas sufficiently unjustified and uncalled-for - the
record shorrrs that Hayden, as Foreign Minister, assidously
defended the alliance against aII comers - and sufficiently
capable of damage to the relationship that washington,s
Ambassador in Canberra, l1r Lane, felt it politic formally to
repudiate Perle.6 But it can be assumed that perle,s own views
while a member of the US administration were the same as those to
which he gave vent shortly thereafter as a private individual,
and that Australia's much-touted influence meant Iittle to him.
The fate of SPNFZ in Washington indeed suggests the truth of this
assessment.

Economic and National Securitv Issues

The most prominent area of divergence between Australia
and the United States now lies not in national security policy
but in economic affairs. Specifically, the United States in the
course of its trade disputation with the European Economic
Community (EEC) has taken action which strikes directly at the
rural sector of the Australian economy. Under its Export
Enhancement Program (EEp) the United States has been making sales
of prinary produce, notably wheat, to a wide variety of markets
by means of substantial bonuses or subsidies which allow it to
undercut prices asked not only by its principal economic
adversary in this field, the EEC, but by Australia.
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The extent of the subsidies problem is perhaps not as

widely understood as it night be. Sorne exarnples will indicate
the scale of subsidy engaged in by the United States in recent
years.T Between 1985 and the end of 198?, the United States sold
some 3.8 nillion tons of wheat to Algeria. At least seven

separate deals were involved, each with its own price and subsidy
range. The table below summarises these deals and shows the
extent of subsidy.

TABLE I
AI,IERICAN WHEAT SALES TO ALGERIA 1985-878

Date

4 Jun 85

10 Apr 86

10 Nov 86

16 Mar 86

24 Jul 87

29 oct 87

31 Dec 87

QUANTITY(milIion tons)

1.0
1.0
U.J
n?

0.3
n2

1.0

4.2 ( Iess

PRICE RANGE
( SUS /ton )

s 88.00-s111
s 75.00-s B7

s111.50-S118
s121.00-S123

n. a.
n. a.
n, a.

0.409 unsold)

SUBSIDY RANGE
( SUS/ton )

s23.14-S54.39
s35. l9-S47 .77

s38.06-s44.95
s33.26-S43.25
s35.56-S44.06
s27.00-s45.03
s25.05-S42.90

Clearly, the United States is subsidising its grain
sales under the EEP from anything between 25t up to 50t on a

deal-by-deal basis.

These subsidised US sales have been eating into
Australia's traditional markets. Egypt, for example, ranks fifth
on our list of agricultural export markets for the five year

period 1981-2 to 1986-7.9 In the period fron 1985 to the end of
L987, the United States sold some 5.3 nillion tons of wheat or
wheat flour into this traditional Australian market under the EEP

subsidy scheme. Table II shows the details.
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TABLB II
AI.{ERICAN WHEAT SA],ES TO EGYPT 1985-8?10

Date

2 Ju1 85

7 Aug 86

26 Jul 85

30 Oct 85

20 Jun 86

29 Jul 86

8 Oct 86

8 Jul 87

30 Nov 87

QUANTITY(nillion tons)

0.8
0.8
nq

0.5
0.5
0.052
1.0
0.5
1.0

PRTCE RANGE
( SUS/ton )

s145.00-s180
n. a.

s109.95
s 94.50

s 86.50-s87.00
s 74.50-s87.00
s 74.50-s95.00

n. a.
n.a.

SUBSTDY RANGE
( SUS/ton )

s66.04-s 72.77
s95.05-s102.47
s27.37-s 22.92
s17.41-s 26.87
$25.18-s 27.41
s25.18-s 46.71
s27.07-s 47.88
s34.27-s 41.03
s27.40-s 38.47

5.652 (less 0.354 unsoldl

Then can be no doubt, then, that the American trade war
with the EEC has placed Australia in the unenviable position of
innocent victirn. The deals with Egypt set out above are by no
means the onry such sales nade by the us into Australian markets
(very substantial saLes were made to the ussR in late l9g? and
early 1988, for example), but they illustrate the magnitude of
the problem.

There has been a chorus of protest over American trade
policies frorn Australian agricultural, Government and opposition
figures. All-party political deJ-egations have been sent to
washington to robby American regislators and officials on
Austraria's behalf. on severar occasions, the Australian
government has made direct representations to washington pointing
out the adverse consequences of us trade policy for Australia
generally, for her ability to continue to pay for the us defence
equipment which Australia buys in such quantity and even for the
continued werl-being of the arriance relationship. rn August
1986 Defence l{inister Beazrey reportedly warned the united states
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before bilateral defence talks that Australia could not make

large defence purchases indefinitely if her balance of payments

\,eas to be underrnined continually by artificially depressed

agricultural conmodity prices.11 And after the 1985 talks'

Foreign lttinister Hayden made a speech in San Francisco in which

he warned that Australia and the US

...could be on the threshold of quite a new stage.in the
relationship. The shock Just delivered to us [this is a

reference to a subsidised US sugar deal with Chinal and

from such a source has already made Australians put the
alliance on the weighing scales '

when the ideal fails to deliver, or especially when it
actually turni on those who believe in it, that is the
time tirat it undergoes reconsideration or amendment' or
even rejection. l2

ThelgS6Australian-Americandefencetalksprovidea
useful gpotlight on the US attitude to these problems' Press

reports suggest that Australia was so concerned about the trade

issue that the Government actually considered cancelling the 1986

lneeting as a signal to Washington' But the proposed signaf if

such there were' stirnulated an illuminating response from

Secretary of State George Schultz who "reacted angrily and said

that the US could not accept the linking of commercial issues

with foreign and defence policy issues ' After word of his

reaction \Jas sent to Canberra' the boycott idea was dropped'"13

If the Austrafian Government had hoped that by attending the

talks and putting its views firmly before, during and after the

fornalmeetingitwouldachievebetterresultsthanthroughthe
boycott idea, it would have been disappointed at the outcome' As

Table II above shows, it was only six \teeks later (8 October

1986 ) that the US made a

subsidised wheat to one of
partners, EgYPt.

huge sale of a million tons of

Australia's Principal trading

' To those American allies who have conformed with the

Us-inspiredcocourestrictionsonsalesofcertaintechnoloqies
to the eastern bloc, Secretary Schultz's reported assertion that

hiscountrycouldnotacceptthelinkingofcommercialissues
with foreign and defence policy matters must have come as a
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surprise. But it has been held consistently by both the
Australian and united states Governments that the dispute over us
trade policy should be not be perrnitted to impact on a core
feature of the alliance, the presence of the US facilities in
Australia. Australia has backed away from suggestions that a
better trade outcome with the us rnight be possible were one or
more of the facilities threatened with closure by way of reprisal
for continued us subversion of traditional Australian marketa,
This amounts to an assertion that, at the end of the day,
Secretary Schultz is correct in saying that a line should be
drawn between the alliance, on the one hand, and other aspects of
bilateral Austrarian-American relations, on the other. This is a
subject which wilr receive further attention in the fifth section
of this chapter, entitled "Is the Alliance an Isolate?".
Firstly, however, it is appropriate to turn to a consideration of
the alliance in its principal context - that of Australian
national security policy.

The Alliance and National Securitv policw

Chapters one and two, above, have shown that, at least
until the enunciation in 19G9 of the Guam Doctrine, Austrarian
national security poricy anounted to little more than the rinked
doctrines of "the threat frorn the north", "forward defence" and
the "great and powerful friend',. put briefly, the policy was
predicated on a northern threat which would be kept at arm,s
Iength by a policy of forward defence carried out in close
collaboration erith our aI1y, the United States. Though
successive Australian Governments in this period would
occasionally genuflect in the direction of the ,'continuous and
effective self-help" cLauses of the ANZUS Treaty, in practical
terms Australia's ability to operate without allied support
remained rninimal. Not until the American ,,guarantee" of
Australian security became obviously suspect after rndochina and
Guam did Governments in Canberra have to pay more serious
attention to national security matters.
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Thisalmosttwo-decademoratoriumonseriousnational
security policy thinking in Australian government circles could

nell figure prominently on any list of the costs of the alliance'

It confronted the first Government, the vlhitlam Government, which

seriouslyaddressedtheproblemsoftheneworderwitha
terrifying backlog of elementary work. The key war-planning
document of the thirties and forties, the war Book, was allowed

to lapse into desuetude after 1955 and it was not until 1971 that

planners actually gave some attention, "for the first time" to

the now-routine notion of varying levels of threat over

increasing time-scales.14 Apparently, in the classical era of

the alliance and before, the "threat from the north" was seen to

require Little further definition. with such a backlog it is
perhaps not surprising that the whitlam Government, having

ordered a "defence of Australia" study prepared soon after coming

to office, went into Opposition nearly three years later without

seeing the completed paper. For its first two decades' at least'

the alliance seems to have fulfilLed the function of an excuse

for not having a national security policy, rather than its more

recent role as a central tenet of that policy'

To be sure, use of the alliance as an excuse for the

absence of policy at least avoided, more often than not, the

inherent contradictions which have emerged since Australia began

to take national security planning a little more seriously' The

present Australian Government has had to perform some complex

verbal manoeuvres in order to reconcile or conceal. as far as

possible, the tensions now building up between Australian and US

national security Pol,icy'

Central to these tensions lies the divergence now

apparent in the AustraLian and United States approaches to the

crucial question of continued deterrence of the Soviet Union at

the strategic nucLear Ieve1. It might be thought that

Australia's views on this subject are of small import and less

impact so far as the United States is concerned ' As Foreiqn

Minister Hayden noted in his bookLet (issued' appropriately

enough, on the fourth of JuIy 1984 ) Uranium' the Joint
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Facilities, Disarmament and peace, ',neither of the two
superpovrers who are the najor actors in the nuclear barance can
be forced to do anything that they do not wish to do."r5 This
entirely reasonable observation does, however, calr into question
the effectiveness of numerous representations on centrar.
strategic issues which Australia is said to have made to
washington from time to time. But in any event Australia,s rocus
standi on such issues shouLd be better than that of other nations
her size if onry because we host the us instarlations at North
West Cape, Pine Gap and Nurrungar which are said to make ao
valuable a contribution to deterrence, early warning and
verification. rt is the presence of these facilities, when
rinked to policy problems between canberra and washington, which
makes the debate over us strategic poricy more than academic for
Australian Governments .

The problem for Australia under the present Government
has been that it has taken up poricy positions on issues rike
deterrence and nuclear war-fighting ( "Iinited war,, or
"counterforce" ) which are fundamentarly at variance with the
actual, if not always the declaratory, policy of the United
States. This is cLear from Hayden's JuIy 1994 booklet:

Recent developments in nuclear technology, particularlythe attainment of greater accuracy in nii:.6ar weaponsand of more sophisticated and allegedly nore surviviblecommand, control conmunications ana intelligencecapabilities have led people to the view that i[. ispreferable for the superpoerers to prepare to fight anucLear irar that would be linited instead of accef,tingthe risk of mutual destruction if deterrence ,ei" cobreak down...

Again, the basic problern with this theory, Iike that ofunilateral disarmament, is that it will noi wort.16

The booklet also addressed specifically the question of
the role of North west Cape, citing charges that this
installation could be used by the us to tlansrnit ',fire,' orders to
its SSBN force hrithout AustraLian knowledge or consent.
Responding to this the booklet said, firstry, that arrangemenrs
in force at Nw cape "ensure that the Austrarian Government is
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able to make tirnely Judgements about the significance for our

national interests of developments involving North west cape"

and, secondly:

The submarine-Iaunched ballistic missiles on Arnerican
vessels are not sufficiently accurate to be used for the
purpose of a pre-emptive first strike designed to disarm
ihe-soviet tcala forle, and even if they were, they would
still leave open the prospect that Soviet submarines
would inflict enormous retaliatory damage on the United
States. . . Because of its linited capabilities and the
lirnited role that could be played by submarines in
so-called nuclear war fighting, thia means that North
West Cape's functions are essentially limited to
defensive and deterrence purposes.

The booklet also notes explicitly "the Australian
Government,s opposition to so-caIled nuclear \tar-fighting and any

concept of first-strike capabi1ity".17

Equally explicit, and fron the highest authority, is the

observation made in the House by the Prime Minister (Mr Hawke) in

the course of a major statement on arms control and disarmament

in June 1984:

we do not believe there can be a winning side in a

nuclear war. The notion of a nuclear first strike
designed to disarm an adversary would be destabilising
were it to gain credence. Nor can there be any
assurance that nuclear conflict between the superpowers
could be limited. This Government's voice on such
matters will be directed towards supporting doctrines
which eschert moving beyond the requirements of stable
deterrence towards postures nore appropriate to waging
nuclear war in some limited and controlled way'ro

a.

In brief, the policy of the present Government is based

these points:

support for the maintenance of a stable central nuclear
balance between the suPerPowersi

achievement of (a) through the doctrine of mutual
assured destruction (MADI, which operates on the
assumption that the strategic missile submarine forces
of eich side provide a retaliatory strike -("secure
second strike" in the jargon) capability credible enough
to deter the other from a pre-emptive first strikei

h
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d.

opposition to the idea that a nuclear hrar, once begun,can be controlled, Iimited or ,'won,' in any rneaninlfuisense; and

opposition to either side,s acguiring capabilities whichmight enhance its capacity to launch a first strike.

Government policy on the US facilities is derived from
that on deterrence! they are claimed to contribute to the
maintenance of deterrence through ldaD, and as rong as deterrence
remains effective, the risks of hosting these instalrations are
judged to be acceptable. The corollary of this policy is, as the
Prime Minister said in the quotation inmediatery above, that
effective deterrence must be assured. shourd deterrence be
challenged - for example, by war-fighting, limited war doctrines
or a preponderance of first-strike capabilities entering either
superpower's inventory - then the situation would be altered.

The Reagan Administration in the United States has gone
to some rengths to distance itserf publicly from such notions.
But in reality the cornmitment of the united states to rirnited
nuclear warfare or war-fighting has been a fact of rife at reast
since the tenure of Defense secretary schlesinger in the earry
seventies. That there is basic continuity from that tine to the
Reagan Administration hras made clear by testimony of Generar
Bernard Davis, USAF, to a US Congressional Conunittee in 19g2:

Q: What is our strategic policy called now, in place ofnutually assured destruction?

A: Counterforce,
synonymon. . 1 9

or 'war-fighting', the two are

Thus, even though Reagan,s then Defense Secretary,
caspar weinberger, was writing letters to a1l western media
outlets in the same year disclaiming any ,,war_fighting,,
intentions, the reality is clearly far otherwise.20

Furthermore, a point rnade by Hayden in his l9g4 booklet
(see the quotation for note 17, above) - that the sLBM delivery
systems for which North west cape is a key communications station
are too inaccurate for any association vrith first-strike
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strategies - will shortty be invalidated. NexL year the Trident

D-5 missile will begin to enter service with US SSBNs' This

missile has a circular Effor Probable (CEP) of only 120 rnetres,2l

thegameasthatofthePeeg.&ceg(formerlyknownasl[x)IcBl{
and well within that required for first-strike or war-fighting
accuracy. By putting a first-strike-capable missile system to

sea, the us threatens to shift the strategic balance between the

superpowers in its favor, because whereas fixed-site land-based

ICBltts of sirnilar accuracy can be targeted by the soviets' their

task in conducting effective ASW operations against US SSBNS

armed with Trident D-5 will be enormously more difficult. Thus

as D-5 enters service, it wilL no longer be possible for the

Australian Government to claim that North west cape' at least, is

not associated with US Policies of

nuclear war, nature.
a war-fighting, Iinited

Therearea}readysignsthatthecontradictionsbetween
Australian and US Government policy are having an effect on

Australia's ability to run an effective arms control and

disarmament policy. In pursuit of that policy, Foreign l{inister
Hayden made some significant observations about the US facilities
in Australia during his speech to the August 1984 Geneva

disarmament conference :

I must say at this point that - if there is any prospect
that these facililies could or would be used in a
first-strike capacity - our attitude to them would have
to be re-evaluated'

and, Iater in his sPeech:

I rnerely observe that it will be awkward for the
Australiin Government to sustain its role and functions
itt support of monitoring and verification processes if
neaninliul progress in the task before this conference
is not encouraged by some key participants.z4

At a press conference in Geneva the sane day, Hayden

reiterated this position in response to a question from Alan

McGregor of the London Times:

...it has to be accePted by our friends and allies that
our contribution with respect to these facilities has to
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be seen as part and parcel of our commitment fordeterrence, stability and as part of the movement
towards arms control. If rre hrere to discove! that those
faciLities were to change their mode, their functioning,
so that they were in fact part of a link in a fir6i.
strike.capability, we could be forced, morally required,
to review the way in which those facilities function andour comnitment to them.zJ

While they received a great deal of publicity at the
time, these statements in fact represent the logical and
consistent application of stated Governrnent poricy on nucrear
warfare. subsequent reaction by the prime Minister, as reported
in the press. did not in fact refute or repudiate this aspect of
the matter:

llr Hawke said that there would be continuation of theposition that Australia had adopted to this point, whichwas that Australia would push in aII the relevanrinternational forurns and in its discussions with the USthe necessity for positive actions to move towardsreducing the level of nuclear armaments. Australia hadreceived, to this point, positive responses from the USso the guestion of a review of the bases did not arise.24

It may be true, albeit debatable, that sufficient
positive actions by the us in the disarmament area had occurred
to negate any requirement to review the tenure of the US
facilities in Australia. But Hayden,s remarks had two aspects
and the prime l.Iinister,s comment addressed only one, that of
disarmament. For whatever reason, Hawke eschewed comment on
Hayden's other point, that linkage of the faciLities with
first-strike capabilities would arso stimurate a review. rn
fact, the Government was subsequentry obliged under questioning
from its backbench to cLaim that, while Trident D_5 is
undoubtedly a first-strike capable system, it is a necessary but
insufficient condition of a first-strike capability.25

Clearly, the US facilities in Australia are of benefit
and use to the United States in its central strategic policy,
The problen for an Australian Government which advocates
disarmament and, in particurar, speciflcally denies the validity
of us nuclear r^rar-fighting doctrine, is that the facilities are
supportive of poli-cies contrary to the Government,s own. yet to
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force the argument to this conclusion with the united states

would be to confront washington with only two choices: either to

rnodify its central strategic policy to accord with Australia's,
or to accept that its facilities here have to go because they
support obJectives contrary to those of the host Gowernment'

Granting that the first choice is in reality no choice at all, it

follows that to press the point with washington would be to
threaten the us facilities and probabty the alliance itself. Yfe

hawe, in short, reached a Point at which the existence of the
alliance per se prevents Australia from realising fully the

potential of its carefully-considered policies on nuclear warfare

and disarnament. Here then, is at least one of the limits

imposed by the alliance on Australian national security policy'

Others are not difficult to find. To maintain the

alliance Australia has had to accept visits to her ports of

nuclear-power:ed and nuclear-armed Anerican warships. As rttas made

eminently clear to New Zealand, while the united states continues

to accept the sovereign right of any nation to deny admittance to
foreign warships, it (the US) will not honour any treaty
obligations it may have had srith a nation which exercises those

rights in the rnanner of New zealand. Thus Australia, if it

wishes to naintain the alliance, has no option but to accept the

visits. To be sure, they might be of less concern were the

Americans not so parsimonious with assurance of restitution in

the event of a nuclear accident in a foreign port. The "standard

statement" issued to all host Governments by the US is by no

means a generous document: under it, Australia could well be

liable for a substantial proportion of the damage caused by such

an accident. But sti1l rnore revealing, and a rare insight into

Australia,s more confidential dealings with the united states on

sensitive matters, is the fact (which came to light only in 1987)

that the study team sent overseas to investigate nuclear warship

safetypriortopreparationoftheMay19T6guidelineswas
obstructed by the Americans and denied important information.

Though the team met $rith Adniral Hlman Rickover, usN, (for years

the chief advocate of nuclear propulsion for warships)r one of

its members (D.W. Crancher) was excluded from the meeting because
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"Rickover considered ne too technically qualified (and rnight ask
embarrassing questions. ) " whire the tean collected much data
about reactors in generar, it got so littLe on nucrear propulsion
for warships that it did not bother to nrite up this aspect - the
central aspect - of its work, contenting itserf with a verbar
briefing for sir Arthur Tange and others.26 The lltay 1976
guiderines, then, rest on shaky foundations principally because
our ally the united states was unwirling to provide the
information necessary for the team to do its work properly.

In any event, though fo! certainty it will be necessary
to a\rait the time when an Australian Government decides Eo serve
a notice of termination on one of the us instarrations in
Austraria, it seems highly probable that the instarrations, rike
nuclear ship visits, are now an essentiar condition of the
alliance and that if the facilities go. so will the alliance.

Constraints on Freedom of Action in Conflict

Chapter four dealt at some length with the dependence of
Australia on the United States, performance of its alleged
obrigations under the Mou on rogistic suppolt should the ADF find
itserf engaged in'significant combat operations. rt was shown
that the Mou obrigations are actually no more concrete than is
the obligation of the us to guarantee Australia,s security under
the ANZUS Treaty itself, and that this obligation is empry.
while this remains far from proof that the united states wourd
not resupply Australia in time of conflict, it does leave the
decision very much one for washington to take at the time.
Foreign Minister Hayden's explicit statement that it is up to the
requested party' not the requesting one, to determine the nature,
extent and terms and conditions of any aid which might be granted
remains the essential point in this respect.2T

when coupred with ldhat amounts to unrestricted freedon
for the united states to grant or deny aid, any significant
degree of ADF dependency on the us for combat resuppry raiaes
some disturbing questions for Austraria. To hrhat extent hrilr the
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government in canberra be free to set its own war aims' determine

nilitary objectives, operational targets or even rules of
engagement without pre- (or post-) conditions being imposed by

washington? Dr Ross Babbage, writing in 1979, alluded to these

problems in the more restricted context of intelligence supply

when he wrote:

...there is considerable scope in this type of
relationship for the dispensing country to reguLate or
rnodify the fLow of information in its own interests '
Disinformation night be supplied either intentionall-y or
otherwise...in some types of situations' foreign sources
ofinformationmightbesuspendedarbitrarilyormadethe
subject of bargaininq^ pressures that would not be in
Australia's interests. zo

In fact, as previously discussed, AustraLia now has an

acceptable degree of self-reliance in the regional intelligence

area, and this will be enhanced further once the DSD satellite

intercept station under construction near Geraldton in western

Australia comes into service in the early 1990s. But there is no

readily apparent reason why strictures similar to those described

byBabbageforintelligencecouldnotbeimposedbytheUsonthe
supply of services or equipments for which Australia \till have

need in time of armed conflict. Those who query Ythether the

united states would handle one of its longest-standing allies so

unkindly need look no further than the treatment meted out to
Israel during the 1973 Yom Kippur war. Taken by surprise on both

the syrian and Egyptian fronts, the Israelis suffered heawy

losses of men and materiel before they were able to stabilise the

situation and, against the Egyptians, eventually establish a

hiqhly favourable military position, Before they were able to

exploit their advantage, however, the Israelis were restrained by

the united states through its control of war materiel deliveries.
That this was done in collaboration with the soviets, who

restrained their own client states, only goes to demonstrate that

in both east and west the bottom line of alliance relationships
is the same: it is the big ally, not the srnall clients like
Australia, which determines hosr the relationship will function in

tirne of conflict.
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The inplications for Australia of some simirar situation
are both obvious and fundamentar. For it courd werr be that, in
a future conflict, the united states might decide that it is not
in the us interest for Austraria to be too successfur. rn such a
circumstance, Canbe*a could be brought into line by the simple
and effective procedure of reducing or cutting off the supply of
essentiar materiel needed by the ADF to continue operations.
Alternativery, the united states might conclude that for
Australia to engage in hostirities arising out of a dispute lyith
another country wourd, in the broader context of American poricy
for our region, be destabilising or otherwise unwelcome. The
Australian covernment would in arl probability be inforrned of the
American view, told not to look for US resupply should it
undertake operations anyway, and left to draw its ordn
concrusions. Given the persistence of the institutionarised
dependence inherent in our arliance relationship there would be
few arternatives other than compliance open to canberra shour.d
such a situation ever arise.

The effective control of Austrarian policy in a conflict
environment lies with those who control the abirity of the ADF to
conrmence and continue operations. This means that it rests not
with the Australian Government in Canberra but with the
Administration and congress - once these two disparate arms of
government arrive at a common policy - in washington. To tark of
Australia's "self-reriant" nationar security posture in such
circumstances is, not to put too fine a point on it,
fundanentalry absurd, The observation of professor T.B. uirrar
in 1968, that AustraLia's position in the all,iance relationship
is a subordinate one, remains equally varid two decades later.29

Limitations on the ability of an Australian Governmenr
to pursue effective and independent policies on arms contror or
issues of nuclear strategy are usual.ry dismissed by supporters of
a continuing alliance as an acceptable price to pay for rrhat they
clain is a speciar relationship with a superpower and for
protection in adversity. Dubious as such claims are, these costs
are at least cornmensurate with the alreged benefits. And purely
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slmbolicviolationsofAustraliansovereignty,suchasthe
exclusive use of united states currency in the officers' mess at

the North West Cape "Joint" facilityr30 while reVealing enough to

those already suspicious of the alliance, will convince few

others.

But the potential limitations on national freedom of

action in conflict which flow from the alliance ought to fill the

Australian Government, its military planners and the general

public with disnay.

If the United States and not Australia is to have

effectivecontrolof,orattheveryleastapowerfulleverover,
the choice to go to conbat operations, the objectives of such

operationsandtheappropriatetimetonegotiateasettlement'
then matters fundamental to the sovereignty of the Australian

state are at issue. It is one thing not to be able to be as

forthright as we might like at the Geneva disarmament forums' or

to have to acquiesce, albeit not without contrary expressions of

opinionr in American nuclear warfare doctrines to which we

actually object while hosting facilities which support those

doctrines; it is another entirely to face the prospect of being

prevented from going to warr or of going to war with no certainty

of resupply, or of not being allowed to exploit a favourable

military situation bought with the blood of ADF members because

it may not be in the interest (se1f-assessed) of a foreign power

forustodothesethings.Thesepotential].imitationson
Australia's freedom of action are too serious lightly to be

brushed asides they challenge the very basis of the nation's

independence. If the American alliance has indeed brought

Australia to a situation in which her freedom of action can be so

seriously constrained' then it is even arguable that it has

become a positive eviJ., the elimination of which should become a

high national priority. However that may be, clearly the

Iimitations described here will figure largely in the

calculations of potential enemies and aII too often nay give the

lietosuggestionsthattheallianceactuallyhelpsdetersuch
from action aqainst Australia.3l
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Is the Alliance an Isolate?

By ',isolate,' in this context is meant a matter which
ought be dealt with separatery or apart from other matters which
might appear to be reLated. This, it wilr be recalled from the
discussion in the second section of this chapter, is essentially
the position taken by the us Government, and substantiarry
accepted by Australia, with reEpect to the ongoing diaputation
over trade and economic questions. National security, it is
argued' is so fundamental an issue that it needs to be given
priority over other aspects of the Austrarian-American
rerationship and, above arl, nationar security matters ought not
be invoked by Austraria in order to achieve favourabre policy
outcomes in Washington over the trade issue.

The difficulty with such an argument is that it neglects
two important factors. Firstly, it is inherent in the whore
"nationar security" concept - as distinct from the more
traditional notion of defence and foreign policies _ that
national poricy must be both internalry consistent and coherently
managed across the whore spectrurn of issues if it is to be
maximally effective. secondly, it is clear in a practical sense
that, as Defence lrinister Beazley reportedry tord the Americans
in 1986132 a nation in economic difficulties is going to find
maintenance of a Defence Force developed in a different economic
climate very challenging. From both a theoretical and practical
standpoint, then, it is not easy to maintain that the national
security alliance ought to isorated from the wider bilateral
relationship. clearry the views of the united states on this
subJect are malleable: it will be claimed that the arriance
shourd be treated as an isolate whenever there are signs from
Australia that it nay be used on the trade issue; but it wirl
stilr be asserted that us arlies should not advantage their
economies by serling high technorogy equipments to the east broc,
for fear of the damage this tnight do to the overall barance of
nilitary capabirities should the soviets gain access to such
equipment and duplicate it.
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But no country, not even the United States, can have

this issue both ways. Either national security is somehow

special and shouLd be isolatedr or it is not' The fact, of

course, is that it is impossible logically to treat national

security as an isolate in this way; to do so would, for instance,
bring down the whole cocoM structure. But it follows that there
is no reason, us displeasure aside, why Australia should follow
the cocou guidelines (as it does) and not simultaneously link to

national security issues such matters as the adverse effects on

the economy of us trade policies. The alliance isr after aIIt

butoneaspect(nomatterhowsignificant)ofthetotal
Australian-Anerican relationship, and cannot forever be

quarantined from it.

At times Australia has come close to this position' Not

only did Beazley srarn the Americans in 1986 of the threat posed

by their trade policies, but l'[inisters or officia]s have on

occasion dropped strong hints of similar nature. Australia's
Ambassador to the united states in 1986, llr Rawdon Dalrymple'

made it clear to US arms manufacturers that their business with

Australia might suffer if American trade policies continued to

damage the Australian economy. In an interview with the canberra

Times Newspaper, Dalrlmple was reported as saying:

He warned that there had been a tendency in some

quarters in Australia to believe that aII Australia
rieeded to do was explain in Washington that its
interests were being harmed and there would be a

positive response.

This was definitely not the case. AustraLia had no
votes in any congressional district whiLe US farmers
carried a lot of clout. 'Yle have been explaining that
if US industry wants to go on selling S1'5 billion of
defence equipirent to usr they have to, have regard to
Australia'J elrning capacity" he said'rr

Significantly for the Long-term prospects of the
alliance in Australia, conservative rural interests who have

traditionally been among its strongest supporters through their

politicat party' the National Party, also began to question its

continuing value. The then President of the National Farmers'
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Federation, I*Ir ran Mcl,achlan (a figure aometimes identified with
the so-called "new right" in Australia) said early in lgg7:

Whilst aecurity is paramount in our view, lre must becareful that military alliances do not overwhelm tradeconsiderations. When friends like the US are prepared tocrucify you economically, what confidence can we havethat they will defend us in time of nilitary
threat?. ..We're not quite there yet, but if they,reprepared to go a1l the way to placate the far-mers in the
Uid-West, how can you trust them in defence?34

?he Government appears to have been flirting rdith such a
position itself, or at least to hope that suitably menacing
statements from its members will create this impression. In
September 1987, Prime uinister Hawke responded to a questioner
who had asked whether the alliance was under threat because of
the trade issue:

Let me put it this way. If they tthe USI believe they
9an say to the Japanese: ,Don,t buy your coal or your
beef in the most commercial terms, which rneans fromAustralia, lower Austlalia,s share and buy relatively
unconmercially from us,, if they believe they cancontinue to do that in a eray which doesn,t put pressure
on our relationship, then they do have to think again.

Halrke went on to say that the Australian-funerican
relationship "remains fundamentalLy important. But there is not
an infinite elasticity in that re1ationship."35 This approach
was taken up by the Trade Negotiations Minister, Mr Duffy, who
went so far as to suggest that the us facilities in Australia
could, at some stage, become an issue if the trade question was
not satisfactorily reso1ve6.36 This was, however, further than
the Governrnent vras (or is) prepared to go, and Hawke made further
statements to defuse at Least the facilities issue:

'I have made it clea! that the bases serve a functionwhich is important and that they shouldn't be on thetable,' I'lr Hawke said.

'There are other areas of the relationship, of thealliance relationship, which I think will come understrain.' llr Hardke acknowledged pressure frorn what hetermed 'very unsuspected areas of the comrnunity, to put
US bases on the bargaining table,
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These included a nurnber of groups within the farming
sector which believe the bases shoufd be used as a
bargaining point with the US - especially over the issue
of -selliig heavily government-subsidised American beef
and graini to .fipin in order to turn a4'gund the
burgeoning US trade deficit with the Japanese'37

The Government's present position appears to be that,
while the us facilities in Australia remain sacrosanct, there is

no such protection afforded future defence contracts with us

manufacturers. This was the view taken by Hayden late in 1987

when appearing on morning television.38

Australian policy on this issue appears to have

conunitted the two classical errors of firstly, making or implying

threats which there is no intention to deliver and subsequently

denying that a threat was made (thus Minister Duffy raising the

facilities issue only to be contradicted the next day by the

Prime Minister) and, secondly, of falling betr,'een t\ro stools.
The first error is, to say the least, tactically unwise but the

second, hthich is a failure to determine definitively whether or

not the alLiance is to be a policy isolate or not, is really a

case of trying to have it both ways. Like the united states

itself, the Australian Government appears on some occasions to

recognise the organic linkages between national security
considerations which (in official policy) support the alliance

and wider bilateral us-Austrafian issues and, on others, to deny

them. This inconsistency and uncertainty in the national policy

approach to the United States cannot' in the long run, work to

Australia,s advantage. It creates in washington the impression

of a Government which approaches the brink only to draw back'

thus rendering enpty the threats and hints which have been made

and, in effect, reassuring the us that a continuation of its

present depredations in Australian markets \tril1 not attract an

unacceptable reaction from canberra. This undercuts the whole of

Australia's ,'more in sorrow than in anger" approach to the trade

and afliance issue and renders our policy (or Policies )

ineffective and futile'
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To continue an artificial insuration of the alriance
from the balance of biLaterar us-Australian relations, then, is
to hand the game to washington with no rear conteat. clearry
Austraria has her work cut out, even given open and fair world
marketa and trading practices, to wind back her massive overseas
debt burden and contain the haemorrhaging current account
deficit. changes in corunodity prices and the opportune fairure
of the 1988 wheat crop throughouL rarge parts of the American
wheat bert may provide some short term relief, but there can be
no doubt that us policies have cost Austraria dear. Though the
Americans have (naturalryl disputed the figure, Trade Minister
Dawkins has said that us grain subsidies have cost Austraria sl.3
billion a year in lost revenue. This, coincidentally, is the
same sum which Australia expended overseas in 19g6-g? on defence
equipment, the greater part of which went to the United States.39
So in failing to use aII the policy options at its disposal, and
actually renouncing some of the most effective, the Government
has ensured that there will be rittle incentive for washington
seriously to review its policies. rf, as is possibre at the tirne
of hrriting, a Democratic administration under l1r Dukakis takes
over the White House in 1989, then the prospects of a
Us-initiated review will recede stiII further.

The ineffectiveness of present Australian policy has
been demonstrated with depressing regularity over recenr years,
On 12 October L987, for example, the prime Minister issued a
further warning to the United States:

We in Australia can only react with disappointment anddispleasure to American steps which damiie legitimateAustralian interests. . .

f suggest that no single alIy, anlnrrhere else in theworld, offers as much tg-the United States as Australiadoes in strategic terms.40

But even this warning, though reinforced with pardonable
overkill regarding Austraria's strategic advantage to the us, did
not produce the desired effect. Within a day, speculation among
grain traders suggested further us-soviet deals, suggestions dury
confirned when on 15 october, 9 November and 30 November the us
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sold a total of over 4.8 nillion tons of wheat to the soviets
with aubsidies again as high as almost fifty percent'4l The

inJurywascompoundedinearlylgEsbyfurthersalesamountingto
over two million tons with the potential for a further 9751000

tona at the same low rate.42 If the test of a policy is its
effectiveness, then clearly Australian policy towards the US on

the grain issue is a failure. It has preserved the alliance,
indeed, but at costs to our credibility as international
bargainers and to our still-vulnerable economy out of all
proportion to the gain. When a policy t"hich maintains the

isolation of nationa] security issues from the broad

Australian-American relationship produces such results, then the

continuedwisdomoftreatingtheallianceasanisolatemust
surely be open to serious question.

Just how to approach the US over the agricultural issue'

were the alliance genuinely on the table, remains of course a

questionofnosmalldelicacy.Thereareseveraloptionsforuge
oftheallianceinthisway.Asca]-eofgraduatedresponsecould
be devised which rnight run something like the following:

threaten port access and B-52 access,

create difficulties for US warships and aircraft'

find a "respectable" excuse (ie, one not associated
with traditional anti-nuclear sentiments ) to
suspend port access or B-52 landing rights,

threaten the tenure of one of
facilities,
give notice of termination of a facility,

repeat the threat for a second facility,

give notice of termination,

repeat threat for a third facilitY,

give notice of terminationt

enforce notices of termination as they come into
effect.

the three US
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With the exception of port access and aircraft landing
rights, it will be noted that the graduated options given can, if
the US renains obdurate, be used only once. A facility once
terminated cannot be terminated again. Thus, the risk in
enbarking on this kind of exercise is that, at the end of the
day, the US rnight be prepared to see the game played out to the
finish rather than establish a precedent for pressure of a
similar nature from other victims of its trade policies who are
allies or close miritary friends of washington. A poricy which
uses the alliance to provide a series of bargaining chips hrith
Washington might, in short, end up by revealing that in the final
anarysis the us values trade more than its alriance with
Australia. To critics of the alliance, of course, such an
outcome would come as no surprise.

To recouple national security policy to the general
policy context, then, would probably provide a test of the real
value to the US of the Austral.ian_American aIliance. euite
probabry, the Australian Government continues to shrink from any
genuine linkage because it realises that to attempt such would
revear that washington simply does not prace a varue on the
arriance sufficient to counteract the domestic poritical benefit
of continued subsidised sales to Australia.s trading partners.
It could prove, in short, that the alliance emperor has no
clothes' Austrafia, rather than face so unwelcome a reveration,
seems content to play the garne with matches and unconvincing
bluffs' rather than with real money. The risk of discovering
that its chips are actuarly worthress is too great for the
Government to run.
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CHAPTER SIX

TOWARDS AN INDEPENDENT AUSTRALTA

To propose the elirnination of so enduring a feature of
Australian policy as the Anerican alliance is to enter territory
which to many seems unfamiliar and dangerous. Given that
numerous generations have grown up knohring nothing but an
alliance environment (with either the UK or US), this initial
hesitancy in the face of an alliance-free Australia should not
surprise. But it is important to recall that neither habit nor
conditioning, however deep-rooted or effective, amount to sound
reasons for a continuing alliance policy. Nor should it surprise
anyone, in view of the alliance's considerable political content,
that only in relatively recent years has opposition to it become
much more than the province of the "Ieft", anti-American and
otheryrise, in Australia. The growth of more broadty-based doubts
about the continued usefulness of the alliance, a process now
well underway, shows that there are changes afoot in Australia
which will place ever more pressure on Governments to justify a
relationship no longer easily supportable by resort to simplistic
formulae. But, as demands for rnore substance and less formulae
intensify, Governments (as preceding chapters illustrate) are
being forced to hedge and qualify their arguments in favour of
the alliance. This process Leads inexorably to an alliance case
consisting more of qualifications and caveats than of substantive
materiaL. In fact, this is true already, and the process no\d
underway is but a widening recognition of this truth.

Ethereal Benefits Versus Effective Costs

Nordhere is this more evident than in the debate over
alliance costs and benefits. The historical experience already
recounted, taken in conjunction with an analysis of what the
central alliance documents actually say, throws a harsh light on
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the alleged advantages of the relationship. These, as shown in

chapter four, tend to evaPorate under close scrutiny' It is

entirely clear that all decisions about aid for AustraLia, if
dtryr and the conditions attached to it, Iie wholly in the
discretion of the united states Administration and congress.

while Australia can of course nake strong representations -
though the history of representations to washington in the

alliance frarnework has not been encouraging - the bottom J.ine ist
and wiII remain, that it is up to the United states alone to

determine the nature and substance of its response. Australiat

in other words, is forced to reLy on nothing more substantial

than faith or trust in the united states' willingness, under

circumstances which cannot accurately be predictedt to assist'

Little is heard nowadays about the "security guarantee" of times

past.

Especially disturbing in this context is the prospect of

washington exercising de facto control' over aspects of national

securitypolicyandpracticeviaitspotentialstrangleholdon
Australia,s access to materiel and services. while supporters of

the alliance have tried to make this sow's ear into a silk purse

through the incomplete and unconvincing "deterrence" argument,

the fact remaj.ns that it wiII be Australia, not the potential

allgressor, which will be most eager to get the word from

washington. If uncertainty about the American response is a

factor for the enemy, for Australia it will be the factor, the

onewiththepotentialtobringAustralianplanningtonothing
shouldtheUnitedStatessodecree.whilethe',bestcase'.
scenario may have the aggressor deterred by fear of what the US

might do, the "worst case" - naturally not adverted to bY

alliance supporters - could see Washington puJ'ling the rug out

from beneath the ADF by the too-easy device of cutting off
resupply. The use of this technique on the Israelis has already

been noted. Thus, Australia could find herself confronted with a

situation in which the national interest demands pressing

operations against an enemy but the US, for its own wider

political or strategic reasons, does not wish Australia to be too

successful' As things stand, the Government wouLd have little
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option in such a pass other than to set aside the nationar
interest and suspend operations at washington,s behesc. rn
short. Australia cannot presently be said to posse's that degree
of effective contror over her nationar security and miritary
options which one expects of a sowereign and independent country.
This embodies the real derogation fron national sovereignty
inherent in the aLliance relationship. rf the nation cannot take
nationar security or operationar decisions informed by its own
requirements but must pay substantiar regard to the requirenents
of others, then it is accepting a perilous condition of
dependence and potential vulnerability.

For too J.ong there has been wellnigh unquestioned
acceptance by successive Austrarian Governments of the assumption
that, because Australia and America are hrestern riberal
dernocracies' their interests coincide sufficiently to rtrarrant a
continuing arriance. rn this view the arliance is important, not
so rnuch for its alreged benefits to the ADF or our defence
situation generally, as for its symbolic function as a signal of
Australia's continued conmitment to what is often termed the
"\"teste!n alliance". Promoters of this view, however, find
themselves in immediate difficulty when asked to define precisery
the rneaning of the term, and necessariry so since no such entity
exists save in 100se and conrmon parlance. rt is overstating the
position somewhat to elevate a vague popular concept \rith no
substantive value to the status of a determinant of Austrarian
security policy.

Indeed, to attach too much weight to the notion of the
so-called western arliance is to commit in reverse, as it were,
the same error nade by the us and its allies during the fifties
when "international communism" was given the irnage of a central.ry
controrled and directed monolith with no goals other than those
set in the Kremlin. And to deny the right of individual rdest.ern
nations to pursue policies, even national security policies, at
variance with those approved by washington without ',punishnent',
would be to invest the "western alliance,, with some
characteristics not dissirnilar to those of the warsaw pacE.
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Actually, the "western alliance" consists of a large

array of bilateral and rnultilateral agreements, some written and

some not, some involving the United States and others excluding

her, some to which Australia is party and more to which we are

not, which in their criss-crossing network can easily generate

irreconcilable sets of demands on washington. This is seen

readily even in the congenial circumstances of peacetime when'

for instance, Anerica's ally Australia asks her to restrain

nuclear testing in the Pacific by America's a1ly, France, only to

find that France weighs more in the Washington balance than do

Australia and the other south Pacific states opposed to French

testing. It is crystal clear for those with eyes to see that the

relationship between Austrafia and the United States is exactly

what one would expect it to be between a superpower and a

srnal1-to-middling regional power of no great global consequence:

the superpolter of necessity must have most things' and all the

important ones, its ovtn way' To say this is not to condemn the

United States but simply to point out what ought to be an obvious

fact of Iife. Supporters of the alliance may charge its

opponents with unrealisrn for suggesting or inplying that

Australia woul'd be better off \'tithout the alliance' but it is

surely the ultimate in unrealism to maintain with a straight face

that an alliance between Australia and the United States of

America could be anything other than an unequal partnership' As

has recentLy come to light, it is the US and not Australia which

writes even so imPortant a document as the Government's policy on

nuclear-armed warship visits.

The real problem with the altiance is that whereas its

benefits become ever more tenuous and hard to grasp as one

narrows one, s focus, the costs become real, practical and

concrete. Against the possibility of American aid of some kind'

under unknown conditions at a tine of Washington's choosing can

be put the nuclear targeting of the US facilities and the

possibility that a potential enemy may calculate (or

miscalculate) that the US would not act in Australia's interest

should hostilities be conrmenced' Against the appropriately

imprecisenotionofacontributiontothe',westernalliance'.in
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our region through ANZUS can be set the proven inability of
Australia to achieve positive policy outcomes in washington
through the alliance link. Here above all is demonstrated the
true nature of the alliance relationship. Against the claimed
benefits of extensive ADF exercises and contacts with the
high-technology sophistication of the US Forces can be set
distortions in our exercise priorities and even so basic a flaw
as the adoption of a us Marine corps physical fitness test
condemned as inappropriate by a qualified Australian Army expert.
Against the carefully-cultivated inage of measured consultations
between equar partners in the alliance can be set the derisory
reaction of former us state Department spokesperson Karb to the
Raratonga treaty talks of 1985 or the absurd assertion of Richard
Perle that Foreign Minister Hayden, who has carried with dignity
and responsibility the burden of justifying the alriance despite
its increasingly manifest deficiencies, is "anti-American" .1
Against our access - on a cash basis - to the products of US
defence industries can be set the possibirity of excessive
bilrings due to the scams and scandals not uncommon to American
defence procurement and production, a drain on our foreign
exchange reserves which was in the order of a billion Australian
doLlars in 1986-87 and, of course, the prospect that sup€)rporder
policy considerations may at any time, and especially in time of
conflict for Australia, motivate washington to vrithdraw access.
rn short' for every ethereal, ephemeral or theoreticar benefit
claimed to fl,ow from the arliance there is a real, substantial
and readily identifiabre riability or potential liabirity in
effect or in prospect.

Is Ne\il Zealand Still There?

To withdraw from the alliance would be a substantial
change of direction fdr Australian national security policy.
Supporters of the alliance have adverted frequently to the
example of New zealand as an instance of what might be done by
the us to Australia should this happen. rt is worthwhile, then,
briefly to examine the state of New zeal.and,s post-alriance
nationar security structure. while the New Zearand position was
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that it was fully prepared to take part in all aspects of the

alliance relationship which did not involve breaches of
wellington's policy regarding nuclear-armed warships or aircraft,
the US determined, with Australia's assent, that alliance under

such conditions was unacceptable and therefore unilaterally

withdrew its "guarantee". The current situationr then, is at

least sirnilar to that which night obtain should Australia
withdraw from the alliance with the qualification, howeverr that
whereas New zealand found herself dumped in the course of a

dispute, Australia would leave the alliance as an act of

deliberate and premeditated policy. It would be reasonable to

expect that, like New zealand, Australia would be reclassified by

washington as a "friendly" instead of an ally.

The consequences to New zealand of the dispute have been

predictable enough. A11 combined exercises between New zealand

and us forces have ceased, obliging Australia to redesign her own

prolJram to fit in purely bilateral exercises with her present and

her former ANzus partner. Restrictions have been imposed on New

zealand officers attending training and other courses in the

Unitedstates.ANzUsoperationalplanningactivities,suchas
they were, now exclude New zealand. The degree of intelligence

sharing and cooperation between the two countries was narkedly

reduced. Limitations, though not a total prohibition, now exist

on the exchange of scientific and technical information. New

Zealand's favored status in logistic support - that is, under an

MoU paral.Iel to that in force between Australia and the united

States - was somewhat curtailed.2 This catalog of limitations'

suspensions and restrictions seems to lend vteight to the claims

of those who say that for Australia to terminate her alliance

with the us would be to invite similar retaliation vtith negative
consequences for ADF effectiveness. certainly it has stimulated
one serious student of these matters to write that the Nert

zealand Goverrunent's policy of deveLoping greater self-reliance

has failed:

The policy of developing 'greater self-reliance' has not
marfLdly changed AFNZ tArmed Forces of New zealandl
force itructure or operational doctrine' while there
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have been some advances in augmenting the existing forcestructure, there has been very little development in theareas which night confef on the AFNZ a measure ofoperational self -reliance. J

This judgement at least appears to be hasty. Reference
has arready been made (see note 10 to chapter four) to the
inevitable read time factor which delays the transration of
decisions at the political level into actual Defence !,orce
capabilities. civen that the New Zealand self_reliance policy
was announced in its present form only in 1gg7, it can hardly be
expected that a serf-reliant AFNZ wirl be visibre inside a few
months. While it is far too early to make conclusive
pronouncements on the subject, it may well turn out that what
appear in 1987 to be "augmentations" of existing force structure
arrangements wi1l, by 1995, be revealed as the first steps along
the road of force re-structuring. rf the us adheres ro
suggestions that the nuclear policy of the conservative
Opposition party in New zeaLand is not acceptable either, then
the AFNZ wil], at least, be spared the prospect of drastic policy
reversals being imposed from above should the Opposition win
power in a future erection, and so its force re-structuring can
be planned in a relatively stable policy context.4

A closer inspection of the rirnitations and restrictions
imposed by the Americans on their former aIIy reveals, however,
significant gaps and important caveats. In February 19g5, for
exanple, the us imposed restrictions on New zealanders attending
training courses in the United States, except those .run by
defence manufacturers with r.rhom Nerd zearand was doing business,
but added the significant quarification that training wourd be
permitted in some cases where Nerd Zealand could show that
"safety, or the abirity to operate the defence forces effectiveLy
would be jeopardised if training was not provided.. And in
september 1987 washington significantly moderated its attitude to
training of New Zearanders by lifting the overarr prohibition on
attendance at officiar- courses. New zearand had been greatly
annoyed by the fact that, from February l9g5 until this time, it
had been possibre for officers from nations such as yugoslavia,
but not New Zealanders, to attend these courses. This, crearry,
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was an initial irrational overreaction by the US and one which

required rectification. The treattnent of New Zealanders is now

on the same basis as that of other countries classed not as

allies but as friends of the United States.5 Sirnilarly, although

the I,IoU on logistic support between New zealand and washington

was allowed to expire when due for renewal early in 1987' it

tranapiredthatthisstepdidnotsubstantiallyreducetherange
of US defence equipment to \^thich New zealand had access ' The

penalty involved rnay be increased costs to New Zealand should it

desj-re equipments not being produced in quantity for the US

forces, as it will no longer be afforded automatic priority and

ease of access. Another penalty, in any event intended as such'

was New Zealand,s loss of "guaranteed" access to us support under

her ltou though this was more a symbolic than an effective

measure. In short, New Zeafand retains her former level of

access to US equipments though she mav have to pay more or rtait

Ionger for them.6 Thus Congressional approval of technofogy

transfers for the important RNZAF A-4 Skvhawk upgrade project \'tas

(according to an interview with an unspecified New Zealand

defenceofficialbyPeterJennings)delayedbutnotwithheld'and
theReaganAdninistrationitselfintervenedtosecuremoderation
of provisions in a BilI sponsored by a Republican Congressman'

wiLliam Broomfield, which sought to remove New zealand's

preferential treatment for military airlift, communications

support and naval supplies and services' The Administration

persuaded Broomfield that elimination of preferential treatment

in these areas should "await further consideration in the light

of the practical defence requirements of the US and its allies.''7

decided
failure

is apparent that the United States, once having

"punish" New Zealand for what Washington saw as

honor alliance obligations in fulI, found itself in a

difficult situation. While a wide range of economic sanctions

potentially were available, their use would have had the

disadvantages of reinforcing the image of a small nation being

bullied by a superpower and of establishing that very linkage

between economic and national security issues which the US has

been at such pains to deny in its dealings with Australia over

It
to
to
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the agricultural issue. In the defence sphere, though severe
measures couLd have been taken against New Zealand, it is clear
that US strategic interests require that the AFNZ remain
operationally capable, while other interests demand that New
zealand remain a customer for the produce of American defence
eguipment manufacturers. Thus the range of practical options
open to washington shrank to withdrawal of the ANzus and ![ou
"guarantees", some limitations on intelligence sharing and the
creation of time and cost barriers on access to equipment:
barriers which, however, are neither insurmountable for New
zearand nor necessariry pennanent fixtures for the united states.
The recently announced New Zealand satellite communications
intercept station at Waihopai, to which reference was made in
chapter four, is evidence of this. While detaiLs are unclear,
New Zealand has in some manner managed to obtain US approwal to
acquire the classified equipments necessary for the operation of
this t)4)e of sophisticated intelligence collector: probably the
US will receive a percentage of Waihopai's product in return.
The US has obviously made the (entirely valid) judgement that for
the New Zealand forces to be allowed to run down, or for them to
be forced to seek other sources of supply, is not in its general
interest and has acted accordingly. It would be attributing to
New Zealand policy an unwarranted degree of premeditation to say
that it has successfully called t{ashington's bluff, but the
outcome to date has in many respects been the same as though such
were the case. The whole affair goes to shor^r that, given more or
less J.ogical assessments of self-interest on each side, it is
nanifestly not in the interest of the united states and its
strategic position in the south pacific region that the peacetime
AFNZ be incapable or that New Zealand be so damaged by American
actions arising out of the ANZUS dispute that it takes a position
hostile to or totally uncooperative rdith washington. This truth,
of course, applies with equal or greater force to Australia.

Australia and the West

When supporters of a

AustraLia and the United States
continued aLliance between

refer to the shared values,
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traditions and (in some cases) Ianguage which define the \destern

liberal democracies they speak no less than the truth. But to

transfer broad values and historical traditions onto the narror'v

canvas of a bilateral treaty relationship and expect the outcome

to be as harrnonious in detaiLed practice as it is in broad theory
is to demonstrate a sanguine temperament while inviting
disappointment. A (more or less) shared language, a real
comnitment to liberal democracy and a mixed economy and a strong
distaste for totalitarian conmunism are perhaps adequate to

define shared valuesi they are insufficient, however, as the

underpinning of a practical alliance relationship. As has been

argued throughout, the more one moves from attractive
generalisations about freedom and the "western alliance" towards

substantive questions about trade imbalances and the guaranteed

supply of combat forces, equipments or materiel, the less

substantial the alliance looks. To constructr maintain or
attempt to justify an alliance between Australia and the US in
such terms is like erecting a large building on weak foundations.
SmaLl lronder, then, if the building after time shows manifest
signs of instability or decay. The wonder is that it has stood'

albeit not without much papering-over of cracks, closing-off of

uninhabitable rooms and a studious disregard of the inadequate

foundations, for as long as it has.

To deny Australia's place as a member of the western

community of nations would be foolish. Our history, overall

ethnic mix, pluralist political and economic structures all
identify us immediately as a western nation and, exclusive of
some unimaginable upheaval, will continue to do so. But it is
neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition of membership in
this loosely-defined western community that individual members

must enter into forrnal alliances, even with its principal

military power, the United States. On the contrary, it is
arguable that certain nations' Australia not least among themt

can be effective members of this cofiununity t{hile eschewing the
kind of alliance she presently has with the United States '
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Because critics of the American alLiance will in the
nature of things criticise the united states or Austraria,s
relationship with the US. it is superficially eaay to
characterise them as anti-American. if not unwitting (or rditting)
tooLs of the soviets. The doctrine of "morar inequivalence',
which asserts the morar superiority of the lrest over the easrern
bloc - will often be invoked to show that critics of the us or
the Austrarian-American arriance are, knowingry or not, attacking
that which is good and lending aid and comfort to that which is
not. rt is arso frequentry craimed that protestors are out in
force whenever the US does something not to their 1iking, but
that sinirar (or worse) soviet moves pass with little compraint..

But it is the very idea of moraL inequivalence which in
one sense renders the west more riabre to criticism. when the
soviet union moved to crush the prague spring in czechoslovakia
in 1958' or against the free trade union movement which sprang up
in Po1and early in the eighties, or into Afghanistan, it \ras
doing no more than might be expected of what president. Reagan,
irith characteristic hyperbole, called the .evil empire,..
condemnation of this behaviour from the west (aside from the tiny
minority of truly pro-Soviet westerners) was Justified but
effectless, condernnation from within the eastern bloc was of
course mostly suppressed. Hohrever, when the united states rras
perceived to be propping up corrupt and vicious rightwing
miritary dictatorships, or invading a sma1r. nation like Grenada
on frinsy pretexts, it was hoist on the petard of its cLairned
advantage and Judged by standards higher than those one might
apply to the east. poor conduct is naturally expected from the
east but, coming from the west, is inconsistent with a position
of moral superiority. Thus there has rarely been rnuch gain in
protesting outside Soviet embassies, for example, because the
regime in the Krernrin - remote and authoritarian - yras unmoved by
such actionr whereas the democratic united states can be
influenced by protests, be they within the us or ersewhere. The
recent unwirlingness of the us to support obviousry corrupt or
repressive regimes in the phirippines or panama is evidence of
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this. It is ironic, albeit predictable' that the Soviets should

emerge as defenders of Marcos and Noriega against "us inperialist

interference" .

ThereisaneedrthenrtodistinguishhTithcarebet\teen
Australia's membership of the western conmunity of liberal

democracies, on the one hand, and her membership of an alliance

with the United States, on the other. The forrner is a fact so

deeplyrootedinnationalhistoryandattitudesthatitsend,
undesirable in any case' is not no\t in sight' The latter'

however, is no more than a temporary relationship (for aII its

years) which has, not always for sound reasons, suited the

convenience of Governments in washington, canberra and, until

recently, WelJ.ington. wellington's detachment from her American

alliance, though forced on her by the United States, has by no

means detached Nevr Zealand from the west. Similarly, Australia's

departure from ANZUS would not' despite protestations frorn

alliance supporters running short of plausible rationalisations'

inanywiseshiftthiscountryfromitsfundamentallyg'estern
political, social and internal economic orientation'

NevertheLess it has been argued, by Coral BelI and

others, that the finat demise of ANZUS could be interpreted by

the eastern bloc as a signal that

the diplomatic foundations of Western power -in the
area are "6 fragile as positively to invite a forward
policy tby the Soviet Unionl and prospectively certain
to reward one.d

yet, as has been discussed in chapter five, such Soviet gains as

there may have been in the south Pacific since the US-Nelt Zealand

alliance broke down were the direct result not of that breakdown

but of washinqton's failure to heed in good time warnings frorn

AustraLia and other regional nations about the activities of US

tuna fishing interests, the French and so on'
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In any event, while the eastern bloc will probably not
refuse targets of opportunity where these present themselves with
acceptable risks, it seems increasingry probable that for some
time to come the Kremrin is going to be heaviry preoccupied with
the massive probrems inherent in General secretary Gorbachew,s
pro{Jram of internar reform and indeed with the maintenance of
Russia's cordon sanitaire in eastern Europe. rncredibre as the
prospect would have been a decade o! even five years ago, it noy,
seems entirely possible that l,loscow will have its own
difficulties with recaLcitrant allies or, more correctly, with
puppets norr aspiring to a less subservient status. And there are
already signs, sorne of them too substantiaL to be ignored, that
lloscor,r is much less interested in a "forward policy,, (that is,
one in which it expands further its infruence and list of client
states) than hitherto could have been believed. The substantial
vietnamese withdrawar from Kampuchea could not have been
announced without soviet agreement nor could the putative accord
on Angola and Namibia whereby cuban troops wilr leave the former
country while south Africa rerinquishes its illegal hord on the
latter. And above all, the Soviet recognition of defeat in
Afghanistan, which will certainly make l{oscoyr more aware of the
risks that go with a "forward" policy, is a clear signal that the
regime is reassessing drastically the foreign and aecurity
policies inherited frorn its stalinist and post-stalinist
predecessors. rn short, the strategic environment which
permitted any loss of influence by the United States (as in an
arly reaving its alliance) to be interpreted in zero-su.m tenns as
an equivalent gain for a USSR poised to fill the gap has changed.
The soviet union wilr, of course, remain the principal potential
enemy of the US, but in the emerging strategic environment it
appears likely that neither Washington nor Moscow will
necessariry be in positions to practise adversariar politics with
a heavy military ernphasis ao freely at either the global,
alliance or regional levels.

There are even signs, albeit thus far tentative, that
the Government is aware of the direction of strategic change
Iikely to confront Australia in the coming decades. In his
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statement to Parliament on regional defence policy made early in
1988, Beazley said:

Even if we wanted to, we have no choice but to develop
and maintain our own defence links with our neighbours
as an essential aspect of our self-reliant defence
posture. We can no longer see our defence role in our
region sirnply as an adJunct to our broader alliances.
gut that is no longer acceptable to us or to our allies,
who will increasingly look to us to play a Iarger role
in the region , nor is it

to Australia to
play an independent role in our region conmensurate with
our size and resources.

The Government's observation that the resources of our allies are
shrinking emphasises the point that the strategic environment is
not invariant and that significant changes are already in
progress. Clearly the United States (Iike the Soviet Union'

though for different underlying reasons ) is finding the

maintenance of high peacetime levels of defence expenditure an

increasingly onerous burden in a context of severe budget

deficits and nassive shortfalls in its overseas trading accounts.
Even so defence-oriented an administration as that of l,[r Reagan

has found it. necessary in it8 last tvto years of office to place

restraints on military expenditure in the interests of deficit

management. And the shift of economic power away from waII
Street to Tokyo is, in its wayr as eignificant aE was the earlier
shift from London to Nevt York. There isr in short, a prospect of
continued decline in American military power at least until such

time as the domestic and external accounts of the us budget can

be stabilised. The economic point made by Beazley during hj-s

1986 visit to the us, that Australia could not indefinitely
acquire expensive equipnents from America if the Australian
economy was undermined by external trading deficita, is no less
valid when applied to the United States' or indeed, to any

nation.l0 And, as the regources of our maJor ally shrink,
clearly it wiII have less and less to spare to meet the denands

of small and generally compliant allies like Australia, or even

larger and more important allies such as those in Europe'

ltounting American pressure on Japan to expand her self-defence

forces so as to ease the burden on the us in the northern Pacific
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region should be interpreted in an overarl context of Anerican
economic difficulties. should the Japanese urtimatery yield to
this pressure and rearm on a scale connensurate with their
expanding economic capabilities, then crearly a new strategic
situation would have arisen in which chinese and south-east Asian
reactions to the new Japan would be at least as important as the
declining power of the US. This i.s, of course, speculative but
that us economic difficuLties ar€r now eating into Arnerican
defence outlays and capabirities is not. rt is in the right of
these trends that the continued utility to Austraria of an
alriance with the united states should be assessed. For whire
Australia wirl for the foreseeabre future remain one of the
western liberal democracies, it is neither a necessary condition
for this status nor a desirable one that she remain formarry an
ally of the US.

An fndependent National Securitv policv

This study is not the first to argue that Australia
should end her rong-standing arriance with the united states.
sorne have argued that, having done so, Austraria shourd decrare
herserf a "non-aligned" nation, whire others suggest that we
ought adopt the status of an armed neutrar.ll There are,
however, difficulties with either concept which shourd eriminate
them from consideration.

"Non-alignment', of course sounds like an ideal position
for any nation desirous of detaching itself as far as possibre
frorn the orbit of either the united states or the soviet union,
and this was indeed the spirit of the originar non-arigned
meeting held in 1955 at Bandung in Sukarno,s Indonesia. fn the
intervening three decades and more, however, the ,,Bandung spirit"
has become somewhat tarnished and it is now possible for even a
nation like castro's cuba, a soviet saterlite if ever there was
one' to describe itserf as "non-aligned".12 To become "non-
aligned" in the eighties or nineties is by no means the same
thing as it rras in 1955 and, if only for reasons of ,,image', it
does not appear to be a productive option for Australia.
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The status of an armed neutral is another matter

entirely. This is a recognised position under international law.

David l{artin paraphrases a definition developed by former

Austrian Foreign Uinister and Chancellor, Dr Bruno Kreisky:

1. Such a nation cannot Join nilitary alliances in
peacetime. They would destroy its ability to be
neutral in time of war.

2.

3.

It must allow no foreign bases on its soil. They
would dirninish its freedorn of action, or rather of
non-action, in wartime.

It must accePt no obligations, political, economic
or othef( which could impair its neutrality in
wartime. rJ

There are in fact two kinds of armed neutrality: transient
neutrality, such as that practised by Turkey or Spain vis-a-vis
the belligerents in Wor1d War II; and Dermanent neutralityt auch

as that practised by Austria, Sweden or Switzerland vis-a-vis
NATO and the warsaw Pact. It i8 to the latter that the

definition given above applies, and which is advocated by David

Martin and a recently forrned "armed neutrality" association in
Australia.

The status of permanent neutrality is not without

attractive features. It wouLd detach Australia from superpower

rivalries. It would secure the removal from Australia of the us

facilities. It would eliminate entirely the institutionalised
dependence on the united states rf,hich has characterised
Australia,s Defence Force in one way or another aince the mid-

sixties and open the way for developrnent of genuinely self-
reliant ADF capabilities. It would enable Australia to take

whatever position she san fit on such matters as arms control,
zones of peace, American strategic nuclear warfare policy or
economic policy without fear of recriminations, reprisals or
threats under the alliance urnbrella.

Notwithstandingtheseadvantages,thepositionofarmed
neutral could in its own way be as disadvantageous to Australia'a
national interest as is the present alliance with the United
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statea. The principal difficurty associated with this status
would be the obrigation not to resort to the use of arned force
unress the nationar territory or defence forces were directly
attacked by an aggressor. Thus, in the event of an attack rrith
superior forces by a third party on papua Nerr Guinea, for
example, Australia wourd be obriged to stand by and all0w pNG to
be overrun and subJugated: there would be no other choice unress
Australia decided to abandon her status at the rast moment and
intervene to save the day. This ie clearly not an acceptable
situation given the atrategic significance to Auatralia of the
maintenance of an independent and stable pNG to our immediate
north. The status of permanent armed neutral wourd arso oblige
us to disengage fron the Five polver Defence Arrangetnents covering
llaraysia and singapore and wourd probably carr into question
substantial aspects of our Defence cooperation program (Dcp) with
south Pacific and southeast Asian nations. These are constraints
on the nationar freedom of action aLmost as unacceptable as those
imposed on us by the Arnerican arliance. Hence this study rejects
both non-arignment and permanent arrned neutrarity as appropriate
options for Australia in a post-arri.ance situation. Non-
alignment, attractive in theory, has been so devalued by the
behaviour of many "non-a1igned" states that it has lost much of
its original idealisn and credibility. And if the obJective of
putting an end to the American alliance is to maximise
AustraLia's options, then there is littr.e point in changing the
arliance strait-jacket for the neutrality strait-jacket: rather,
we should be looking to not wearing a strait_Jacket at all.

An appropriate label, if one is desired, for a policy
which seeks to naximise the options open to Austrar.ian nationar
security pranners and the Government in time of peace, of tension
or of conflict is an "independent" nationar security policy.
such a policy wourd indeed eschew permanent alriances with a
superpower which promise much benefit but deliver little more
than large bilrs for defence equipment and a whore range of
threat' to the nationar interest in time of confrict, but it
would by no means prevent Australia from acguiring equipment from
the us were this the rnost appropriate and cost-effective aource
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in any given case. Nor would it render impossible individual
instances of nutually beneficial cooperation rtith the United

states, assuming that washington was capable of sltallowing its
pique at the loss of an alty sufficiently to recognise the

benefits in a particular case. !e!-sg., it would challenge

neither the Five-Power Arrangements nor the DcP with our regional

neighbours.

The essence of an independent security policy for
Australia is that it would preserve at all tines the maxinum

degree of freedom of action. we would not need to be concerned

whether or not the united states would approve of our embarking

on military operations should tte become embroiled in a

significant dispute, nor would the ADF be subject to control from

washington through the granting or withhotding of essential

resupply. Sources of equipment for the forces could be

diversified. The present inability of the ADF, caused by the

excessive priority given ANZUS activities, to exercise as

extensivelyasmightbedesiredintheregionand\tithregional
nations would disaPPear.

Al'so removed, of course, would be the American

facilities at North west Cape, Pine Gap and Nurrungar, as well as

a number of lesser installations, and with them the principal
soviet nuclear targets in Australia. (certain instalLations of
innocuous function, like the facility at Alice Springs - not Pine

Gap-whichispartofawortdwideunderground-nuclear-test
detection network, could be permitted to remain. ) visiting
warships from nations using nuclear propulsion or weaponry could

be admitted, if at aIl, on strict conditions developed with a

view to the protection of the ports and people involved rather
than in the context of an unsatisfactory and tight-fisted
''standardstatenent''issuedbytheUsandanoverseasstudy
mission on reactor safety which, as noted, came back \tith little
substantive information from our friends and allies on which to
develop their guide1ines.14 Nor would Australia be obliged' as

she has been, to nodify substantially important regional

initiativessuchastheSouthPacificNuclearFreezonetreaty
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merery to take account of American sensibilities and then to
swallord the spectacle of a us state Department spokesperson
treating the whole affair as a joke; with the added cost that one
regional nation' vanuatu, decrined to sign because Austrar.ia's
pro-Us arnendments had, in that country,s view, exceseively
weakened the document,

Above aII, the adoption of an independent national
security posture would add further meaning to the popular phrase,
"self-reliance". The most dangerous aspect of our continuing
alliance with the united states is without question the state of
dependence on washington which necessarily characterises
Australian policy and practice at the moment. rn particular, the
prospect of us interference in the prosecution of a conflict,
should one arise, threatens the basis of our nationar
sovereignty.

There has been a srow but inexorabLe movement away from
Australian dependence on the united states for many years. rn
the "phoney" and "cr.assicar" phases of the arliance, rittr.e nore
than lip service was paid to the notion of serf-herp despite its
incrusion in the ANzus treaty itself. rn these phases, the
Defence Force was for alr intents and purposes an adjunct of much
rarger arlied forces and had rittle capacity for independent
operations, single-Service or joint. But the modern period,
since the early seventies, has seen movement to the extent that
the Defence Force is now capable of operations independent of
allies, but with the critical proviso that for significant
operations over any length of time, especially where modern
precision weaponry with high attrition rates is in use, we remain
dependent on alried (i.e.' us) suppry. The tine is coming for
the next stage of development, in which the proviso also is
eriminated, and with it the alliance which made it necessary.

It is, of course, a simple matter for the Government to
produce idealised "shopping lists" for defence equipment which
purport to show that the enhancement of our self-reliance in this
lray wourd require huge increases in the defence vote.15 The
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essence of this argument is that because Australia cannot afford

to pay for genuine self-reliance we are obliged to remain inside

the alliance. The Government naturally has access to all

necessary data and figures, and it would be intereating to see a

fully itenised breakdown of the alliance's claimed dollar benefit

to Australia, especially how this amounts to s2.6 billion or nore

a year. It is difficult' in any event, to set a price in dollar
terms on the recovery of our national freedom of action' The

price of not recovering it may be expressed eventualLyt not in

dollars, but in lives or lost disputes, or both'

Building up and running a modern Defence Force is

without question an expensive business, But Australia's long

history of involwement in alliances means that no Government has

ever seriously considered the implications of an alternative

postureforthedefencevote.Itisnotenoughtoassertthat'
all else remaining equal, so many more dollars will be required

in post-alliance AustraLia to achieve real self-reliance, because

in aII probability other things would not remain equal' An

independent Australia would develop ADF force structure

priorities and programs of its own, relevant not to the former

alliance relationship but to real national security requirements.

Some capabilities might require de-emphasist others nay denand

enhancement. In any case' one cannot simply take the present

defencebudgetraddtoita(probablyinflated)guesstimateof
extra costs and expect the outcome to be a credible statement of

whatthedefencevoteinpost-allianceAustraliawillbe.
Developmentofsuchafigurewillrequiredetailedstudyand
analysis by the whole apparatus of the bureaucracy and ADF'

acting under instructions from the post-alliance Government' At

the moment' with the apparatus having been in the hands of

alliance supporters for decades, official estimates of the costs

of a credible post-alliance defence posture must be treated with

extreme suspicion. They are, nost probably, intended more to

frightenoffthosewhomightgivecredencetothenotionofan
independent Australia than as attemPts to address the question in

a serious context.
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The most informative observation which can be made at
present is that, given the horrifying extent of our dependence on
the United States for resupply, the principal effort will need to
be in the Iogistic support fie1d. Stockpiling, manufacture
(perhaps bolstered by export) and source diversification would
appear to be solutions to our weakness in this area.
Diversification, while not without its problems, has at least the
advantage of reducing dependence on any one country. lloreover,
given that there is now a general tendency among western nationa
to build equipment capabJ.e of inter-operability wj.th similar
equipments from other countries so as to widen the potential
market, overall ADF diversification ought not present problems as
extensive as they may have been, say, twenty yeara ago.
Certainly there is no convincing reason to expect that post-
alliance Australia would be forced to expend the vast additional
sums on defence mentioned by alliance supporters. It is vrorthy
of note also that every additional dollar claimed to be necessary
in a post-alliance context is, to the extent that these claims
are true, a tneasure of the degree to which Australia is presently
dependent on the United States. Thus, if it is said that an
additional $2.5 billion would be needed each year, what is being
admitted is that at the moment Australia is some 52.6 billion per
annum short of \ilhat a truly ,'self-reliant" defence posture
requires. This consideration will, hopefully, act as a deterrent
to further overstated claims about the costs of an independent
national security policy for Australia.

Such a poJ.icy, backed up by an ADF lecognised to be
capable of independent operations within its proper sphere, would
finally permit Australia to take her place as a sovereign nation
able to defend her interests against credible threats, to
cooperate with regional and other nations as appropriate and free
to pursue policies informed, not by the denands of an alliance
with a superpower, but by her onn national interest. Above all,
it would give to Australia for the first tine that freedom of
action which ought to characterise any truly sovereign state in
the closing years of the twentieth century.
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Chapter 5: Notes

1. Privately, it appears that Australia has previously been
dissatisiied wiiir the level of consultation between the
ANZUS allies. Despite the declaration to the contrary
contained in the 19?9 ANZUS Council communique, for
instance, a report frorn the US Government accounting office
indicated that Australia was "less than satisfied" with

says " ,
NZUS not alwaya rosy, rePort
27 April 1987. ) ConsultationsANZUS consultations. (See "ANZUS not alwaya rosy,

are all very we
inevitably means

an unequal relationshiP the term
different things to each Partner.

2. ForthisbrieflistofthechangesinUS-NewZealanddefence
relations after the decisive break between them I have
relied on Peter Jennings' unpublished MA sub-thesis' NgE
Zealand Defence Policv Undef -!abour, Department of
fnternational Relations' ANU, pp-6-39r passim'

ibid., p.l-09.

"New Zealand 'not eligible for ANZUS"'r Canberra Times, 13

JuIy 1987.

Jennings, op. cit., PP.17-18.

ibid. , p.29,

ibid. ' 
p.131. New Zealand has followed up her A-4

ieTirUistrment project with a request for tender for upgrade
of her P-38 LRMP fLeet. See Jane's Defence Weeklv, 5

December 1987. On the A-4 project see BiIl Sweetman, "New

Zealand Skyhawks - A Model -Upgrade"' Intefnational Dgfense
Review, Lo'/Lg87 r PP.1399-1401. Delays in approvals. by
conqreis may have -6ccurred, but if so it must have been
before the contracts were signed because sweetman points out
(p.1400) that deliveries to Nz will be complete "only 45
n6nths after contracts vtere signed" - i.e', early in 1986,
with deliveries complete in October 1989.

5.

6.

1

3.

4.

o

10.

t1.

8. Coral Bell, "The Case for the
and David Horner ( Editors ) '

AIliance", in Robert O'Nei11

the 1980s, University of Queensland Press I

Hansard (House of Representatives)-, 23 February 1988, p'500
Tproof editionl. The emphasis has been added'

See note 11 to chaPter five.

See David Martin,
1984.

Armed Neutralitv for AustEAl:L4' Melbourne
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L2. To be sure, this- claim is disputed by many of the non_aligned nations themselves. there was a major dispute ontlq point at the t9Z9 Non-Aligned neeting treia in-Cula, theeffects of which have stirl not furly dissipat;J. (ibid.,p.t82).
13. ibid. , p.11.

14. See note 26 to chapter five.
15. ltinister Beazley, for example, has claimed that even theall0cation of an additional I per cent of GDp (which at thetime wourd have meant about an extra s2.6 birrion per annumfor defence) wourd not replace the benefit" to an"i,..ria ofthe all-iance. See his -speech, ,,Self _Reliance _ A NerdDirection?" at the Just Defence Corunittee, perth, 23 May

1987 , p.7 .



CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUS IONS

The principal conclusion of this study is that Australia

can, with profit and safetyr disengage herself from the Arnerican

alliance and follow a course of her own as an independentt

pluralist, western liberal democracy'

Thia conclusion follows frorn matters discussed in

preceding chapters. Of these, the most important are surmnarised

below. After this summary, there follows a brief discussion in

the context of post-alliance Australia'

The Case in sunmarv

Firstlv, the alliance has alltays rested on most dubious

foundations. A witches' brew of fears of "threats fron the

north", racismr the myth that the United States "saved Australia"

frorn Japanese invasion and sorne merely political machinations

between the us and Menzies Governnents gave birth, not without

hesitations, to the ANZUS Treaty. Dlore recently, the alliance

has been claimed to rest upon shared democratic and historical

traditionsandtobeanexpressionofAustralia,sattachmentto
the so-called "rtestern alliance" ' None of these things really

constitute appropriate foundations for a vital feature of

Australian national security policy'

Secondlv, the history of the alliance since its

inception in 1951 reveals a long list of what can be termed

,,costs.,withtoofewreal''benefits',bywayofcompensation.In

its early years, the alliance was treated by succeasive

Australian Governments as little rnore than a licence to talk

hawkishly of foreign affairs while allowing the Defence Forces to

stagnateorevendecline.Later'Australiafol].owedtheUnited
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states, under LBJ, all the way into the ruihous vietnam confrict,
energing eight years, several hundred million dollars and almost
five hundred ADF fatalities later as a partner in a hurniliating
defeat. South Vietnam, formerly represented as vital to the
security of southeast Asia and Australia, was reft to the mercies
of its internar and externar enemies. But its final corrapse did
not produce the "downward sweep of communism" towards Austraria
so beloved of domino theorists and alliance supporters.
lloreover, in granting to the United States the right to set up
facilities under wery Lax conditions at North vrest cape, pine Gap
and Nurrungar in the same period, the Government needlessly
imported not only three prime soviet nucrear targets but also a
direct association with us nuclear warfare strategies which now
prove at reast partry incornpatibre with current Australian
policy. I

AIso under this head must fall adwerse consequences for
the ADF itserf. rt has had to alter Army divisional structures
to fit in with US models and change them again when the US

dropped the model. rt has adopted physicar fitness tests from
the US I'{arine Corps which have been found to be wholly
inappropriate to Australian Arrny needs. It has had to be
radically restructured since the early seventies to resrore (or
create) an independent operational capabirity because prior to
that it was capabte only of operations as part of larger allied
forces. It has had to endure inappropriate priorities being
placed on its exercise program, both in choice of partner and in
choice of capabirities to exercised, so that AustraLia can
demonstrate that it remains close to the US.

Thirdlv, it is depressingly clear from a study of the
record that claims by alliance supporters of some special or
disproportionate degree of Australian infruence in washington
derive their credibirity nainly frorn the frequency with which
they are repeated. whether over West New Guinea, SDI, the
Raratonga treaty. us fishing in the pacific or American trade
practices, where Austlalia and the united states have differed,
it has been the US viewpoint which has usually come out on rop.
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That this is so should not be surprising in view of the obvious

disparities between the two nations: it requires mention rrainly

because supporters of the alliance with the US so often, and on

so little evidence, assert the contrary. The so-called "Hayden

papers"rleakedinAugustlgsS'whichrevealtheleverage
exercised by washington over important aspects of Australian
policy, establish the real direction of influence in the alliance
relationship with irrefutable clarity.

Fourth, the "guarantees" allegedly built into the

alliance relationship are in fact non-existent. Neither the

ANZUS treaty nor the subsidiary agreements made within its

framework actually bind the United States to do anything at all'
But to listen to successive Australian Governments from 1951

until the present decade was to gain the impression that the

alliance was the fundamental guarantee of Australia's securityt

thattheUSl'ouldundoubtedlycometoouraiditselfwerewe
attacked by a power too strong for us and that, if attacked by a

lesser power, we could expect automatic American supPort by way

of intelligence, equipment and military materiel' OnIy slow1y

and reluctantly, yielding a little more ground with each new

assessment of security policyr have Governnents finalty arrived

at the point where it is now openJ'y adnitted that, in the

al-liance rel-ationship, it is entirety the business of the

requested partner, not the requesting one, to decide what support
(if any) shalJ. be provided in any given case' This situation is

somewhat analogous to that of the householder who buys an

insurance policy and only years later discovers that the fine

print and exclusions leave his insurer with no real liabilities.

IftheADFfindsitselfengagedinactiveoperations,itwillbe
interested neither in promises nor in explanations from

Washington about why requested rnateriel is "unavailable at this

time,',itwillrequirethegoodsupfront.currentnational
policy, stripped of its elegant Jargon and glib fonnulation'

amounts to faith that the Americans will come through. Faith, in

its personal dimension, may indeed rnove mountains but it wilL not
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supply the ADF when the going gets tough. Nor is it an
appropriate base on which to rest vital aspects of Australia,s
national security.

Fifthr though alriance advocates have tried to make a
virtue out of this deficiency by claining that the uncertain
nature of the American response will itserf deter potentiar
enemies, it is readily apparent that these uncertainties wirl
impact far more on Austraria than on potentiar enemies. ror
whire an enemy rnay indeed need to consider and have contingency
plans for us intervention, Australia without Anerican support can
have few effective prans at arr. Austraria today, in a manner
reminiscent of the Menzies attitude of the fifties, has
interpreted the alliance as a ricence to keep Defence force
equipment holdings at dangerously low levels _ so low, in fact,
that it is probabre that the Forces could not conduct significant
operations over any reasonable period of time vrithout American
resupply. And while Defence llinister Beazley has spoken
confidently of our "guaranteed access,' to resupply, neither the
pertinent papers nor the Dibb review really provide much support
for this view.2

Sixth, and importantly, this dependence on the United
states for operational resupply, when rinked to the absorute
freedom of washington to grant or withord it, strikes directry at
Australia's national sovereignty and freedom of action. For
there is no apparent reason why the United States cannot, should
its serf-interest or the interests of associates more important
to washington than Australia so dictate, deny Austratia resupply
even in a combat situation. The use of resupply as a weapon to
bring allies into line is not a new device; in fact, the US
itserf employed it with great effect against its arly, rsraer,
when that nation was being too successful during the latter
stages of the 1973 yorn Kippur war. Austraria too is subJect to
this forn of de facto contror, which could extend to decisions to
initiate or terminate hostirities, to choices of war aims and
military objectives, or even to rules of engagement. For the
united states to have what amounts to a veto on Australia,s use
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of her own Defence forces is a limitation on our freedom of

action which cannot be supported. It is, however, one which

successive Governments, in ways both creative and ingenious' have

succeeded in de-ernphasising to an unsuspecting public'

Seventh, it should be borne in mind that New Zealand'

which exited the alliance in a far less Premeditated or prepared

manner than Australia ought attempt, has stitl suffered

relativelylittleasaconsequence,Usrhetoricnotwithstanding.
Though imposing various restrictions and limitations on New

zealand and withdrawing entirely from combined exercises' the

united states has shown a healthy respect for its own regional

self-interest and placed important qualifications or caveats on

many of the limitations originally aimed at wellington' It has

even facilitated Ne\t zealand access to equiprnent for the

satellite intercept facility at Waihopai. This approach ltas

taken because, at the end of the day, the United States cannot

affordthepeacetimeNe\'tzealandforcestobecorneseriously
run-down or for wellington to be so alienated from washington

that it could no longer be accounted a "friend" (its new status

aftertheUscancelleditsANzUsobligations)'Clearly'theUS
can afford the loss of Australia's friendship even le6s than that

of New Zealand, nor coul-d it contemplate with equaninity a

situation in which the peacetime ADF is so depleted as to lose

its regional credibility. While it is to be hoped that

post-alliance Australian Governments will never again allow the

Forces to become so reliant on any single source of supply' at

the same time it appears that it would be in the general US

interest - at least in peacetime for both countries - for the ADF

to receive enough access to American sources to rnaintain itself'

Lastlv, while it is beyond dispute that Australia is and

ought remain a pluralist liberal democracy of the vtestern t14)e'

it does not follow automatically from this that we ought be in a

military alliance with the United States' or any other \testern

power. Australia's basic attachment to the !''estern world i6

forgedfromcommonvaluesandtraditionsand(withrespecttothe
Anglo-Saxon nations) a shared language: these are fundamental
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rearities not subject to quick or easy change. Alliance or no
arliance, Austraria is a western natron. Nor can termination of
the arliance any longer be interpreted simplistically as an "open
door" signal to the east bloc that Australia's region is suddenly
vulnerable or up for grabs. the days of elementary zero_sum
analysis for these purposes are long gone. In any event, there
are now strong indications - the vietnamese withdrarral of forces
from Karnpuchea, the probabre pullout of cuban forces from Angora
as part of a southwest African settlenent and, of course, the
undignified and embarrassing soviet withdrawar frorn Afghanistan -
that the eastern bloc nations are likery to be preoccupied for
some time with probrems of internal restructure and reform and
less Iiable to expansionist adventurism.

Post-AIliance Australia

The principal general reason for termination of the
Austrarian-American arriance is, from an AustraLian perspective,
that it undury and dangerousry lestricts the national freedon of
action. Ending the arriance relationship is a neceasary
condition of the restoration - more correctry, the creation - of
that freedom.

This study is unenthusiastic about the adoption by
post-alliance AustraLia of labels such as ,,non_aligned,, (if by
that is inpried rnernbership of the Non-Arigned Movement) or "armed
neutral." For reasons exprained in the body of the rrork, either
position could weLr end up imposing on Australia rimitations as
burdensome in their ordn way as those which flow from the present
American arliance. There is in fact no reason, other than
convenience, why any rabel need be attached to Australia once she
is free of the alliance. But, if labels are required, then that
which most closely describes the desired situation is simpry
"independence" or "an independent Australia. "

Australia is still a very young country by world
standards, a mere 87 years as a nation-state and littre more than
a century before that as a colrection of British colonies and
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dependencies. She is still developing towards full political'

economic and social maturity. Our historical fondness for

alliances is very much a reflection of this position' whatever

an analyst, with the benefit of hindsight, might say about the

invalidity of threats perceived in earlier times, it was probably

inevitable that for much of her early history Australia would

seek to attach herself to a more or lesg congenial great power'

The alliance concluded in 1951 was, in this senae' the loglcal

extension of all that had gone before'

Since about 19?0, however, there has been a neld

ingredient added to the mix while some older ingredients

notably the strident anti-Asian racisn - are (fortunately' and

notwithstanding recent political events) declining in influence'

Thenewingredient'whichgoesunderthenameof''self-reliance''
in the security field, is actually an expression of a new degree

of national self-confidence and independence. It is this factor,

active in the mounting tensions between the "alliance" and

"self-reliance" strands of present Australian policy which will

in good time destroy the Australian-Anerican alliance for once

and for all.

The progression of events is clear enough. From a

position of almost utter subservience, culminating in the 1963

Barrrick-Battle letters which resigned all control at North West

cape to the united statesr3 Australia has noved by slow degrees

toasituationwhereinshehasachievedcontrolofrnuch'though
not all, of her declaratory policy and where her Defence Forces

present the appearance of being able to conduct operations

without aflied forces alongside. The most dangerous surviving

limitationisthatwhichstemsfromcontinuedAmericancontrol,
still accepted by Australia, of the flow of supplies to the ADE

incombat.Thistimitationig.ofcourse,seriousand
unacceptable, but there has nonetheleas been a movement over time

away from excegsive dependence and reliance on allies' The

present "half-way house" aituation of "alliance plus

self-reliance', cannot endure forever, and its inherent

contradictionswillintheendrevealitsbaaicunviability.It
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is to be hoped, however, that this point is not reached by way of
the united states intervening to prevent Australia acting in her
own national interest. It would be wise, in fact, to terminate
the alliance well in advance of any such development.

Once disconnected fron America, Australia wiII find
herself in the unaccustomed situation of having a wide range of
options at her disposal. True, the fact that she will renain a
western riberal democracy wirr irnpose certain limitations but
these, unlike those aasociated with the aLliance or with formal
neutrarism, will by and rarge be acceptabre to the whole nation.
we would notr for exampre, be 1ike1y to embark on combined
exerci.ses with soviet fleet elements in the rndian ocean although
in strict theory there would be no inhibition on our doing so.
The electoraL prospects of any Government which did such a thing
would obwiously be rather poor.

The principal tasks of post-alliance Australia wiLl be
twofold: firstly, to wind back through stockpiling,
diversification and/or manufacture the excessive dependence of
the Defence Forces on American sources of supply. This is
absorutely necessary to give to the ADF a trury credible
capability to conduct operations in defence of Austraria, her
interests and - if appropriate at the time - her regional
friends. Neither Australia nor potential aggressors need then
Iabor under any uncertaintiess Australia would not require.
though it rnay still welcome, US supplies; the aggressor may rest
assured that Austraria is prepared to defend herserf and needs
nobody's approval to do so in r^rhatever manner seems suitable.
secondry' to restructure our regionar posture to show neighbours
and associates that, because of our departure from the arliance,
we are able to play an enhanced constructive regional role and to
assist in the maintenance of stability. Resources freed from
incessant ANzus exercises wourd, for instance, become avairabre
for a stepped-up program of exercises with regional powers in
credible environments a tittre closer to home than Hawaii or
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southern california (the site of the 1988 RIUPAC exercises) or

for enhancement of our military aid progran, the Defence

Co-operation Program.

An important factor after breaking the alliance will

still be the future relationship between AustraLia and the united
States. This will, presumably, follow the New zealand example at

least to the point that washington will reclassify Australia from

"ally" to "friend". Much wiII depend, however, on the

willingness of the united states to accept Australia's decision

as a legitinate exercise of sovereignty and to avoid hastily

interpreting it as a move calculated to damage the US or its

interests. ] f, however, there is an emotional rather than a

rational response in Washington, as with Whitlam's vietnam

policy, it may be that a period of uneasy bilateral relations

wiII need to be endured until cooler and less emotive counsels

prevail.

It needs to be understoodr moreover, that the end of the

formal alliance need not, unless washington forces such an

outcone, irnply the end of aII defence co-operation between the

two countries. There is nothing inconsistent with an independent

national security policy in Australia's co-operating or even

exercising with the united states. The difference would be that

such co-operation or exercises would be on a case-by-case basis,

andwouldbejustifiedintermsofAustralianpolicyand
requirements rather than held nerely to show those interested at

horne or abroad that the Australian-American alliance is still

alive and well. Certainly the level of co-operation and

exercising wouLd be much less than at present, and the

capabilities exercised more relevant to Australian requirements,

than has generally been the case under the alliance system'

Doubtless in a post-aIliance relationship with the

Unitedstates'Australiawouldnothavethespecialacces6to
washington which advocates clain she has at the moment' Nor

would she be able to threaten the united states with the us

facilities here, or the alliance itself, should some aspect of
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American policy (such as trade) meet with our displeasure. But,
as the Government has repeatedly rnade it crear that neither the
facilities nor the alliance are on the table in our present trade
dispute with washington, this 10ss amounta in fact to no loss at
all. For alr the influence we have been able to exert on the
Anericans to date, there may as well have been no alliance.

(Parenthetically, wer€) any Governrnent in Canberra to
bite the bulret and threaten the united states over the trade
issue with one or more of the Anerican facilities, it might prove
a quick but messy way out of the alliance. euite probably the
Arnericans would take the view that to be blackmaired successfurly
in this fashion by one arly would be to invite simirar treatment
from others. To avoid this possibility washington might actuarry
prefer to see the all.iance terminated rather than give way to
Australia on the trade question. This, at reast, is consistent
with the "isolate" treatment of the alliance which washington has
espoused ever since the trade dispute arose. rt wourd show,
whatever the reasons for the us decision, that the alliance
emperor has no clothes.)

After nearly four decades the American alliance is no
Ionger the apparently impregnable nonolith of oldi on the
contraryr it now reveals indisputable signs of growing stress and
strain. while Arnericans today, having learned from bitter and
costry experience, are far less interested in a role as worrd
policeman or in keeping other countries safe for democracy,
Austrarians are becoming ever more self-confident and are seeking
a place for their young nation in its own right. The alliance,s
survival thus far has been achieved principalry because it
represents a way for Government to avoid some difficult national
security questions (notabLy those associated with excessive
dependence), and arso because Governments have - demonstrating an
unconmon degree of imaginativeness - convinced their constituents
that there are substantial benefits and snall liabilities to be
had fron the alliance.
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Recent history, however, gainsays such assertions with

ever-increasng authority and the Australian public, though always

reluctant to contemplate fundamental changes, have been

introduced by easy degrees already to the idea of independence

through its national security incarnation, self-reliance' As

Australia approaches the twenty-first century there is good

reason to believe that - unless it belies its entire history and

produces some spectacular and substantial advantage for Australia

- the alliance will sirnply become less relevant and the

restrictions and risks it imposes more obvious' in an environment

in which the emphasis is on Australia and her regional role'

Should the United States as appears possible' retreat further

into protectionism under a Democratic administration' thus

exacerbating the dispute which already exists' then the process

of disintegration could be accelerated'

No-one can say at \"that point contradictions between the

American alliance and the increasing desire of Australian for

genuine independence in world affairs wiII cone to a head and

finally destroy the alliance' But that "alliance" and

"self-reliance" are finally incompatible' and that this will

either bring down the alliance or return Australia to the

subservient condition of the fifties and sixties' are among the

chief conclusions of this study. A reversion to the days of

subservience would represent not only a disaster for Australia

but a negation of her growth and development over the last three

or four decades: it is not to be thought that this is a realistic

possibilitY.

The time is coming, then, when for the first time

Australia will be able to take her place in the world as a

liberal dernocracy, unashamedly western in outlook and independent

in nature. whatever value the American alliance may once have

had, it has little now and its termination will be to the

ultimate benefit of both partners '
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1.

Chapter 7: Notes

f! has been argued, by Foreign l.linister Hayden arnong others,that the risk of nuclear aitack is overslressed bi ANZUS,critics bec4use "regardless of the presence of itre lointfacilities, Australia cannot escape Lhe consegrr"rr"e. 6f anuclear war_." (Uraniu$, lhe_JginL_ Facilitj-es; Disarmamentand Peace, booklet authorise
p.16.) While the "nuclear winter" and other -globai
post-nuclear scenarios remain hlpothetical (there 5eing,fortunately, no large-acale ernpiiical evidence), it seernstrue enough that Australia wouLd not eacape unscaihed, evenye{g we ng! rargeted._ But to inply that enduring theindirect effects of nuclear was is essent:-ally the sirne asenduring indirect g10ba1 effects plus direct nirclear attack- which is the outcome once the US facilities are hit _
seems to be gilding the funereal lily a little.

It has_recently come to light that the Defence Department,s
Stockholding Policy Steering Cornnittee, which is sirpposed toco-ordinate proposals and provide advice on sto-ciholdingpolicy, has not met since 1991. The Army,s War l.iaterielUsage Rates Committees faited to meed from tgg0 to 1993, orin 1985 and 1986, though it managed one rneeting in 19g4 andthree in 1987. (See Ha4sard (Representativesi, 22 Auguar1988, Answer to euestion No.34, pp.15 and 23, pioofedition). This inactivity hiqhfighls dependence' oi ussupply and the unwillingness oi suicessive Gover:nmentg totackle the problem.

See note 29 to chapter two.

2.

3.



AFTERI{ORD

Since the draft of this study was conpleted in August 1988,

events have overtaken certain aspects of my text' though none of

rny conclusions.

This necessarily brief afterword is confined to one

particularly significant happening' In November 1988 Prime

Minister Hawke announced that the Government had concluded an

agreement with the United States for ten year non-tenninable

periods for the American facil'ities at Nurrungar and Pine Gap'

Theeffectofthisagreementistoremovefrorntheagenda
any possibility of using these two facilities as bargaininqr chips

in disputes with Washington' The Government hast in effect'

confirmed the conclusion of this study that the US facilities are

unsuitable bargaining chips because in the finaL analysis they

wouldl not serve the PurPose'

However, were it not for the fortuitous combination of an

improvenent in Australia's terms of trade' the failure of the

1988 US grain crop and the defeat of the more protectionist
candidate in the us elections' it is unlikely that this move

could have been rnade. And as things now stand' the agreement

covering North west Cape still remains capable of tennination by

Australia at 180 days notice. one can only speculate as to the

reasons for its exclusion from the November 1988 agreements'

Possibly, the growing obsolescence of North West Cape's

technology, the age of its key equipment and the enormous cost of

replacement are relevant issues in this context'

Certainly, the underlying econonic conflict between

Australia and the United States rernains unresolved and will

resurface as soon as America's agriculturalists find themselves

with surplus produce. When this happens' it will be interesting

to see what effective responses the Government in Canberra is

capable of producing. New answers to Parlianentary Questions (see
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Senate Ilansard 22 Aug 88, p.21, Answer to Question No.275, and
also I Dec 88, p.3412, Ansvrer to Questj-on tqo.296) show that
desp.ite a stream of delegations, lepresentations and lobbying
efforts, Australia achieved 1itt1e aq.ainst protectionist
pressures in the US, There is no evidence to suggest that in the
next round any greater success can be expected. pressure on the
alliance, then, can be expected to grow along with America,s and
Australia's econornic difficulties and conflicts.

February 1,989
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This monograph raises issues not usually dirussed in the debate
about the Australian-American alliance: the nature of political support
of the alliance; the implications of the alliance for national security
policy; the effects of the alliance on the Australian Defence Force
(ADF); and its effects on national freedom of action.

The author examines the costs and benefits of the alliance and argues
that its ending is both desirable and inevitable, as Australian national
security policy evolves through self-reliance towards independence.


